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.Foreword
Let's look .at the basic issues

Before you $beglri, the exercises presented in this study guide to Youig Chi Idien lit /Wien, r
feelLicis important to take a few minulfslo look al some under lying issues in early childhood
education. Typically; when you heart a statemeni like the one owe have just made. you can sit
back and Max. assured that a standard lec'ffire will be foithcontingd lecture outlining issue,
and presenting-conclusions. You, as a student, may take a few notes for later reference and leave
the lecture awed by th'e chalienges.in the early ihildhood education field. Such a beginning.
however. would not set the,proper tone for this study guide. instead, we are going "to practice
what we preach": active learning.

Experience is still the beAt teacher

People of ail Vs learn best through experience; that is, by constructing knowledge through
their own actions. Young children learn ablYnt causality 'when. to their delight and continual
amazement, they toss their feeding spoons food) from theichighchairs and watch the
object, fall to the floor with a crash. Caretakers pre often dismayed and aggravatCd when .

children'do such things. and they frequently lose patience unless they understand how this
behai for relates io the way children's knowledge develops Adolescents likewise test rules over
and oier again ,until. becausb of the natural consequences incurred, they find' 'Wisdom behind the
rules; they too reach It tie understanding through experience. While .is adults we are much better
prepared to deal tvith abstract ideas, even we must work through a direct experience before true
compiIihension can occur.

To truly underskirt(' the 1-figh.Scope Cognitively Oriented Preschool you must
put it Into practice. Accordingly. this study guide is designed to give you practical experience.
We present no pat answers. There are no easy solutions. You will construct your own learning
with your colleagues, guided by the curriculum concepts. et's get started now.by trying some
learning-through-experience activities.

Find a friendwho has taught or is preparing to teach. Together, take a few minutes to list
what you think the short- and long, term outcomes of early childhood education should be.
Restrict your list lo four or five. Don't read on until you have completed your list.

1.

5.
f

4

When asked to do this, m.lny people list sto h outcomes .is (I) helpiny, the child acluevi Ins
or her potential, 121 facilitating social adpey merit with peeps, (3) deli-eloping self-confidence, 14)
developing motor skills; and (5) developing appreciation for the enN.ronnint. How does this list
compare with yours/ Occasionally someone will add "developing academic skills or a( ademic
readiness." Very rarely will someone list such practical, long-term outcomes as "preienting
lernagi' pregnancy," *improving employment ()ppm rundivs. or "rmlocing r one and delinquency."
Did rou list these areas?

vii
7
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7eochool education has long-term effects

Based un High,Scope rekarch. we now something about the long-terni effects of pieschml,
that makes both indit idual and public commitment to early childhood education extremely
important. For user 20 years we have been folloliving two groups of disadt antaged childieb from
age duet to young adulthood. We hate found that those persons with a pres(.14 educatiori.
when compared with those who did not attend preschool, have

)4:7*,t Better school achievement
2. Higher high school graduation and col ege attendance rates
3. Lower juvenile delinquency and adult rime rates, . ee
1. Less welfare dependency
5. Less teenage pregnancy and lower childbearing rates
G. Increased rates of job-holding and job-training

These pi actical outcomes have enormous social cu equences for us as educators and fin SCICIV4
large.

Presc rograms must be of high quality

The research done by High.Scope and other institutions indicates that preschool programs
"work." It is important to note. however. that they work only when Diey are of high quality. To

Abe of high-quality. preschool programs,must exhibit the following characteristics;

An identifiable curriculum. Research indicates that set erol theorety.ally ditense curricula lire
equally effective insofar as they have been studied to date, but that eclectic curricula (simple
mixtures of ideals) are rarely effective.

Inservice training and superviston. Once a curriculum has been .hosen and a program is
underway, ongoing insert ice training and supertision is essential. Stuktraining should be
rot illed by a trained staff member who is skilled in implementing he curriculum and
who will help the teaching staff apply the curriculum to individual children in the
classroom.

Team teaching and planning. Most teachers are more effective when they wuri in teams.
A teaching team (like the one you will work with throwKnit lips study guide) plans anti
develops joint strategies for working with children in the classroom. Team planning is
most effective when it occurs each day. 1

Frequent evaluation. Teaching staff rwed feedback on tt beam the progiain is working fin
ihe children in their classroom. Evaluation tells them what to emphasize and what
program aspects may need further detelopment. Effective evaluation can lw done
informally (for exainple. ,n the planning period when teaching stall look at each child's
participation in the classroom) of much more formally (through (outside assessment).

.
Parent involvement. Patent inohement an almost unnersal element OF eio.l.tie emit
Lhildhood programs. Parents need to.he tottolved not only in polity making Inn also in the
educational process taking place in the classroom and at home. '4

Adminisdative and technical support and equipment. Programs cannot °pecan. in.a
chaotic entironment, good staff management and Visit. support sett ices ate essential la
allow the staff to focus on the difficult task of ducat,ng children.

There are real differences in approaches to learning

it is interesting to note that, when considering the general outcomes or g.oals fat e.uly
childhood education. as we dud in the itks! pant of this Foreword. many prisons lad to irientiun
the cognitive processes that permit suCri geneial goals to be attained. Do Niiti nave an idea of

VIII 8
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4.
iv Ihi t these processor might includc? We the following as ex,aniples of 'what is
important 10

1. Solying problems
- .2. Astmuing responsibility .

3. Taking initiative
4. .Being creative

.1

5. Making plans . , ,
... . 4,.

let's try two exercises that will demonstrate the importance 61 cognitive >sses in
converting abstract goals into practice. The exercises are silly enough to remain wit you as
good mnemonic del,ic 5, yet are intended to make a serious point; there is d real diffe once
between teaching al roaches Again, find a friend to do the exercises tvith you. D rmine who
Ain do the work and who will read the instructions and observe the work. Do not worry about

...

,who gets which role; after the first exercise, you will reverse roles. you will each need an 8',:" x
IV piece4of paper and a crayon or marker at some sort. if you are the observer, as you read the
instructions to your Partner pay special attention to the. way, in which your partner approaches
the task, and how he or she responds to your instructions. Yini might mt down a few.

4 observations while the process is going on, so you can share them later.
,

The teacher-directed apprgaeh

The "observer.' (teacher) should read these instructions aloud to the "worker" (child) and
demonstr le each qtep.

1. Say: About one-fourth f the way from the top of your paper, draw a lagged line like
this. (Demons e.)

:WA

%

2. Say: Now draw two cured lines like this so they form the sides of a cup, almost meeting
at the bottom. (Demonstrate.)

T. Say; Next, draw two parallel lines reaching I; the bottom of the page. like this
(Demonstrate.)

/6 A.
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, 4. Sr 15.N.Now draw "ridges" on the (Alp. like this. (Demonstrate.)
. A

4.

4

a
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. .

5. Say: Now dray several more curved lines, starting at the bottom, like this.
(Demonstrate.r,

.:

1.

0711.a.ing-
itJail4S3

r'

.,

(I

.
, . .

h. Say: Now:thol you have drawn your tulip, sign your name. put a date on the paper. and
give it to me.

Take a few minutes to disc.iss how you both felt as you were doing this exercise. What did
the observer see How did the worker feel about the exercise? How did the observer feel about
the exercise? How did the worker feel about the product? List some of these attitudes, feelings.

.
and behaviors: .

4 ..
t, .

z t

.

4'1"
a

2.

3.

4.
,

5. 1

t

.

The problemsot:4,0g ap

Now switch roles with your partner and do a secozul exeruse. You will need the same sue
paper as the first exercise. Again. the person who is to be the oberver can record obsei%',Itions.
noting aitilirdeand gpeftial behavior, while the worker caries out-the task.

Say: Here's a problem for you to solve. Take a sheet of paper and make a paper airplane
that glides. (Do not demonstrate.) Here are some paper airplanes that people of, i
make (see illustrations tabling. Hut yours might not look like these.

t

.
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When the paper airplane is finished, take a few minutes with your partner to list what
eat% of you felt while doing this exercise. What. did the observer see? How did the worker

feel' abou1 the exercise? How did the worker feel about the product?, Dg-1 either or yuu
fly the airplane? 'last some of these outcomes here:

t)(

1.

4.

5.

No that you h.De done both'the tulip and the airplane exercises, what differences do
they represent in teat hing and learning styles? Tt.ke a kw minutes to list these'differences,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

to

:.
A/.44teteaching style we

. ity
YO(.1 have it st experienced iwo"different iea

a
ching styles and two different student roles.

. Based on these experiences. you should have a better vision cf the teaching style we advocate to
e.ohance children's problem-solving capabilities. Remember, you control your teaching style. We
frequently find lexperienced teachers who are committed to children to a broad, humanist ii. way.
but who employ the "tulip approach" of duetted teaching rattier than the 'airplane approach; of
pi olden] sok ing. even though the tulip appro.K.h contrasts sharply with all their stated goals foe

't hildren. if you are to be an effective teacher in a cognitively oriented preschool setting. you
nuistallow children tie work as problem sokfrs. Yam' teaching style must be (.4/11:11141:11i with ibis
.problem-sol%ing approach to learning. We hope you will keep this athate In inly in mind as srini
work ihrougli this study guide?' .

Always remember that early childhood edocatio u collects the long-term oglconies of.,

ag.
t ildient, lives Asa preschool leacher. you play a till ical role in helping (.1Tddren bpi time
Oki true adults in our society. preschool piograinfrAe not effective if they are delivered in an

. offhand and uninfot lined manner. The key to high quality program. delivery is yfal. the teacher.
(:hildren's futures are significantly related:10 your abili)y to deliver such programs of high
duality as the Ifigh Scope Coriti%,ely Oriented Press boo! Cori haiku,' Both the oppoi tuna!, and
thlk VS ndisliility'are clearly fours.

1.;.
.e.

,
.

`4.;
1)(1% ul I' Wetkort
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President
lligh:Scope Educatilmal Research Foundation
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About this-book
,

;
This study guide is for studerds and pr.c.titioners of the High Scope, Oriented.

Preschool Curia:ilium. The exercises are designed for people who ale willing to iminerse
themsel% es totally in an approach to pieschool learning (hal pros itlei the elements need; el to
establish a high quality early childhood education pro34ram.

$

Exercises in this study guide are participatory. calling for you to h-.irn b, doing. The:
exiciss "teach" y ou the same way the High Scope curriculum "teaches children"by pro% iding
act e-leas ning experiences. Fen answers can be found sithply by tinning to the appropi ode page
in the acconifiany ing manual. Young Children in Action. A knowledge of.the manual is expected,
how t 4 ei...and together with your own expel tent.,. and asei %Akins. this knowledge should guide
rni to answers and solutions.

For some of the exercises in each chaptm you will need access to a pi eschool class: mini
where you can obsere and inteiact with teal.hing staff and children This will help you realize
that the best theories often fall apart in the face of everyday realities, and realities .ire w hat
teaching staff must learn to deal with effectively.

From time to time Nolo viii need a preschoolaged Odd y ou can work with,,as you do the
exercises in this book. For yom "child study." you moiti Choose someone in the press hoot class
you aie Amen ing. or you might choose a oung neighbor. sibling. cousin. niece, or nephew.
Perhaps you will find a child through 'olunlepi, work in a local day care center. YMCA doss.
Sunday school, or music 'class. You' work %sith tips child will be vital to your understanding of
yoning children. so the sooner you becomo.acquainied. the biller. (MteAdetails about the "did&
study" child are given In Chapter 5 on page 80.1

You will need lit choose a teaching learn. Since the Cognitively Oriented Preschool Cui tit uluni
is based on a team approach to problem sowing. {navy of the txeicises In this htiuk ale designed
to be done with a team, in much the same way that teaching and planning are done Ai a
preschool classredm/Although you, won't need to identify your leaching te,Im until Omni, l 3.

you should start thinking now about people you might work with effectively.

There is no .inswer book accompanying ilas study guide, ;tura as there is nu answer Wok tot
teaching staff confront the everyday issues of early childhootreducabon in thee
preschool classrooms and dos t ale centers. When an answer or solution does nut work. iiin

and leaching team will help you design and implemenralternati% es
1.

The exercises in this book are meant to be eripiyed in the sime way that we hope ou emu%
working with y mac, children. IV(' lope these V Ikeri,ifseS. like aim% e (mil :eanowork,
be both ; hallenging and satisfying.

1
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1/ Arranging & equipping
the classroom

The arrangement of a cognitively oriented classroom reflects the belief
that children learn best in a stimulating but ordered environment in which
they can make choices and act on them. The classroom is divided into well-
defined work areas, and the niaterials in each area are logically organized and
clearly labeled: which enables the children to act independently and with as
much control over the classroom environment as possible.

Room arrangement effectiveness

Room arrangement effects the way both children and adults feel about themselves and
interact with others.

a) Describe how you, as a child, dealt with the task of cleaning your room. What made this
chore difficult? Easy?

b) Your uncle has (lied and left his entire estate to you. You are selling his house, which
includes an extensive and valaable:inachine shop. You have a buyer who is particularly
interested in the machine shop which, unfortunately, is in great disarray. In order to
present the machine shop in the most marketable light, you have to organize it even
though you don't know a socket wrench from a drill press. Describe the steps you would
lo through to accomplish this task.

I 13
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1 , Review room arrangement checklist items 1-28 in Young Children in Action, pages 299-
98. Describe how children and adults would behave and feel in a classroom where all of
these criteria are met.

/-:

14
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2. Promoting key experiences through room arrangement

Room arrangement sets the stage for many of the key experiences. For example, by
organizing the room into several well-defined work areas where materials are easily accessible,
adults are enabling children to "chooseinaterials, activities, and purposes." a key experience in
active learning. Turn to the list of key experiences on page.6 3-6 in Young Children in Action. In
the chart below, list ten more key experiences that are directly promoted by a well organized
classroom, and briefly- note how.

Topic
Row Room Arrangement

Key Experience Promotes Key Experiences

iRarru6
si nog

metivrialsi
athiv Ries I

pturpoSts

1

room -t is oroanived,,-6r
chilarer. So -Ittat-Rxamt Can
'Madi ll. ntL-ffin55 exables
-thirm 40 sta. whatis avaitabk.
at-W..4o Choose, off-
rvueivtials ,fty- 44m5e106.
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3. Floor plans

Use. the checklist below (taken from Young Children in Action, pp. 294-5) to complete the
following exercises:

a) Evaluate the three room arrangement floor plans (classrooms A, B, and C) presented on
pages 5 -7.

b) Draw and label a rearrangement of each room in the space provided. so that all the
elements in the checklist are inciaded.

Room Arrangement Checklist

Classroom

A B C000 1 The room is divided into several distinct
areas or interest centers (house, at.
block. quiet. construction, sand and
water. music and movement, animal
and plant)

A B C
0 0 0 2 Boundaries are well defined by tow

shelves. stable screens, or walls with
openings. so that children and adults
cbn see into areas

A B C
0 0 0 3 Each area has an adequate amount of

space for children and them se of
marenais

A 8 C
0 0 0 4 Tables are incorporated into the work

areas

A B C
00.0 5 The art area is near he sink

A 0 C
0 0 0 6 Work areas are not cluttered with

unnecessary furniture or materials

A B C
0 0 0 7 The areas are in corners or on the

edges of the room and open into a
central planning or meeting area

i

=.1

Classroom

A B C

0 00 8 The art area floor is tiled

0 00 9 The block area 1114, is carpeted

0 0 0 10 Traffic Bow permits children to work
without interruption

A B C

A B C

A B C
000 11 The house and block areas are near

each other for interrelated play

A B C
0 0 0 12 The noisier areas are not close to the

quieter areas

A B C
0 0 0 t3 Individual storage space (dishlubs.

"'empty gallon containers. boxes.
baskets) and coat space are provided
for each child to store his or her
personal belongings These storage
spaces are labeled and placed low
enough so that children can use them
independently

A B C
0 0 0 lA Riding toys. a workbench. a sand tat 1,

table and chairs. are not included in the
1r 1 block area

i
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An Indoor-Outdoor, WarmClimate Classroom

towroriet.
r

I
(')u door

Court
1

1

1

MIRO 11m,

Classroom A

6 Sand

Quiet Area

wt.
Low fence

House Area

r
0

Door 10 Hallway

Outdoor Court

Rearranged Classroom A

I

T led Floor

Door to iraltv.vay

5
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A Classroom in a Public Building

f

Classroom B

Rearranged
Classroom B

Musical
Inslruments

& Books

IMINIl

8
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A Classroom in a House

Classroom C

Construction AreY

House Area
Quiet
Area

Coat Rack

llfl

Rearranged
Classroom C

Storage I
Tubs

Fiord poor

4

Back Door

Block Area

Al Area
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4. Work areas and materials
Examine the pictures of classrooms E. F, and G on the facing page and then complete these

exercises: I

ar Write in 'he name of the work area represented in each picture.

b) Evaluate each work area, using as a guide checklist items 15-27 below (taken from Young
Children in Action, pp. 295-96).

c) List the changes you think are necessary to bring each work area in line with the
checklist.,

Room Arrangement Checklist (continued)

Classroom

E F G
0 0 0 15 Materials are stored in the area where

they are used

E F G
0 0 0 16 Shelves, drawers, and containers are

labeled With a sample object or with
pictures, photographs, or outlines of the
contents

E F G
O 0 0 17. Identical and similar items are stored

together

E F G
0 0 0 18 Sets of materials in different sizes are

hung or stored so that size differences
are apparent

E F G
0 0 0 1. Materials within each area are easily

accessible to children

E F G .
U 0 0 20 All materials within children's sight and

reach can be used by children

EFG
0 0 0 21 There is an adequate arnotint and

variety of materials in each area

E F G
0 0 0 22 Each area contains unstructured

materials that can be used on many
ways Example poker chips can be
used for counting, slacking. matching,
sorling. representing food or money

8

Classroom

E E G

t

0 0 0 23 'There is a variety of materials available
to children for achieving iheir.gOals
Examples papers can be put together?
)vithglue, paste. tam. staples, paper
clips, string, rubber bands, a house can
be made with blocks, paper. wood at
workbench. playdough. paint

EFG'F
0 0 0 24 There are enough materials in each

area for children to work simul-
taneously

E F G
0 0 0 25 There are materials that can be

manipulated and actively explored in
each area

E F G
0 26 There are materials that can be used

for pretending or making represenla
lions in each area

E G
0 0 0 21 There are many real things (plants.

animals, utensils. tools. and instru-
ments) that children can explore in
each area

20
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5. Designing and equipping your own preschool classroom

As a coinmunity-service project your ipartinent buildingtdorm,sororitylr.Unitvco-
op business, neighborhood, Willy is starting, a preschool center, of classroom, fm 15 three- and
four-year-old children. Because of your interest in wily childhood eduCation, you have 1,..en
asked to take *,harge of arranging and equipping the )(longs) that will serve as the pro...1001
classroom.

a) Select the %cultist in you/ current apartmentidorm/sororityiftaternityico.-
ophusiness,h(luse that istarej most suited to become a preschool classroom.

,

b) Make a floor-plan sketch of the ruongsj you have selected.

c I Decide which work areas you will include in the classroom and locate them on yew floor
plan according to the principles in checklist items 1-14 presented earlier.

Your Floor an

10 V
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A.

di You have a budgettof $500 for classroom materials.,Use as a guide an actual catalog of
preschool supplies or the list of materials and prices provided below. Decide 'what
materials you will include in each work area and fill out the following chart.

Commercial
Materials

Found/Donated Commerical Matellals i
Materials Price List

,...

. Area

4

..

.. Arda
.

4.

...
Area

A

. .

____ _ Area .

. _ ___ ___ Area

S 1501 bells
12 95 Cardboard bio(!ks
16 50 child -,razed chairs
84 00 child seed toy refrigerator
84 00 chflO seed loA, sink .

8400 chr4d-seed by stove
7 07 / 5 lb clay

80 / pkg construction paper
13 80:dor crayons '-. 17 9$ .dishils,

10 50 drum
44 95 easel

969; gal glee
. 136 50 kidney shaped tables.

5 95 lacing boards
9 40 Lincoln Logs

26 00 Loc Blocks
I 95/ ea magnet

2 29." set markers ,
400Q mirror

6 95,4oz paint brush0
2 07!pt paste

12 95 pegboard,
1 75 plastic storago containers

2 50r ea playdough
I I 95 pots and pans

24 00 I set of 12 powder paint
5 75/ea puppets

100 00 record player
1 80 sandblocks

143 50 sand table
1 60/roll transoarent tape

150 00 shelves
15 30 stapler

I 18/box staples
' 4 20 tambourine

15 30 tape recorder
t 2 9f. telephone

6 95 toy farm arurDls
10 triangle

87 95 r sel of 32 wooden unit blocks
146 95: si of sr, wOoden 'unit blocks.

Found Materials
books iewelry
bottr(. caps inea5urinii cow,
broom pa; wog materials
buttons s) ris
rardboare popsicle sliCks
carpet `.(1114,/". SliVerNI;It(>
clotli.)4. pongeA
o.clo>.. voni',
dolls Int yr< le,.
dosloA 11 tub(
empty artIrl . Oingtg
f(3,3tT1 W311;14iPt f
NOS Mg a scrap'.

e) Evaluate your materials list according to the checklist for each work area you've selected
(These checklists can be found in Young Children in Action, pp. 39O97.) Make any
flanges necessary.

i
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f) Your budge' has lust been slashed. You can spend only $200 on commercial materials,
but you have been offered unlimited help in making and collecting found materials.
Revise your chart, eliminating some commercial'materials and showing what additional
materials you will make or find so you still metal the checklist criteria for each area.

Commercial
Materials

Found/Donated Commercial Materials
Materials Price List

. Area

.

/

------

Area

l
6

Area

e

..

.

,

Area

.
I

1

-
________ _ _________

.

Area

.

24
12

$ 150 bells
12 95 cardboard blocks
16 50 child sized chairs
84 00 childsized toy releraior
84 00 child-sized toy sink
84 00 child-sized toy stove

7 07, 5 lb clay
30 'okg COnWhetion paper,

13 4i' ;do: crayons
1 7 95 dishes
10 50 drum
44 95 easel

9 69,gal glue
136 50 kidney shaped tables

595 lacing boards
940' Lincoln Logs

26 00 roc Blocks
1'95: ea mane!

2 29, set markers
4000 mirror

6 95:doz paint brushes
-2 0741 paste

12 95 pegboard
1 75 plastic storage cur &line's

, 2,50/ea playdough
11 95 pots and pans

111.00/ set of 1? powder paint
5 75 'ea puppets

100 00 record player
180 sandblocks

143 50 sand table
1 60/rofl transparent tape

150 00 shelves
15 30 stapler

1 18/box staptes
4 20 tambourine

15 30 tape recorder
295 tsolephvoe
6 Cit) toy term animals
210 thangre 1

87 95 SCI of 32 wooden unit blocl.s
146 95 'set of 55 vgJocten unit blocks

round Materials ,

books
.bottle
broom
butror.s
rardtioaro
rarpet square,
fothes

dishes ,
dolts
dustpan
empty ( actor"
foam
hats

leweiry
asurst ty ( tills

packing material%
pans
th)pSick, sticks

sponges
spools
tot-yet',,
rubes
wagon
w,riipapet
rr,rld

1

r



6. Setting up your own outdoor play space0
Outdoor play space is as important as indoor play space. To plan the oattlooi play spatm for

your preschool center, review pages 51-52 in Young Children in /Wile 1p.

a) Select an outdoor ipace near your current apartynentidormisororityifraternity/co-
orbusiness.'house Below, draw a plan to turn the space you have selected intPan
outdoor play space. Include boundaries, major features, and pieces of tquiptn

Tout Outdoor Play Space

S

1

. 13 23-

1

j

I
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b) Evaluate your outdoor play space according to the following questions taken Worn thc:
filmstrip Where Con-Children Ploy: Plonning Play Spaces fob Young Chi hirer., by
Steen B. Esbensen: .. ,

it 1. How far is the play space from the entrance to the classroom?

2, Do the children have to cross a road leget to the plav''space?

3. How is the play space enclosed?

4. Are the play areas clearly identifiable?
z. .

5. Is there an area with bushes, shrubs, and other landscaping features for quiet
retreat? . 0

.

8. Is there a mound or hill to climb on or to slide down in the winter?

7. Is water accessible to the sand play area? I

8. rave you provided space for social and,dra matic play?

=-....+. -.'-'"

- .
9, Is there an area that enables the children to stretch, pull, balance, and generally

develop their large motor skills? \ ... .

10. Is there a flat, open space for ball games?

11. Is shade provided?

.12. Are there any obstacles to supervision cre,hted by.the arrangement of theequipment
and landscaping features of the site?

`'13. Is the sand area enclosed and landscaped -to prevent sand loss?

14. Is there a flat work surface.(such as a table top) in 'the sand area?

. 15, Are a variety of textures used? Examples: sand. grass, rocks. tree stumps. other
natural landscaping features. -

I.

16. Does the slide stop in the only sand areaon the sire?

7. Labeling classroom materials

Labeling refers to the process of marking where materials go. Labels made from objects.
tracings, catalog pictures, or photographs of materials help children locate and return classroom
materials. .

. .

a) As children match objects to labels. they ale classifying, seriating, or noting spatial
relations. (See the'listing of key experiences on pages 3 -8 of Young Children in Action )
Look at the photographs from Young Children in Action listed below. Briefly desiribe or
draw the labels shown and decide whether the labels are promoting classifying, $.,erialing.
aid /or noting' spatial relations.

Photograph Description
c

What Labels Promote

v38

,

'used with permission of the author See page 18 for complete referpnce

14

20
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Photograph Description What Labels Promote

p 41

p 174

219

-......

b) Select one of the materials you bought in exercise 5d. Draw or describe how you would
label it and indicate what the label promotes.

I

c) Look at the photograph on page 261 in Young Children in Action. Why is it important to
include children in the labeling process?

15 2



8. Observing a classroom
.II

Visit a preschool classroom. Study carefully how it is ..ianged and equipped. Look for the
items on the checklist in Young Children in Action, pages 294-98. and check off the its vou
find.

a) What are this classroom's strengths regarding room arrangement?

Y

lit If this were your dassroom, what room arrangement or equipment changes would you
make to meet more of the checklist criteria?

.1 26
16
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9. Room arrangement issues to ponder

a) Often when an individual is working on a project, her or his work space is a mess for
days at a time. Why does this work for an individual but not for groups of preschoolers?

b) Some adults think an organized room arrangement interferes with children's spontaneity.
What do you think and why?

ri In the middle of the school year. due to circumstances beyond your control. you must
move your preschool from one church basement to another. How would you prepare
children for the move and include them in the moving process?

.
.,

d) Turn back to exercise 5. What room arrangement modifications would you make for a
visually impaired child? Hearing impaired child? Physically impaired child? Mentally
impaired child?

10. Room arrangement projects 4.

a) Visit as many preschool classrooms as .you can. Evaluate them using the wont .

arrangement checklist in Young Children in Action, pages 294-98. Photograph or sketch
each classroom. The resulting room arrangement album will serve you well when you set
up your own classroom.

b) Work with a teaching team to help set up an actual preschool classroom; Document room
arrangement changes and children's responses as changes occur over the year.

c) Make up. try out. evaluate. and modify games that acquaint children with room
arrangement, names of work areas. and locations of materials.

dl Ask several children to represent their preschool classrootns in two or three dimensions.
Collect or photograph these representations;

.

, ...'l .

17
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Films and Publications

Films
Arranging the Classroom: Case Study of the
High/Scope "reschool (PS1901
Color filmstrip and cassette tape, 15 min
A teacher from the Hrgh/Scope Preschool describes her
attempts to implement principles of room arreigemr.nt
and to select and organize materials to promote
intellectual development that is. to give children
opportunales to exercise .merging cognit've abilities that
are critical to the formation of more mature modes of
thinking She discusses the changes in her ciessroom
structure and equipment over the course of a year.

The Block Area
PS1911 Set of love color lilmstrips and cassette tapes,

98 7 mm total
For preschool teachers who wish to establish interest
areas in their classrooms The focus is on the block area
but the information is applicable to interest areas in
general and to the teacher's role as a resource and guide
for active learning.
1. Setting Up a Block Aron (7.5 mm)
How to set up a block area and arrange it so that it is well
placed and logically organ.zed. how to equip the area
initially and then add materials as the children become
more fanyhar with the area.
2. A Place to Explore New Materiels (6.5 min)
How children explore materials by trying things out. using
their senses, arranging objects, etc, and what a leacher
can do lo facilitate children's explorations.
3. A Place to Build All Kinds of Structures (9 min)
How children build up. out, aroundshows examoles of
typical structures arid suggests strategies a leacher can
use to encourage purposeful building
4, A Place to Represent Things (8 7 min)
Structures children huild in the block arearoads.
sidewalks, barns. wages. housesand ways a teacher
can ret.pond to and support this important work of young
children
5. Observing p Child In the Block Area (7 mini
tynnelle builds a large structure in the block area and a
teacher observes and works with her The narrator
discusses the kindsof questionsa teacher might ask in this
situation and the strategies she could i.se Whelp Lynnette
extend and represent her structure

Helping Children Make Choices and Dec:skins
(PS100) Set of five 16mm films, color. sound, 33 min.
total
Five short films that d.al with aspects of the teacher's role
.n helping children make responsible thoughtful. creative
choices The bins were produced in several Head Start
centers Some of the dialogue is in Spanish
1. A Good Classroom is a Classroom Full of Choices
IPS107) (7 min)
Children should of able to Choose what they're going to
do. where they're going to work, what materials they'll use.

who they'll work with. This him shows hew teachers can
structure the classroom environment and the children's
activities to provide opportunities to make and carry out
such critical choices

Where Can Children Play
IPS1201 Set 01 three color filmstrips and cassettes, 35 min
total
The three presentations contained in this package are
designed to provide an understanding of the problem of
space for children in housing developments. playgrounds,
and play areas in schools and parks

The package set is intended to provide the users with
audio-visual material for three workshop sessions during
which they can proceed from a general understanding of
the problem to a precise design framework for developing
appropriate play opportunities on their site

Print scripts and a discussion guide are included
Where Can Children Play. An International Overview
(PS1211(16 nun)
Summarizes the findings of an international study of
public policies on space for children's play activities and
suggests some considerations for qualitative development
of a residential sue when space standards exist

(Pplasninhnig(Piolamy

Snlaces for Young Chlfdren

Provides a design framework for the development of a
particular play space Some guidelines for the
development of appropriate play environments for
children under six years of age are suggested
Planning Play Spaces for 'School-Age Children
I eiS1231 (9 min) ,4)(
Surveys the play activities commonly preferred by six- to
fourteen-year-olds and presents some design considera-
tions for providing such child-responsive environments

Publicationi
Room Arrangement anti Yfiaterials
( #3 Elementary Series)
Author S. Mainwaring. bOolilet (44 pages), 1977
The book gives details for setting up an environment in
which children can test and eipress their ideas. make
decisions, solve problems, apply their own reasoning to
diverse situations and share then experiencgs with others
This booklet describes the kinds of planning that the
leaching staff could use to- produce this rearming
environment Strategies are provided for setting up
interest areas. changing and developing an area. and
keeping interest areas challenging An extensive appendix
lists equipmea supplies. and resources for 15 interest
areas

Write or call the Niglo,'Scope Foundation, 6G0 North River Street, Ypsilanti, All 48197, (313) 485.2000
to obtain information on ordt.ring these materials.

is
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2/Establishing a
daily routine

A consistent elegy routine is a framework. It frees children and adults from
worrying about or having to decide what comes next, and it enables them to use their
creative energies on the tasks at hand..A daily routine iR designed to accomplish three
major goals:

Provide children with a plan-do-review process to help them explore. design.
and carry out projects and make deCisions.

a Provide for many types of interactionsmall and large group. adult to child.
child to child. and adult teamworkand for tunes when activities are child-
initiated or adultinitiated.
Provide children with enough time to work in a variety of enviionrnents
inside. outside. on field trips. in various work areas.

When the daily routine is well implemented it can provide a multifaceted
structure in whtch children and adults can be active and creative.

`

1. Why a daily routine?

In the view of Young Children in Action Sp. 58). ''A consistent routine is a framework. It
frees children and adults alike from worrying about or having to decide what comes next and
enables them to use their creative'energies on the tasks at hand." Not everyone agrees witsli,
this view, however. Some people feel that a consistent daily routine constrains and curbs
areative energies. A child just gets started on a building. for example,'but has to stop. not
bilcause he or she has completed building a structure but simply because it is'c1ean -up time.
Keeping, these views in mind, complete the following exercises as if you were addressing a
group of preschool parents:

a) List the pros of a consistent daily routine. How does it assist children? Haw does it
assist adults? .,

19



b) List the cons of a consistent daily routine.

c) How does a consistent daily routine affect children's feelings of security,
independence, and control over their environment?

d) If you wereIn charge of a preschool classroom, would you have a consistent daily
rbutine? Why or why not?



e
i

2. Blocit of time within a daily routine
$ .....7

A daily routine is made up of a sequence of time blocks. Each lime block has a name so
that children and adults can easily refer to it and talk about what happens during that time.
Below, list the time blocks within a daily routine as outlined in Young Children in Action,
pages 59-60, and identify the Characteristics of each time block.

Name of Time Block Characteristics

,e

ie.

r

..,

I

%

I

L1
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3. Sequencing the.daily routine

The overall sequen_ce of a daily routine depends on what works !jest for each classroom.
For example. in some centers a meal time mtzst be included in the schedule while in others it
is not. In some centers the climate often determines when and if an outdoor lime occurs. "The
particular arrangement is not important as long as each element is included. However
planning time, work time, clean-up time, and recall should always follow one right after another.
and work time should be the longest single time period." (Young Children in Action, p 60)

Philip and Elaine are two teacherg in the Scoville Junction Preschool. Use the following
descriptions of elements of their daily routine to complete exercises a-d.

a) Identify the time of day described in each case.

*1"

Time of Day

It is a bright autumn day The children all go
Outside where they climb, swing. slide. play in the
sand, play ball. and ride the wheel toys Elaine is
helping children hang by their knees from the climber
while Philip is helping some children set up an
obstacle course

.1.

Time of Day

Several children in the'art area are making
collages out of styrofoam bits. scraps of fabric.
newsprint, wood scraps, foil. and paper They call
Philip over because they can't get the foil to stick He
helps them find and try out alternatives to glue
Elaine has helped a group of children find space to
build a variety of block structures and is now in the
house area where she knocks on the door of what
appears to be a 'doctor's office

What's wrong today" a "doctor- greets her
'My arm hurls Can you help me" she asks

"Sure come on in
In the music area, two children are playing

tambourines and making up a dance. while in the quiet
area a group of children play store. using dominoes. rig-
aigs, and puzzle Pieces as props.

Time of Day_

In the art area. Philip and half of the children in
the classroom are working with playdough,
toothpicks. and pipe cleaners Some children are
making people. others are making cakes, and others
arelust rolling, flattening. and squeezing the
playdough In the Wel area.-Elaine and the rest of
the children are finding things with holes and
stringing thorn in various patterns

\

Time of Day

'What would you like to do today' Elaine and
Philip ask each child Some children respond by
pointing to an area Others get a ley theieci like to
use Others describe what they'll be doing while
Philip or Elaine write down their plans and then read
back their words

......1} ^r.

22

Time of Day

Elaine puts on a record and asks all the children
to decide which parts of their bodies they could
move to the music 'Let's start with Carole.- Philip
suggests Carole can..give her idea and then. since
Paul is next to Carole. Paul can tell us his idea next.
and we'll go around until everyone has had a chance
to tell us how to move

,

Time of Day

While the children have juice and
.

carrot sticks.
Philip and Elaine ask each one to show or tell about
what they did that day They ask q,eslions about
individual activities and suggest ways each child
might continue the activity the next day They also
encourage the Children to listen attentively to each
speaker .

Time of Day

The art area ii littered Mil containers of glue
am collage scraps Philip helps the collage makers
decide who is going to collect the glue bottles. who
is going to gather up the wood scraps. and so on
The. bloc..k builders are busy pilineeach other up With
blocks and returning them to the shell The music
maker:, have Joined the store people in the quiet
area where everyon is sorting and replacing puzzle
pieces, dominoes, and rig -a -jigs Elaine is helping the
'doctors' .dismantle their office and return the house
area to normal

34
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14 How would you sequence the blocks of time of Philip and Elaine's daily routine?

1.

2.

1.,
3.

4.

rk;
5. v.t

6.
!

7.

c) Why did you sequence the'routine as you did?

)
(

4

-.

d) How would you change the sequence if it were winter and the children had to put on
twts. caps, mittens, and coats for outside time?

A.

; to
23
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4. A daily routine for your center

In Chapter 1. exercise 5, you arranged and equipped a preschool classroom. Your next
task is to establish a routine for the 15 children who ..re in the classroom.

The following children attenfl your preschool. They will appear in exercises throughout
the rest cif this book. If you want to change the name:: of any of these children to names of
similar children you know. change them on this list and throlighotil the exercises in this
hook.

Sasha
Denise
Timmy
Raymond
Ease

Mike. Sam
Michelle
Glance
Corey
Brenda
Jamison
Marketta
Troy
Lynnette
Juanita

31/2, years

3 years
4 .nears
4 years
4'4 years
3 years
4Y. years
3 years
3V., years
4 V., years
4 years
3 years
3 years
4'i years
4 years

has Down's Syndrome
shy, nonverbal
outgoing, lots to say
very active
energetic
twins
has been in another preschool
prone to tantrums
quiet. often plays alone
always has something to say
Brenda's cousin
very quiet, cries often
has difficulty gbtting along with other children
full of energy and ideas
joins class later. Spanish-speaking, see Chapter 6

a) Make up a daily routine for youa preschool program which runs From 2.00 to 4:30 p.m.

Time Interval Name of Time Block

=7,11111..

24 36
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bj, Give a rationale for the sequence of your routine.

ti,

'I

N.

V ,

c) What would you do with tuildren who didn't gel picked up promptly at 4:30 p.m.?

.

x

; t 25
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5. Helping children learn the daily routine
For a daily' routine to be effective, adults and children alike need to know the names of

the time blocks and their sequence. For adults this is a relatively easy task. Preschool
thildren, howeker, need time and help. Review the suaestions.for helping children learn the
daily routine '4-1 Young Children in Action, pages 58-61. and then answer the following
questions:

a) Which of these suggestions would you use in your preschool classroom? Why?

'to

.

bj You have a Down's Syndrome child, Sasha, in your classroom. How would you help
Sasha learn the daily routine?

no

...

....:

I

I N.

36
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6. Planning tinge 7

,..

The following exercises describe some planning-ti,tue situations you might encounter in
your preschool classroom. For assistance in &Arm with them, ypu can refer to pages 0-72
in Young Childr'en in Action.

a) You and a co-teacher have been running your preskhool classroom for a month now
and most of the children understand planning time. This is Denise's first day.
however. She has lust turned three and appears to be quite shy. Al the rest of the
children have made and begun their plans. When you ask Denise what she would like
to do, she does not reply. How would. you assist Denise? Include at least four different
strategies you might try. How would you have other children assist Denise?

0

27
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bj From the moment he came through the door today. Timmy has been talking about tlw
fish he and his dad caught yesterday. "I caught three fish, big ones. We dug worm..
They eat 'em. and I felt tugs on my line. We couldn't stand because then the boat .

--....._./
might tip. We skinned 'em and cut off the heads, and you could see inside what they
ate. One just ate a crayfish. We opened his stomach and saw it .. ." How would you
use Timmy's experience And enthusiasm to help him make a plan?

"'

,

il Suppose Timmy plans to play fisherinim in the house area:but by the time he tells
you his plan there are already five children in the house area playing doctor What
would you do? Include at least four different approaches you might try.

40
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ii) Raymond and Elise have planned to build a farm together in the block area While you
are still planning with other children. you cue aware that, although Raymond and
Elise have gone to the block area. they are nut building a farm. Instead they are
kneeling on the rubber animals to soe how flat they can make them. Would you
immediately leave the children you are still planning with and go to Elise and
Raymond. or would you wait until everyone had made a plan and then go to the block
area? Why?

el Once you got to the block area. what might you sin; to Ulm, and Raymond? Think of
at least four different strategies you might try.

29 41



7. Work time
. :

You base lust finished planning with the childre.i in your planning group and are looking
arownl the room to seewhat's going on. This is what you see:

Mike and Sinn are going around the room noisily "chain sawing" blocks, chairs, table
legs. the record player, the easel. Clarice and Michelle started out rah ing the paints,they
needed for then pictures but are now pouring all the paint powder into one jar to see what
color it iA ill make. Raymond and Timmy are building a long road in the block area Your co-
teacher is doing puzzles with Elise, Sasha, and Corey. Denise is standing in the house area
sucking her thumb, holding her dolly, and gazing around the room. Brenda and Jamison are
dressing up as "the mom and the dad" and talking about going to work and cooking
breakfast Marketta is crying because Troy took two blocks she was starting to load into his
dump truck. "leacher, teacher," Lynnette is calling from the art area. 'look at my picture,
look at Ttly picture."

al Where would you go first? Why? What would you do?

bt Wie.re would you go neap Why? What would you (Jo? ,

4Z
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c) As you are going to your stccond situation, your co-teacher looks around Where might
your co-teacher go? Why? What might your co-leacher do?

d) Are there situations you did not get a chance to deal with? Which ones? What might

you and your coicacher discuss about these situations when planning tomorrow's
work time?

0,

31 4'0



8. Recall time

The vvock Imo described in exercie. 7 has lust ended. Clean-up time is over and you are
recalling with 'asha. Denise. Timmy. Mike, Clarice,-Raymond, Brenda. and Troy.

a) Duringlclean-up time you made mental notes of each child's activity at work time
(refer t!) exercise 7). List these activities.

Child / Activities

Sasna

/--

Deos/e

T
e trMy

Mike

.

Ciance

Raymond

B(enla

Trot/

Gi1 en the age. 1.voik-inne activity, and brief description of each of these children. how
%%4)111(1 Nou conduct recall lime% What questions would you ask.' What obiecis would
%ou ha).i at the table? Would you ask children to go and get any objects?

4
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9. Small-group time
.- .

You are planning a small-group time for Elise. Sam, Michelle, Corey, ',unison, Markelta. and
loinnette

a) List everything you ',now about each of these children.

Child Facts About Child

Etise

Sam

%chola

Corey

Jamison

.

Marketta ,
Lynnette

h) Choose a skill or key experience that will be the focus of your small-group time.
-,,,,Alik

-

c) last the ntailtrtals you will use and how many of each so that every (Auld will have his
or her own things to work with. \--...--..,

T i,

33" 4 J
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,
d) Where will this small-group activity lake place so that everyone has enough work

space?

e) What choices will children be able to make?

.t.

1) How will you begin this small-group activity? What will you say?

\._

46
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g) Describe what you might see each child doing during this activity and how you would
support and encourage each child.

Child Child's Actions with Materials
Strategies for Support

and Encouragement

Eilse

Y-

Sam

Mrcheile

Corey

.

Janvson

So.

Market%) ./

I 4nr.r.n,
/

4
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11) How would you draw this activity to a meaningful end?,

10. Circle time

You are planning a circle time for the 15 children in your preschool

al List four activities [action games, songs, finger plays) you have done or would like to
do with 15 preschoolers.

1. 3.

4.

b) For each activity you listed, think about an active beginning. choices for children, and
opportunities for children to lead. Record your plans in the chart below.

Activity

Opportunities
Active Choices for for Children

Beginning Children to Lead

36
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11. Transition times

Review page 98 in Young Children in Action and then go back to exercise 3b Read
through the sequence yo decided on for Elaine and Philip's day. Identity three-transitions
and describe strategies 'ou would use to help children go smoothly from one time block to
the next.

\ Transition Strategies

Vb.

t .
12. Observing a daily routine

Visit fi preschool classroom and spend a day observing the daily routine. Turn to the
daily routinezhecklist on pages 298-303 of Young Children in Action and use il to evaluate
the classroom

4) List the components of the classroom's daily routine in the order in which they occur.

p 37
.:. t*
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\ .
b) in the classroom yoo observed, how are the components and sequence of the daily

routine similar to thire Described in Young Chi1dOn in Action on pages 59-61? How
are they different? \

C.

c} If you were a member of the teaching team in this classroom, what, if any, chap_ s in
the daily routine would you suggest? Why? ' AP

50
38
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13. Daily routine issues to ponder

a) Should recalling occur only at recall time? Why or why not? When else during the
daily routine could it uccur? :

bi Since children plan and carry out their own work - tithe activilia, what is an adult's
role during'work time?

c) What is the effect of a consistent daily routine on a child from a chaotic household?
Froin a rigid household? Would your expectations for two such children differ? How
and why, or why not?

d) What impact does room arrangement have on daily routine?

e) Would it be easier to start the year with all new children who didn't know the daily
routine, or with, a mix of thildrensome who already knew th daily routine and
some who didn't? Why?

../
1) How would you help a non-English-speaking child learn the daily routine?

gi What do you remember about the daily routine in the nursery school or kindergarten
you attended as a child? What was your favorite time of the day? Your least favorite
time? Why? s

...."--
...--"---

14. Daily routine projects

a) Try out some of the strategies to help children learn the daily routine you listed in
exercise 4.

b) Make a daily routine book for a child. Take photographs of the child's day. Have the
child dictate the text,

e) At least Once a month, observe the same child going through the plan-do-review
sequence. Make notes on each step and-compare them from month to month.

d) Ilsing the steps outlined in exercise 9. plan, do, and evaluate a small.group time with
preschoolers.

ei Do and evalutite one of the circle-time activities you planned in exercise 10.

$.>
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Films and Publications

Films .,
Guidelines for Evaluating Activities
( PS150) Set of three 16mm films. black & white. sound.
58 non total: discussion guides included
These programs demonstrate alternative ways teachers
can plan and carry out activities with a group (4 preschool
children Each program shows two contrasting styles of
structuring and leading a group activity using similar
materials but differentleaching methods and goals Useful
for stimulating discussion of teaching styles and
educational philosophies An accompanying observation
guide offers criteria by which to evaluate and revise
classroom activities Also included is a trainer's
supplement that discusses the films in terms of thecnteria
in the guide and otters suggestions tor revising the
activities
Contrasting Teaching Styles: Smell-Group TIme
(PS751)(78 mm)
Contrasting Teaching Styles: Work Timer the Art Area
(P57521(22 min)
Contrasting Teaching Styles: Circle Time (PS15M.
118 mm)

Helping Children Make Choices and Decisions
(PSI001 Set of five 16mm films. color. sound 33 men
total
3. Exploring the Possibilities of the Room
f PS1031 (7 awn)
In order to make responsible and creative choices
children need to be awafe Of the alternatives available to
them Teachers demonstrate some ways to help young
children explore the possibilities of the classroom the
many activities and materials to choose from and the many
imaginative ways materials can be used

Troubles and Triumphs at Home
[P5192) Set of lour color hlmstups and cassettes. 70 min
total
The materials are directed at parents of children with
special needs aged two to live. but they may be of interest
to anyone who has Child care responsibilities for young
children Many of the ideas altd activities ate appropriate
tor center-based as well as home settings Instead of
<attempting to provide pat solutions the materials present
some general Problemsolving approaches end show
exam les of how certain families have applied these
ape aches in their homes The strategies shown are
m nt to be suggestions for Parents catalysts for helping
th m develop ideas and strategies of their own

There are lour sound filmstrips with both English and
Spanish §oundtracks, four booklets and a guide for parent
meetings The print materials are designed to be photo,
reproduced (xeroxed) so that copies can be distributed to
viewers as handouts

4(p

When Tve Told You A Thousand Times" isn't Enough
(ISM) (16 mm)

Alf parents of two- to five-year-olds have those doff:cult
days when everything their child does seems designed to
anger. frustrate. or embarrass !hem But young children
have a diflicult time learning what is appropriate and what
is not in various situations They also have trouble
predicting, planning for, and sequencing ev6rits This
filmstrip discusses three important strategies parents can
use to minimize many child behavior problems
communicating adult expectations in concrete and
understandable ways, enforcing limits consistently and
helping children predict and plan for what is coming next

Observing In 540 Classroom
[PS184) (13 i.rn)
Reassures parents that they have unique knowledge and
resources to contribute in the classroom Points out the
materials and equipment in the classroom areasblock
area. house area. art area. quiet areaand shows children
as they are involved in the va rtous parts 01 the daily routine
planning time. work time. clean-up time. recall time.
outside time small-group time. and circle time Designed
to help parents become comfortable with the classroom
and routine as a test step toward volunteering :n the
classroo

The Daily Routine
f EE2011 16mm him, color. sound. 30 mm
A typical day an a cognitively oriented elementary
classroom. with scenes from the High/Scope Elementary
School This film shows hpw a consistent routine can help
children take a more sett-directed, active approach to
learning The filmdocumentsthe major componentsof the
daily routineplanning and work time. clean-up, small-
group and Juice time, activity time and circle timeand
discusses the purposes of each

Your Baby's Day: A Time for Learning
903211 Color filmstripcasselle 72 min
Demonstriates appropriate activities for adults which will
enhance babies' devetcpmenl through routine activities
such as feeding. changing, and bathing The program is
designed to make parents aware of their vital role in a
baby's development at three important stages newborn, le,
four t, eight months. and eight months toe Year Useful for
parents-to-be, tor high school and community_ college
courses in child development for training adults in day
tare centers Realistic supportive suggestions for adult-
infant interactions Print guide included

ir"
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Publications
The Daily Routine
IQ. Elementary Sofres,
Author S Marnwanng. booklet (36 pages) 1975
This guide is designed to help the teacher provide a
consisterit classroom routine which takes into account the
ctud'S need for active involvement and decision making
and the teacher's need for an orderly setting The
important components of the daily Iputine are planning
working representing and evaluating Strategies are
provided for setting up the routine and helping children
carry out this process Some answers to common
Questions are included. as well as sample plans for
children at different developmental levels and suggestions
for teacher plans and evaluations

[Write or call the High/Scope Foundation, 600 North River Street, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197. (313) 485-2000
to obtain inforrhatioiton ordering these materials.

i

4

The Daily Routine: Small-Group Times
( #9 Elementary nes)
Author R Lair. b Set (80 pages). 1978
This supplement t The Daily Routine contains guidelines

.for planning small-group instruction and gives
suggestions for 100 sample group times Topics covered
are the relationship areas of space/ classification.
serration. and time, language. mathematics and the
content areas Of art, drama, construction, sewing, music.
and movement Descriptions include the key experiences
and developmental level for which each activity is
appropriate as well as suggested questions materials, and
extensions

-.
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3/ Teaching in a team

1,
In a classroom where children and adults work together ds problem

solvers, decision makers planners, and doers, everyone depends on everyone
else for support, encouragement, ideas, and assistance. In this environment, a
cohesive teaching team is essential.

1. You as a team member

One way to assess how you might work as a member of a preschool teaching team is to
assess your role in other working grotps.

.

a) What group have you belonged to thin has worked well together?

I

hi What was the major goal or purpose of this group?

c) How would you describe your role in this group?

i
I'.

...

it) When conflicts aro.,e in this group. how were they resolved? What part did you play')

...

..... ....

5,' .... ,
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11 What was the most difficult thing you had to do as d member of this group?

1) What was most satisfying about being a member of this group?

g) What coloW hare impioyed the way this group worked together.?

t

9.

2. An ideal teaching team

You are putting Iegether a leaching team for your community service preschool center Flom
among all Nour friends. relations, and acquaintances past and present, choose two people to
leach with you Consider your own strengths and limitations. the needs of three- and four-year-olds, and the nreed for a team that works well together

a) Who would you choose and why?

..,

4.1
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b) Who nught emerge as the leader of this team? Why?

e; How do you think this team would deal with disagreements among team members? For
example, suppose that the three o. you are discussing whether or not children should be
allowed to go outside during work time. One person says yes. another says not unless an
adult goes with them; and a third says, "No, they don't learn enough outside."

5 6
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3. Setting up a real teaching team
Vi mist. this ( m ri lum relies heas,ily on the cap( like energies, ideas. anesupport of a

teaching team teamwm k he( mws an important learning eperience With this in mind. find IWO
propk, in vow' c Liss who will work together with VIOl as a teaching team as yon do the exercises
in this hook

,i) Re'' tad the names of %our team members and hi. e biographical fads about em h one

Team Member Biographical Facts

t

2

5

.

1.

1

b) Room% ticuiN roiuline (ChopiPr 2, rm.rose 41 With your team members, agree on a (1,u1v
routine for N.Out team's preschool

Time Name of Tim Block

5i



s

( ) Rei., ION room arrangement (Chapter 1. exercises 5 and 6). As a temp. agree on a plan for
a preschool classroom find an °Lathier play spate. incorporating, suggestions from each
team member. Draw your plan m the space below.

__Your Team's Classroom and Outdoor Play Space

56
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(I) Turn to Young Children in Action, page 102. Decide together on the <outmost e.pe<tattors
for :e(3111 members and record your decksions in the following chart.

Situation Expectations

I. eavTg me room

ialktrig across the room

14,1,-notainieg contact

Ahoer _

LVking ab;)01 childfefl

Catcrsinvn<

e

. .



......".",,t ..............-.

4. Setting limits and expectations

You and your team members decided not to try to set limits and expectations for the
t hddren until you had a chance to see what they were like in the clasgroom. Well. today you
s .W'

Clarice came bursting in saying, 'I don't wanna make a plan. I don't wanna make a plan."
You were supposed to plan with her, but instead you let her go straight to the house area. Later
when another adult asked her about her plan. she ran away into the block area.

Troy hauled out all the blocks, then left them in a pile and joined a fingerpainting group in
the art area. Al clean-up time. he helped with the fingerpaint dean up but wouldn't help with the
blot.ks

Brenda was playing house and needed sonic acorns for food. so she went outside to gather
some from the tree in the yard. Lynnette left the art aroa when she saw Brenda outside and went
outside with Brenda, taking a paint brush and a jar of paint with ber to paint acorns. They didn't
come in until after clean-up time.

During small-group time, Sam went to the bathroom and. on his way bark. joined another
small group Ile wasn't disruptive but Jamison. when he saw Sam in another group, wanted to go
too.

Since Raymond wasn't ;mishit(' with his small-grouplane c.rojeGt. he didn't want t,, come I i
circle time. Ile stayed at the table working through circle time. Then Marketta joined hint.
followed by Clarice. Two adults left the rarcle to deal with these three children. leasing you with
the rest of the children. who quickly got out of hand.

a) List the potential trouble spots that occurred throughout the day.

hi (:aisidring these ot t in rentes. together with vow team menthe) s e0dbliSll limits and
espic t,itions lot the c bildren Iii t our classroon

.1.



f l' flow would your teaching team communicate :',,...se new limits and expectations to the
children'?

t.

5. Observing a teaching team at work

Go to a preschool classroom with your learn members Watch the teaching team in action
and afterwards discuss the following questions together:

al Do all team members arrive before the children? If not, what effect does the liter arrival
of some staff members seem to have?

..AP h} S1*11,11 does No h learn menthi do berme the I hildren atilt e'
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ci What does each team member do throughout the daily routine?

44,

di What common expectations for themselves do team members seem to have?

el What common lungs and expectations does the team have for children'

f4-
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6. Team issues to ponder )
a) In a teaching team, is it necessary that one member function as a leader? Why or why

not? (Jr should all loam members function as peers? Why or why noir Should they
designate a leader or let leaders evolve from time to time? Explain. Will different .

situations call for different leaders? Explain.

h) Under what kind of leadership style would you prefer to workautocratic. rossez faire,
democratic? Why? What kind of leader are you? How do you know?

cl Are there people in the world who cannot work.as team members? Why or why not?

d; Think of a person you know who works well with one group but not with another. Why
is this the case?

r) If you were an administrator in charge of a large new corporate day care center and you
were faced with the task of dwiding 12 adults into five teaching teams, how would you
proceed? Would you invelve the 12 people ii the pi ocess? Why or why not, and if yes,
how",)

.

f) What would you do if one of your teaching-team niembers spoke very little English?

7. Team projects

at As a team. select an upcoming topic from the class syllabus. Plan, carry out, and
ex aluate a presentation of the topic to the rest of the class. Make sure your presentation
irwolves the class members in active-learning experiences.

hl As a team, obserxe a preschool classroom. Select four children to observe. After
Ibsen ing..pool tour information, listing everything you observed about the four
i Wientheir strengths. developmental lexels, interestsand tell each tithe: what you
might do with each child if you had the opportunity.

As a team. buy a mode! (orpla»e and assemble it together Afterwar,1::, ialk about how
too worked together as a team.

51
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Films and Publications.

Films
Team Planning la the Cognitively Oriented
Curriculum
(PS160J 16mth film, black & white, f8 min
This him documents the activities of two preschool
teachers at various times of the school day It shows them
planning. considering ways to support both the children
and each caner. sharing observations of the children and
evaluating the effectiveness of the actryttres. they had
planned for the day

Publications
Planning by Teachers (#4)
Author' L Ransom booklet (44 pages).' 1978
This practical handbook sets forth guidelines for a
leaching team's organization and implementation of a
unified classroom program Included in the book are
si'ggested techniques and sample forms for child
observation and record keeping, strategies for planning
daily and long-term Classroom activities, and a list of
curriculum resources available from High/Scope
Foundation Appendices show sample forms for ipacher
sett-evaluation and reports ip parents, as well as the "Key
Experiences K6" for childrai and the HighlStope "Child
Observation flecord K-6

1---Write or call the Nigh/Scope Foundatipn, 600 North River Street, Ypsilanti, MI 48197, (313) 485 -2000
to obtain information on Ordering this materials.
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4/Piahning in a team

f0( uses on specific elements of the carricaluncframework The
taro tibial franc wort+ git es adults both a way to observe children's actions 111 relation to

their intelh tool development and a range of pos,sible ways to suppoit and extend their
srifere,ds and (u ttmis. Te0111 planning at the end of eat h day gives teaching team nienthers
ihe dpportunity to report and assess their closgThom observations and to plan 14 hat they
are going to do about them

sz

The exercises in this chapter are designed to be done with your team members. The
teaching team referrM to in this chapter and throughout the rest-of this book is the team
composed of you and two people in your class (the team formed in Chapter 3), Before
proceeding with the exercises, find all the blanks in this and the next chapter and
together decide whose name to Write in.

Figure 1 on pagersop'9 contains observations you and your teaching team made b
erne dav in your com mitN-service Keschool classroom. The exercises ask you to make
plans basedqm the information in these observations.

On thA these observations were made. you each planned different activity for
small group time

'S group I Ising playdough. toothpicks, and pipe cleaners

's group Finding and stringing things with holes

oi imp Building iv uh small olared

The ai i L tI t S1iQ111i4 -El erl, NON 1)0 Till,. 1110 hike Me- Otlli 110
cal luld in turn. sat 01 Shoo. an .111100 fOE el7e1"Vonp to do

me.
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Planning Time

Fi

Figure 1 -

Work Time Clean-up Time

BRENDA O.,. I
Dictated plan to play in house
area, dress up cook go to store
with Jamison .

. ...-.

Followed plan. Helped Jamison with buttons
and tie Used acorns, styrofoam, buttons. for
food Sorted them into muffin tins Went to
store in block area Directed Denise and

Jamison in budding of a store l'tad
leke a Polaroid picture of store

Enjoyed sorting acorns.
styrcfoarn. buttons, into
cannisters Helped with blocit
area

Did some counting using blocks for money

gust131klust said Art Area -- paint' and"
went )t over to get Started

.1- .

Spent a lot of lime mixing and stirring paint4
(She would probably like a water table )
Finally got to painting on easel Made drip
design, then covered whole paper solidly with
paint When asked tgitell about her picture.
she said Storm, nighttime, big rain

Spent whole time washing
brushes

."
.

- .
COREY (3' j 0
Finish my plane al, the

workbench )

,../

Added lots of nails and bottle caps to plane
These are wheels These are where the men
it These are smoke coming out These are

for blast off When he started flying plane
around workbench. asked him

Washed brushes with Clarice
Got silly but was able lo redirect
energies to sponging off tables

.

.

. what he would like to do next with his plane
Show my dad suggested

pal-ding it or building an airport tor it He
decided to paint it which took the rest of work
time

.--
DENISE 13)
No response at all to What
would you like to do today, So

asked if Denise

.-

They looked at shelf together In response to
Is there anything on this shelf you d like to

play with/ she pointed to the inch cubes
She piled and tilled and emptied with these
as long as ...:______ was with her When

started lo leave she wanted to

Did not really do much cleaning
IJD Picked up a few blocks then
stopped

would like to go with
to an area to see what was
there Denise nodded yes When
asked which area. she pointed
to the quiet area So they went

'there) together

.
come too pulled out the beads
and the cuismaire rods and these held her
attention long enough lot %%leave
(Vet she loined in the'block area___......_
where she stacked piled filled emptied with
q:Jriaii colored bkx,ks Brought blocks to
Jamison for store

I I 1St 14 I

Dr,?...., got r,Jr., , I t,1(,(10-, idff.
,,,,,.::tis d 'f 0,1(4,(1 (,.i.r. 'hit
4( r(t. t ( k .iri .j 01,1,

t .',rr i.

.

Boolt dr' elaborate twill with Raymond
$nt ithiina not,5e t../o hams fence', pastures
aerd roAk. Some dispute when Brenda and
him!.>on t iitirw to hold 5tOre bor,atp,e larm
to w int L.ri ruts( 0 i 00r.0 .,_ ...al r.eri

I. ff. ... toitoher ii',11 the; fie( ided that ctr re
r t,ii.i ti(. ,liril tri..,,to, road I wrot.>r< flohirt
Ti.if.,4., in .1.1 L,tte4.

t..Pti_stl %tnio 4.1 44'40 i.r. t 're' tii
droo) a r, i t. Ii' t4,i,,.. i,.
t.ftlit

if
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Recall Time

Figure 1 (continued)
Small-Group Time Circle Time Outside Time

Talked about Polaroid
picture of store Other kids

I
wanted to see if they were
in the picture

,

Built store shelves with
playdough and lOothpicks
Used pipe cleaners for
moms and 'store

people

Cate to circle because she
iranted to finish her store
for her mom when she
came to eirk her, up Had
:dea of pretending to
skate

Gathered acorns and
stones and sorted them
info two different bags
Again invoived Denise in
this activity

I painted E nioved
showing her picture and
having stur, read

I,

Old not find things'with
holes Worked lust with
wooden beads rolling and
oiling them Did some
sorting by color

When it was her turn to
.

suggest a way to move
repeated clapping we had,
lust done

i .

Played in sandbox lilting
and emolying Ran out of
containers .

Sheered h.s plane
Repeated explanation fur
each oart

.

Added playdough to his
plane Toothpicks were
driving sticks Didn t

want to take things off his
plane at end but if he look
nis playdough home
o.eryone else would want
to Finally took it off

..

Had everyone move like a
plane

Flew his plane off the
climber ____
worked with him to find a
place where :t wouldn t fly
into people Also flew
other things off climber
paper sticks. cardboard
box, grass Talked about'
which things were heavier
and how they flew

Said nothing but dirt go to
gel ir,:h rube," and
hoetiod in agreement
when .. .. _ . talked
<thee! what ,hr. nad &Irv>

.

,
.

Sat next to Clarice. rolling
and piling beads Aid not
talk to Clarice even
though they were engaged
in sarrieactivity with same
materials

,

.

Wouldn I suggest a
.

movement lust covered
nor face with her hands.
so others covered their
faces with their hands
She seemed to like this

.1

Stayed by-
then joined Clarice filling a
bag with acorns Took
hers home

1...) .001 ! ri .(. 't 'r ,t, et>
.it,o..r .1i '4, (!)

helpoo i,-,1
it .:r...-, Aert., ',Kr r't 'Itt

to .r .,..p, $' t," nil
r it,... tr,,ir :,, ,. 1`.r, .

tise,i blocks to build a
4-,yr,-,riliArical building with
fence around it Worked a
It orq now to At, the
4iv o r.r1,ir ( Wanled
f rif II 5019 . bl, the ....acne

Had .-;riany Ideas, tine
hid a hall lime 0.afling
fi r hr' ft,rn

Made a house in the
birshe with } ynnelte and
Raymond t ised leaves for
food ,,tones for money
(lough, ar ()Ills fflun
6,rairfa
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Planning Time

Figure 1 (continued)

Work Time Clean-up Time

JAMISON 111
Planned to play with Brenda in
ihe house area 1 m gonna be
the dad

Spent a long time lining up ties next to each
other to find the longest because as dad he
needed the biggest one Then wbrked on
knot in front of mirror Fina'iy called Brenda
Honey you gotta Ire this pesky knot Got

angry at Elise and Raymond for taking up so
much room in the toock area Threatened to
knock down farm so he cootd build store

steep% in before they came to

0;sappeared .nlo Ine,balPtrice
at clean uo t.rnt, ..0-;.0)e,-- lett
Iho is to, rwi, to :..1 aiv

.

,

..

blows Jamison actually came up with the
solution build store next to the goad so
farmers could come to store too Didn 1 really
want Denis,: to help until he realized that he
needed her blocks

e

LYNNETTE ii, :

Pant paint paint I wanna
paint a big nicture for my dad

.

Tore off big piece of butcher paper tried to
put it on the easel but it was too big Put it on
the Hoof but Clarice kept walking on it to get
to S311( Finally put it on table Clarice was
using all the containers to mix paint in and
Lynnetle work getting frustrated so

Had to t.nd spar e ,hero. t-ter 0 q
picture cy.uld dry undisturbed
uulside in sun Used go(14% f .fi
weight; When her br.ine. were
cleaned he'ped :t hi:iv k ar. j

.

Stepped in and asked it there were other
containers she could think of She got a
mudin tin from the house area that no one
was using Asked Clarice to pour some pant
into her muffin tin Painted elabbrate mural
with house farn'ily members barbecue b.kes
Dictated story

fvfARKETTA (3,
Po rued to 0,0 area and said
PL,zzies

Went right to rabbit puzzle and did It two or
three times Then tried farm puzzle which she
had never done before Worked alone for a
long time unto: She got it then called

over to see It Didn I say much,

Put dt.c:y puzzles Helped A,rq
birirks

________
but very pleased At s suggestion
traced around each puzzle piece and labeled
,1 of ,he could show her :nom Afterwards ,m
her own she traced rabbit puzzle pieces

MICAlf t LE ,.1 i

r,), f,%, Oar, '.I tit dr,01.) ,e r.,:rin

..,..,3 -g... I. !nuke at workberir h
l ,ot.eiel T.) 91(ie., button,

rook plan ...An her Found wood that was
gear leno:o of lir.es o .. . plan Pounded
(Ilued saved drilled added bottle caw; for
Owe-. to h::,1d the food in -talked with Corey
a 101

Cleant. I t,;; Yrairinrenr..i .
.....orkbi i r..r

Vire,F -'

Wei: t.1 r. c.,i..... urrt.a. I 1,t

,;, 4s," tf, .- IA., *, (;.rut v.r,
.,,l' ".,: b, t.,. rr,r A It, ,ia.ri ...I.:4

7.1Iked att,r rio....
,r' i r .g ,rtt -the' + i-1,1,!,or. real
.,,,M$ .T..,1 ;,.,, nu A, in 1,,,0 rf
.,,.., t. :,,,f,01.. e .. VICos, ,livt., .1
.,' irdf , f ',. , h,tr- . :IA

. :..-1 al i.t. r '.h.,

'Spent (pike a tot ,) time r;hoOsing a big big
Our r' of Nowt and then Ntind it into the oce .

NefItc.-t hOiri ;letting his cut Started tThitler:pt
fr,,riq To) !il8 end once ,ltarted Sawed two
tti toor into tFlr. .vorols or tgc.)(ki; IntriQuiid
11., `.3.`e'',',1

Caro." r.,../. ;,... i ,..,i f.,,,

' tin. ,,r. ),a, I ,...11 K., .r

..

_

It



fitJall Time

Figure 1 (continued)

Small-Group Time Circle Time Outside Time

M-. -,,l f,,, v.:4, I "." :
.ro..1,, *,

i 0nd am kind'..; of things
.vior. hok.,-, to string Alacie
!adorn 'ed bead spool
Oteron I.nkerto

tlad everyone move like a
dinosaur and then like d
Ou'Ittmer

Played football with
and Timmy

Acr ioare thrower and
catcher

7

.1w! .,t, groop alr., 1U1',!1.
1.: ....,.; 0,. Iwo rind ra i
,,,tot. (. Ilse ,ntilcated !ha'
she nan'en to iria,q, I h. 4
pl, tU_. ', trri ',fa ,vv

.

I.J'A..i r.)111C P.1 mak., a
family un ,. iiirric

*

Had everyone prere,n.$
they were pa:ntind

House in bushes With
( fist:, into Raymond

ShIMPOn p..7.'4, trarIng,
4-1"1"a 0A. ' t)ar'

$

Linea her bIockS up some
according to share some
according lo r ok>r Long
Jonas was be; eknlanatInn

louched her head
roi.rned her knees

Wanted poshind on the
swino Cried when

han her work
on poi/ruing

'-ol ,.......1 (1.1.1)),,.. ,.1,,:
.1-.. Aorilod , , ,,r.,t,o. r.r.i
..r ii. ,Ii . i -i' I

'1'

k 4,..0 r)friv(IOUgti aril PP,'
, !oariers to m.31.(' nod:,
ile.1 owrils,,f,(/ .. ,f.,,r,,;
,q).% ',0,,):: ,I :aid ..*,
r )1;i.1 'T .P "

1. Ito .,,,,,v, of, 11;mp or)
:Jul diavo iunn) and lurn
qci lritr Ihr (itch': arid
na...k Olg adasf

Useo ;w ;, isfrnood
,,wi1u ,,, pot() and slid
dti . Sorprr.-.,ett hos(rll
Mar -h(' 1. OUld :ilint V)
h.qh Noy saw her and
together they were
flu:1)1(N'1

IV.. , r. .t, .1 :.,,,, .

tri.? ..-. ,,,,..! ' 4 ','

I *. :$

.. r' 1 ,,..., I.,. 1 h .0.
,,,...f., . ,')r1 k ray is ii,..i.

; re, `) i..1 hi . ',/,i!.' s.1
tido' A:4 r .tt el,) ,,..

' .." L 1"W.:

I0_,

r f -1;; cv..(ydnr.f filml.% 1,f

.1` d .1 )wn evs.ry 'rirrt .1

A, I., 0,., id", it, o(joe.,f - ,

it,(11..)n

Pithrod c foil, ',I..% %Of)
S.)iil F hotlei ,,,,File' log
w('ed. tney I .iI,Id 1.a .ilv
KM. rrk tie):41 ( 'slit IIIVOisfoil
1,1 lli Ifj f I( .11'J t)0() a oir, of
we, d-. ftloy , ould in uhr
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Planning Time

Figure 1 (continued)

Work Time Clean-up Time

PAY tvIOND 41 .

D42:taled pkin 0 ;to:tit in clock
an.a buiiiinq a farm w.th f-'use

(See wet* time notes on Elle) In addition
Raymor d lOaded all the farm animals into the
!ruck to take to thE place where they get
made into treat Tried atiOuSSlied truCkS
ur.ti4 P'e found one where they d all fit

Used truck to drive 00(k.S back
'o shelves Spent a lot of time
fitting blocks info !run!,

SAM 3.
As ust.al warred to work with
%Kt.° _-- suggested
that be "lake two plans first
something rte d ike to Co anct
Set: and workng with Mike
Looked around saw Claricp in
art area and sad Work we
Clarice

Mixed stirred and poured paint with Clarice.
then spent rest of work time painting at easel
Never drd go to work with Mike allhougn he
periodically went to look al Mike s sawing

Hong his prC1ute helped with
()rushes then helped Mike
sweep sawdust

SASHA 13 1

During pia ing time lett Ns
gr.Jup went t q,pet area and
dumped ell the puzzles upside
down _______ lOoned him
'aid Looks Ike ot, planned le
....rk with puzzles today Sasha
nyddect enthusiastically

Couldn I begin to put puzzles together too
many pieces all tumbled together So first
they rurneo all piecec rignrside-up

______ gave him the animal puzzle board

Could not put puzzles back
together but did nelp put
finished puzzles back in rack

and played Can you find the '
named the animal Sasha found

the puzzle pie,:e and worked to get it into the
board After he, finrshed the animal puzzle he
wanted to do it again so he did Third time
he did it without help started ro
put rile rest of Mr; puzzle pieces back but
Sasna said nil and proceeded to stack and
pae Merl, l-ke b:ry r

7:!,4%4 r .1

I..' a-r-ed t. ',axe csn I can
,e.s.:v i .tenet r. the! dit deco
fa ieti ano.., :tiherent rea'vr,a1;
t. . 441 ,r--4 ,,,, !nr:. 2'..r..;:t

;24 7 ..1.,,, I);_. A , .0 1,!s 00:1-
I t, ..;,41 . '. c,:-0, . ;1",- s." t.t':f*
, : ' ,

1-0Und Stick outside Tied str'ng to stick aed
paper Op onto shirig frit pole Used
Lr.frtrUClinr: dpe( for fish Punched hole
r,:.ar ri-.04rth but wnen ne put fish on 110Cr rind
tnr,t1 to catch it Cot.ign t get paper clip
hi a* inio rnriuln P-ff.4 It-oat-hi-4 'hip don t

won, In 1.2,1-.0t,nce le What _1 sE' :ould you
Irv' he thought ,f using tape loni`c or

..r..1.'.g caper '.'./1,..1,i1 (so- 'hi! fish ,,, it,o,,,t,
TN.; b4.9, Pdfri-,r (1) !dra w,24ked bust fvage
o. ici ,,,f of Nike pap, (Kett rPrikertov12 tot

,-I 4 .44. !4, n.2rk1 4:2 tre t., r 4,or t< I', (i4i."4. +sl +4.1
Idrr pr., p t,i,,r r xi a i,., AqVel

No troublu putting his thongs
awav then hr:Iping in Pluck
afea

l' e r ...
, ,lt ,

I!. ' I',. ,

,.

,

-------.
',;,,..! ,,.. . to Br...-1,,, to, r., I ,A,..t t).., 0,. 1
:or, , ,4 r, Mt .-,Ii j , ..f. j '' ; !1I I (1, 1,, I

.1 , t, ,,, ...., ,rk, .j rl '4/I.., 1, itttqj .0: n...
i,,1 > ..,(14.1! .. / ,s e 1 10!.41, oi .. ..,
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Recall Time

Figure 1 (continued)

Small-Group Time Circle Time Outside Time

Fi4',....:.; 'r ..: A dn.( are r..41:
Pr. .-..n. .; t, 1,,,P ,r, I!, !,

'I' ,f K

i!sf .: dinerentSIZed
Wa$her'.. To string from
!be tiniest to the biggest
Was able to maintain
pattern by himself

Mis.sed most et circle
because he was tracing
around his wasner
necklace so he could
show iiis mom and dad

Made a house with Elise
and Lynnette Ill du the
heavy things Cause I rn
the dad' Pushed logs
over to make the sides
Wanted to pile to make
log cabin but logs kept

rolling off

Showrtl "1.s vic't.i'e it 5 a
Dia In.nr! .1,-, 7.car

Rolled snakes The big
snakes are the little
snakes

Had everyone clap hands.
clap knees

(See Mike at outside time 1

Wouldn t say ...:ir snow
what he did so

Fold droiln now

Worked with playdough
whole time Patted.
pounded roiled lucked
smelled stuck toothpicks
in squi .ed

Kepu .c aving circle In go
back to playdough Finally
sat Cfv..._.-- s tap

Played in sandbox
pouring water unto sand

hp, (IA the .fir,fal p.,,,zle

r, !VP. .f -,t I!. .! r 5 i <,,,.vj
(.(..s "i.ido-4-,
!r.,; ,. -i

PO alt tne same min g',
tk.i4oh-t on nis sznno tfri
fir <ils then nig ashern
1.-te nJr biiIi(:rts 1hert
.e'-. w roads 1.naly ynelii
..!..P-..,ts

Sugges'ed pretending to
cast a fishing rtoe
swimming kicking tcr.t

Football min _______ _
and Jamison learning 10
catch Good thrower and
runner

.

I
1 . 6 ..-r- I . t . i " °

,orco P..7 $ , ,! P

.Pr,v. r -.P .1l, ' I !
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1. Organizing planning sessions around key experiences

One way a teaching team can approach the planning pi ticess is by looking at what children
are doing with regard to the key experiences. Turn to pages 3-6 in Young Children in Action for
a complete list of the key experiences.

a) As you read through Figure 1, list the key experiences that children were experiencing on
the day the observations were made An example is given.

Time of Day Key Experiences

thoosiroj yr:Aerials, ackivilies, purposes
Planning Time

Woo( Time

Clean-up Time

Retlall Time

Small (ifolif, I omit

( 'of It, Tone

t )1 it'oti 'l irri

60



III 11,ang the folmal outlined on pages 106-11 in Young Children in Action, make a plan for
the day dile: the observations in Figure 1 were made Choose the key experiences von
want to work on and think of strategies and <1( tip clues ihdi would 4,4)1)(0 and extend the
,it mules noted in the osei.ations

Time of Day Key Experiences Strategies and Activities

(,ii.ar. ot; i 1.'4'
.

14,t. di T ',If .

Ft j. r;r().A fIrr f.

<,..,,1 i ,,.

10

. .

...--,,...,. ...........-,1

61



2. Organizing planning sessions around the daily routine

Ansa hei way to use your day's observations to plan for the net day is to look iarefully at
eat h xegment ill the daily imitine determine the issues you want to work on and the strengths
you want to support Refer to the obxervations to Figtue I to answer the following questions

a) 'low did the childien indicate their plans? List the different ways

tit flow would yttplan to sopport or emend. tomorrow or some time m the near Mute.
ea+ h A.av of Planning?

'7 i

4



i ) Whit II du re t hitch en w ould tou plc k to be litu ti irlt aw are of during win k tune
tomott9e, .> Wh% ' How would you support or extend then ,ii ii%.ittes?

i

9

i

9

411 Whit h ltvo i hddren seerr to need help at dean-up tune' How would you wink with them
at 4 leari'llp nine 1011101TOW?

0

1
i

7 0



ArspossamineshammEme

e) last the, children in your small group and describe what h one did with the materials

Child Use of Materials

ft Considering the informalion lust listed. what small-group time activity would you plan
for you: group of children tomorrow lip support and extent! each child's nterests and

Briefly describe the activity the materials available to each child, and how you
predict each child would use them.

Activity

Materials

Child Possible Responses



gt Brenda, Denise, Elise, Raymond. and Sasha each experienced particular difficulties at
e ercle time What were they? How would you plan to deal with these issues tomorrow at
circle time?

Child Circle-Time Problem Strategies for Tomorrow

liPflaa

t)ert,,e

83N/twine

Sa,ha

111 I 10%N. 1.4.01.ild you deploy yourselves at outside time tomorrow, assuming that it was very..
similar to the outside time recorded in the observations in Figure 1 Which children
would you work with' How? For a diagram of your outdoor area, refer to page 13.)

7 i
Iii



3. Organizing planning sessions around individual children
As part of their daily planning sessions. some teaching teams talk about five or six children

and record specific observations and strategies to try the next day.

a) lte lex. pages 113.20 in Young Children in Action. Then fill out -.the following chart,
using the information in the observations in Figure 1. You may not be able to fill in every
box for every child. You may also want to refer to the list of key experiences on pages 3-

in Young Children in, Action.

Assessment of Children's Actions and Language

Representation Classification
Seriation or Spatial or Temporal

Number Concepts Relations

Ciarose

(2(01,y

la". inn

* .

i ,, ft". t-

ge

'... l' **-1 .

fit:
1.0



1)1 Pia one tit the seven 4,hiltiren .incl plan how you i.yould support and extend his ot her
tit nuns and language in Cilf,11 area.

Child:

Area Support Strategies

R. IM ,r, T 3, r tr,

...

AP

.. .

...,

.1

we

'

1,7 7J



4. Planning for special events

Periodically, team planning for the next day is influenced by an upcoming event or holiday
Al such times it is important to make plans that 'strike a balance between children's current
activities and interests and new activities that relate to the special event. Some ways to strike
this bIlance are to think of event-related materials to make available for children to choose to
use at work time; to plan event-related. small-group activities that will allow each child to work
at his or her own level: and to modify favorite circle-time activities to relate in some way to the
event (singing "Old MacDonald Had a Halloween Party.' for example, and naming all the kinds
of people who came to H).

$

The day after die observations in Figure 1 were made is the day before Thanksgiving You
and your team members are planning with this special event in mind.

0 . .

al What Thanksgiving-related materials would you add to the work areas forchildren to
use at work time tomorrow?

a
Area Materials

II

House
, .

Block

Art .

. ..

Owet
,.

1)1 What Thanksgiving related. small-group activity would you plan so that each child had
materials to work with at his or he /own level? Describe the activity, the materials, and .
how each i hild might respond

ACiiViti

Child-

Materials for Each Child

PoSsible Responses

f.,

G8

6v



5. Planning for field trips and follow-up activities

idea., lot held trip' °lien emerge from t Itildren's initsists and (itch% Ales In the example
to % on in Young Children in Action, pages 122-23. the teaching team plans a 14.1d trip lo a gas
siatnin beiause the hake tiloser%ed i hildren phi tug gas station quite a bit during work lime. In
this e'a'r( Ise %on %%AI he eamining your childien's interests and planning a field trip around
them

al Read through do. ohsei%ations-in Fiore 1 and pit k out an interest and a imrresponding
plat f' to t Islt

Interest Place to Visit

. 4

A-'
Th,

hi IA hen during the day will ton make this %isle'\
. . :.

{ 1 IA hal a! it% I' slung,. would you like ihildren in be able to do on this visit?

,i1 I 14,,ti iitillniv.t in tit , L1,0.100111 on the dal of the ti-,11. No.% %%mild %iiii help the i Itilillim
1 r, ill ll1V l !lit '

t.

10



o

it

0110Sr

ej Wiwi nets, t kit-reldied todiet Lids %%mild von (old to the dassroont the nt, \i dill

Area Materials

4k* 11 Hot% eke stoold 3,01i1 follos%, op the t ISIV

71)



6. Observing team planning
)1,..aitp ,t,.1, limn! If.at th1 11`+1114' 111. I lir's }..114.I Ain ratte... 303- I in Young Children

In Anion as s 0115../

II it kiln %%et.' lit a IllisAttlin tll ;Ill OW- traA11111:2 'rain k n tiieR platnlling pi .i eNs
s. hat ...Irrn,;t11., .. mid %on 1.1tntil% '

in ;lion ill.nining 111.1 % ott ttJi Ohl% r t ove pwoolde

kr.



limanlanamarinAlPlii=r1k

7. Team planning issues to ponder

iionte ...111t. think .1 iti caste] to plon alone and that lean' planntte2 Is .1 t% .este al limy
toil entrg,t What do % ou think ittd s\ tit '

),I thdt 21.1112 tedlIl plahl1111t; SS 11111111eSSdI

-.0111 ii nt hdi tit> loil think and %tit% '

Sna hittliva make Olen tint) plans in the, t nit it ttlom, %, ht Ivan% plantinni ssat
it Al'

mid 11141 t1.1.11. phitintlig lti

I' he te dii ton think the malor piatimng emphasis ht s in 111Iti i lit I it te<au

l>I.itift:u lot dl lit Wain 111,1111111W 101 (111411'111' Ull%

SHIM' [Wil& envoy the Pitt' take of teatnttiolk and stue people tind II tedoae. Hot%
do %no teelabout teamt% of k

ti e .1 team makes plans. to %t hat vrtettt should it Sl It k to them %%h,11

tnnstant is taught a team t hang its da% plart 111 1111:1Stlf'arl)

i23 41.1,11 Ate the maim strentzths of your teal hint! tedin '

8. Team planning projects

di 10+1 iii i1Idi kat lung .oil' dot' butt
pins me made tin intIttoludi 1 hilth en

hi of 11.ti hie sp,11 n OW <111%1[142 Mit. 4inti i't ditidt 011 ( 1 a spt t 1,t1
pi vs( luint etlid 1 'dal,. thel PICIN

II"' t: 0°1114 ti". 1)1."111Int!. 1111 km', .$ pirNo hull! livid
Iiip

7"71753,-.17.740V7(137-rirn-r-ntr5VM.77.-M"777717W77.W.7:::.."- 7fra6e4S11,7277..+R- fr-



Films and Publications

Films
Team Planning in the Cognitively Drieuted
Curriculum
IPS1601 16mm film black & alite. 18.min
1 his film documents the activities of twO preschool
Teachers 11 iuus times at Ihe school day it shows them
pranning considering ways to support both the children
)nd each other sharing observations 0 the children and
evaluating the effectivuness of the activities they had
warmed for the day

Guidelines for Evaluating Activities
ips150/ Se of wee 16mm films black & while sound
58 nun total discussion guides included
These programs demonstrate alternative ways teachers
it plan and carry out aclivilieS with group of weschooi

children Each program shows two contrasting Styles of
structuring and leading a group activity. using similar
materials but difterent teaching methods and goals Useful
for stimulating discussion of teaching styles and
tirt.Icatiimai philosophies Au accompanying observation
guide offers criteria by *11 cti to evaluate and resise
classroom activities Also included is a treiner's
supplement that discusses the hims in terms of the criteria
.n the guide and offers suglestions for revising the
eteeties
Contrasting Teaching Styles Small-Group Time
joStilt f 18 mint

Contrasting Teaching Styles Work Time, the Art Area
IPS tin (22 mini
Contrasting Teaching Styles Circle Time
PS1531 f to mutt,

The Block Area
!PS F9I1 Sat ol l v& lenti5OMYS 3'0 c accerre
3d T rout total

5 Observing o Child in the Block Area
vnnetle bulb}, a large structure in the bloc) area and a

Thither ohseives J,id works with he' The harratoi
rtr,Er`i1PSthei , irvjc wiesioeis a teAttiern.jrtack ;PM*

and nu. idraiegies she r quid (ice' help t ynnotio
iooPsnot !ler .,tt.:t fore

Expertericing and Piaprttniing
.)' ',- (.1 b.,: 11:mm films coif, fit

Tr f 1.11 41., 11.11.1" 1,.1 .1 1t ; t,iit
-#: # -r rt, 01141 pi pity .If I %..1P, la "a

= ..rap' .rat.,.1 11$ $.I ati

rWrite or call the High Scope foundation, 600 North hirer Sheol Ypsilanti MI 48197. (313) 485,2000
to obtain iniOrmiihnri orr ordering these materials

representation in each iction two teachers discuss
specific activities from the r classroo.n and demonstrate a
variety of teaching stratec. les

Thinking and Reasontng in Preschool Children
(PS1381 16mm film, black & white. sound. 23 min
An overview of the characteristics of children $ thinking in
the preoperational stage of development The film

.illuslrateS some of the important concepts and reasoning
abilities that children develop during the preschool years
It shows how the child's understanduig of the world allects
his behavior and problem solving methods A concise
introduction to a complex subject

Key Experiences for Intellectual Development
During the Preschool Years
(PS137J 16mm Wm, color, sound 19 min
Scenes from the HighScope Preschool illustrate some of
the moor ley exPeriences" for thecognitivedevelopment
uf ine presenoof age chita --in active learning. language
representation classification seriation number concepts
I. mporal relations and spatia; relations

Publications
Planning by Teachers (#4)
Author L Ransom booklet (44 pages) 1978
Ibis practical handboOli sets forth guidelines tom a
teaching team's organization and implementation of <i
ohified classroom program Included in the book are
suggested techniques and sample forms or child
observation and record keepaig strategies for Nanning
daily and long term classroom activities and a list of
iiri +col um resources aiilahle from High 'Scope

Foundation Appendices show sample forms for ;gather
self-evaluation reports to ocrents at: well as the hey

,prinerir.es K 6 for rhildien arid the .cope Child



5/Active learning

14 trim is 4104/414 4 hildrert clottiv At lion is handbag, changing. inov,nt:
inni-,Ing thingsnot lust tvnit h trig At hammering.
.1( iron is pelitaing. models of real things, nr'xing points. !corning to
use ht brush. imering the table with new spoiler. discovering that bottle taps
t on be wheels At Non sqinshing. preSSIIIV, rohhing. getting down on :1w
Ifoor. to, nig, pi,shoig, ((unwiring :11.tifm is climbing tip. Spinning orout(l.
holdinv, on, yelling with all your might Action is shaking, malting different
sounds It's filling. emptying. pouring. spilling. choosing. putting things
together balancing, mulling something us long ns )oii coil mat it At oft IS
Pft'te'll(ling /0 1.4 o bird. be nit elephant. drive a ( or A( (ion is piuring
t our 'iii n force. lasttng, feebrig. tout how. exploring all by yourself At tom is
Ws Int; yMir body to :porn

1. Active learning: For everyone

'[longs 'Fiat people of all amt's rP.111% know ahoot things ItiP% !Litt .nttidli% dom Ili
I'll

ftei Ihr to111,ttini: pat .11,ont b.ws list till th, nu, f.0 Is
llrilnl p tpei bag, Imparted to Non by this

P.tpl.: hags in Fr pist holoie the stun it tt1N I ritturt ht fit t l it iii'
I oat -.1 hist, paper timiliA from iiist 4.14.1WS knil se 'dip, 1 hilt rt

if ten, h)C at' i;e`It'SitS NeLL 13e15k)'). di' hi 11,ipivr Folded Ow !list pain.' ..,ls in ttig

o! duo held awrii tt stiont! 111.'st. hist
I dr), r .11.00 on hist. %slid Inv .111.1 soon de 1,1 p.iplvi 1m4 to 111. link

ti 1 "s ,tt k low. 4/4 01,We,, .6, IA t'!I 11(114.1 it )th hiitt(q14., stnil

"I,' ,srAl 4151 11,1 if %%1,114 II. 'int ttim(4 tin(i4 I tin. son
.,n) to 4 t brill, I n Mt itiVer' Iii '1011 r11. ft, Nilltir i ',tint' ,110' .41%0

I f n tt, a ,1 d 4" aoin oil %S.11 WOW i

451r *-* " .s" V
_-- fer,

-a-Zsgob,
-71VMVI.
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%Oa help then% f hi it '
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2, Recognizing the key experiences in active' learning 4

Pt. c11 !PA' 10'dt /nut h I,f the tune, but nut all let onite
111311 :het, ,Nf./ II in thiS 1'10'1[ 1S! %Mt LLth tem! (1e,(1111110nC of e%0q1;41ci%

IP 1,110.'1, ihrni inure 1)1 the 1101411.1sti2 k' 4Npeitery
1..

Key Experiences: Active Learning

rr '4'> t r-( .(- trtaz4-oak oxr_g_(,,c

r> (1,1 (,T',: ci,(:"S tCt_ qt;lf,(0,(11

.`

c.f r neecl

\Ills. twen I !mint> [mit> ,, ,, .0),,!tv,IIit:rt impel .11-..1 der nit It Iry ator,d 1.,r hoid
ihrm tittzo !lie I 14) MA(' It 101111k III' hied ive bult.*he middle sittim kept Jailing rrut. scl hr
rhc idol Ill t 1144 st0ple1. pw1)0(1 (1m% :Iii the too. erten the impels on: Itt sf.t. the

'pie I fr. a .clidit 1 spe thy tIplo 1s trli,sied the pro ess, this Irene 11111'11Q. :he ',tattle:
h ruder V.;clirr ii4, s?.tpl 1111, him he bolt rirryto ar (mild soe it :he staple

fir' pushed rim(t lot the \tar)ir, 41nm-it:Ind. end irmill% reclined that
.t hdri int, the ihriwr her clum. the. papi IA4,, wide: 0.11111( (1),111f 1)01.11.411

f Wlk hi Mot 441 Ow paittts 1)01.:.c.en pw-,1)4.41 ..,111{1 tt <IS t!4'ltt;111rt1 t <,
it ;:4,14. 1hr inc,.!it 'he hlteeci 1.11131 he t, d

is 1 ,?, dtel
141, / 1. t tN1,1

,! X! II/ , <Ti': 1:1.r. .14r it 131 , ,, 111 'is

',AT., , til ! 'S
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ti

V. Iwo _ _ s i ed at the table for small-gimp time, they found any \i Mot;
'it !et lion al indite mils him (-shaped g.idiprdi oil I Bills, slidnts. loethpii ks, vain.

lion pap'''. pipe.4 leaneis
I in gonna make a nest. annoom ed filice, getting a rind and some straw.
Mint's gonna he din Edislei basket ith this tri di handle,- said I Nnnette, twisting

'.41111ei soul. pipe I li-dineis
Mai kola sett,' led a I :ink turned it rind-side-lip and begdin to poke loothpis ks into it

Mike Niaiketta's idea and added his toot limas to make "Hags I t 1)

trek sum.. e,VPI I, thing to see ho% niut h would fit into "1)040
14 ind% the espei writ 1+4

rink .ii rot new mittens It grarolnidi inade them Sec. they hate j on them Thats tin
roe himison Alter showing his now mil tens to all his teachers, lamison retuined to the
. oar Jai k, tool, off his mittens It direfull tut king them into his por,keti, removed dim!
}twig up his pit krt. Mill Sat titok%ri to work on his hoots Afki snuggling, he (.celled. 'He%

1)4.1 these is sins k howed him how .to grab the batik of his shoe with
lie hand and the heel of his hoot with thi. other and then asked Jamison to to the thei

1, .01 ilia' 5,1111e 4.i% "Loolc I thtI it and nil; shoe staed (inr exr fanned jdmtson. and hi'
hi, boots wide' his j.o k.4 and headed utf to make his plan

1.4.% ex.perti

I " "!;),Z. rit 1 onloall 1 ,41 bioils 414ed1. oti ti,1i Inui011 lb
,i I..1 . 1 .1.1.01,.1 it the 1,4014.in awl 1t,Ibs1

t ,

:1 I



tl I tonette was building an "up and track foi the wind-up race cal she got
her his thdav The Hai part of the Rat k was line but the car.kept jumping oft the track
bec ,into the hill she was too steep. In her frustration, she knocked the hill th
turning it into a giadual rise When her (ay made it all the way up to the top, she called
too over and said. "Look. watch' My car goes up'

"So it does." 1,00 responded. "because you made your hill a hide lower Your lust
lull was too high Can you make another hill?" Lynnette built two more hills Into
too tia k, testing and adjusting them until the (arc ould traverse each one without
tailing MI

Wntitt the ke% expellent els!.

of hildren c1'10 making iith vim "Ono. look at .ill this sugar We
;;until use Asked lit enilit "rm gonna taste it yiii k that ain't no stItZ,II,
111,6 s kr

\1, sill kt*:`, liko: sand but niv flout is vet s. serf .illivninCeti Mit hello
Sin k. sin ks ill% fingers Ivoe glue commented Colo% as he stirred the

twtelliei in hsi- bowl
was smelling he. Then he lasted a bit "No," said.

.pit It out
at ..Atia.lialt hut it ototlift !_tmti .h,ti it !-LINIT.1)f' tat <1,,keti lIe nochh his

!.
j,3.nsfil fill 1.; vit t lent

tt F



3. Chil study: Observing an active learner

he: Pubti e el t 'M.' and the seelhecitteni e 11dd-steed% .sett hs In the, h(H %ePee t% di tirt'd 1
thte ot tom -1.e.11 -ekii e held %.11011) %I'll ( .in 1,11Si'l 1.1' tip(' %%Oa V. li 11 1)11141(111 dill. tell ,timia AO
minutes hte h tint' -

Child's Name:

Child's Age:

4

Date:

Location:

J .. . n ..- t,--, 1.11,() 11, r:_ ..,r.;

!)
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4. Ingredients for active learning

Mani- teat bet' liehei t' dial as lung .is I lohli en Mt' Illttlei icil. they girt' etigilfit'd In
1 tr.4 learntre2 Manipulation ot materials is essential, al 041151', bit( by itsell a does not
i.ps1 utile e Wm mug At e lt'.ii nat.! ill I ors is hen all the ingierhents e present

ifarynals tat eat h 4 Hold
laniittritittrat of those titaletlls
I !too e lit rhi%shild al IA hat to 11% %%oh IA h materials
t% ads r hosen anti used ht' the t hilil (lest IiI,e n hat he tit she is doing
',import to. iithilk to [wets in an tot In 4)1 re( ugnittort oi questions that help the (1111(1
'[link .1114)141 alts,Il het tit mins

;al Ifni ;nt! ilest ripterns 4d slloaltoo, 111,11 011 111 in 5. ow 110" 1.18"'"`""

Situ itoin A

Clar it is porMing at the easel She has brown tit a r :dors and selet red a brush fur
4.1( Stir 51,111s %%Oh 14.,1 and t. flit lull% paints a line from top to bait tom on the

,J1 the panel Next to it she t ert aein115; paint s blue line. and so on,
5114 has It% e 4 olo pd ni' 'st to eat h olhei She ...tails of el again IA 4th the blue

fish and e mentors 1411 the h 111de, !rape! is filled 'i%ith l oho ed Imes

`,t4 i.t ten Et

_ _ _ _ s small 1'[ ottp is making 1 I.1110%,,,,,t.n mask,. es eat h hihf
-hi... 4,11. i antining Str Mg. .1 piel.f. o1 hii1(.1.. a 011511 tit 111141 ligiPer. <I i11e4 4" tit
.11 ''11101111 P.O. paste, and same elbai% mat artini _ ___. begins. "'I eat h

;,e),J II) htql., Sfill1111115! 140114 %Inii 1805 that s 181,14 k (;40041. Clati.e. Volt got OW "It 1%
a.ral Talmo. No, Denise Ow sr ssal ale' not Nag sib. el Put them bat k

141141 k h I ld,has tooth ed the hlar k [lapel.
11.1.114 1 114,1154 sornttbleg iolIQ and po:nt On, e each t had has trotrid

% 4)411 hill% 110 4 411 t' 3111S1 ghie 111.14 itittl
.1111:181i111$11 toostl be. and .111,14 14 a .114 nig to hold the mask on ;clod -

4.1 the vn ta s e.a ow mask s to 1414 It' I Mir tti Shutt the ol het 41111(11441

sl .11

41. I. or It ..41.rft; 1»tik about lot. ananais bald the lust
4' .00.. ',',1I)4 r 1141.1,t. le.aans; os VI the ti Ill 4' %%at( 111111$...11)0111h11.1.100A t540ji he/

.01t 1, ,f(' 14 1114. Attmit this pit tot e '1%3.

!I it 101 '2111 ,h'IltitliC4 ht. 0.1111'4lt; At I he S/Ii 1,11t.411. tail 1311*011.1

' III': I ',PartkIlit' n she bone. Ala hi lie lIails

1

.10 \' to, slitaldil lilt !Or kir( tnt ion lop) %,1%
% ,ri 11); ti'' '.t,ititl '144 CHO 11q14 4' .111 .4 944'11 it1100 4 1 0.11 .110"
41,1. I fa. 41,1!41:%

4. , I ".10 I lo 4:1 tic'

;, .0. i
0 H. 0 ildei el

1,. 401 OW 1,10111;', ,, *0 .I-. I T

.ten', ) I 1 *),,,4 op , ' i, t .1' it,' .1....



.1 1.111 .1 'OP, I 41t1 see
,kip I nt1 (IR

1t it Iii dot with a baby
"Wril. it does look like

Situation

t all the totht t hail' en as you help Sasha find his seal again
Elise tEphes in disgust to &villa. "Thal ain't no bird. that's (I z

a dog- sou sm., pit king up on Elise's comment

Cotes and S.1111 are buss making roads and drit ing cars and trucks around in the
sand table Th.ey (let ide they need a tunnel for their cars to dm e the tough. so they scrape
togethei a big pile of sand and begin digging through it with spoons. "lIey, the sand
ket ps dui. rt.' Sam tells Corey.

They pile the sand back up. try again. and when the sand "falls down" agam, they
begin hitting ii as hard as they can Pretty soon they've forgotten about the tunnel and
-.and IS fly irk; in all directions as they chant; ""Tie sand is falling down. The sand is
falling down 1

4MWS ot er, "Hey. what are t urt.t guys doing"! let hat's happening to your
toad)" asks .

"The sand is falling down, giggle the two boys. "Yes. 1 can see that. It's getting all
tit el the floor.- responds. "What were you doing before the sand got all over
the floor'.'

-The sand fell down on the tunnel, Sam reports
'Show me.- replies. and the two boys show their prtiblem.

;IA hat t mild son add to roe sand to help keep it together, to help keep it from falling?.
asks. fully e\pecting "water- for an answer

'Blot ks? Sam suggests
"Well. get some and see
Samand Corey build a small tunnel with blot ks and emet it with sand "Look.

teat her, the blocks are holding up the sand.
"They sure are What a good idea says adinningh
Bs the end of work tune. Corey and -Sam hat e limit a numbei of tunnels using

tense's, and papei towel tube% aks Own) to show and tell about tlllil
.;:.nek. at !wall tutu'

'fit' ( k I hi. ingt ethents f"/ ti e rung that ,ire pmi.senl in tit h situation

Situation Mater-zis Manipulation Choice Words Support



1,1 oui t114 +t",1111<il 'far, #lout 1.Niu4 it the truoyi 00.91.(1001., 101' tis.e mtig
Itid t:tu Ili attic ttht hwA sA Mild add them. mgvectlent,-; 10 (..0 11 situation

Situation Missing Ingredients Ways to Add Each ingredient

I

44,ro, -74fr.ahr ,.tes

II , 1 ,,, ,, .)tlt ibide .1( ilk r .41:311;:r
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5. Active learning: Solving problems

Hp., is vv<tslitrig her hinds ,it t leanup tune, and alter malting the sink stepper gee tip dud
'din% I) Set 1.1.11 Wiles, she asks 40k1, '.T'r'ait her. Why does this thing keep the water in ''

You tell lief, -Bee <nisi. 11''.11 too pull up on the 10, ll', the stopper I 01. t.t s the hole
The nest 41.44 .it the sink she asks you. "Ten het. tell me agam <thom the stopper Not,

itpetli {,Mil (A111.11.41t Pin %Vail si Ill I le ha of the 1ali4 ado-toitl-voti-one e tone 1 wiping into t il LH
1.011 V

%%lien she 'meats het tpiestitin on the third (Lit Nilo reply in ex,ispekision, 'How do tali
think it works. Elise ''' Falteringly she begins to put thi tirotess into het own thirds, and togrtht i
4,41 e\ainine the toils and let r`I'll Undel 111C Sink that .1(111.1fr the' sitippef Ells!' Is stt 1,10 dell
,160111 %hat she h is leained that soon she has foci or five 4alu t childien looking tinily' the ,utik
Intl Itili1111112 'A fiat hal/1)1'11S when iher, posh the [melt on top of the sii:It to t lost the 'ham

l'il 'edit]. ilie led, net must ref ter! answe i his of het own tilleS111111S. Adults help t hildttn Ii .it ii

i%helping, them WO I.. through 4 piobletti millet than supplying awn: with the answeis
Following alt. 1,1 it I (lest 11164)11% it piltilti Nil (11 (i . elvaliting situations that adults !rat.'

missed Iii eat h smwminn. )0n r Mild (10 sOlneilititg (ill f el ent ii,' to win the situation Unit d
Ili uldt.ill -mil., 11;$1 espet wine, and thus ,e teal learntng e.periente, for the 4 Iilld

at Denise. is (ming to hang up he: lainto.it, but the r oat hook is too high Atte! .1 while she
.-twes kip do(J posh ...lands nem die e OM I el( It loading het' Jam um ami sot king hei thumb
When - - __ asks. -1)44 ton need some help. Denise P. she nods % VS, 'Mil .

thitit!S ht r i diiimat lip lot het
%%hat is boo! ai tit e-leartung ..pproat It rte the ioolt Is-Iii0-1 figh. in 4614.in

.

p..,11ting thy middle of die tam k ettIfi M.dt ho- lev. Oe,

k to 111111 Mt! "SOSIld, elto Lill %%on! ..ir
.1111. . In St4S/1,1 .in at tuba of tint! him kt

IA hat Ii; /- It'd! It In the 1-Nd'ti St1111'111i); s

,90
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sc). "I wantlif make a big, big, car," Raymond tells at planning time. "Big enough
to sit in." ..

"You'd better use the big blocks then," -1....responds, "and build them around
you." 4

,"What about a steering. wheel?" Raymond asks.
"Use one of the big round Tinkertoys," advises.
What is your active-learning approach to the "How-to-Make-a-Sit-in-Car" problem?

%

4-C \ ,
d) Brenda is so upset that she's hitting the.workbench as bard as she can with her saw.

"What's the matter?" , asks, taking Brenda's saw in one hand and holding
Brenda with the other.

"This wiggly board won't stay s01 so I can't saw it," Brenda shouts in frustration.
"Well. here," consoles; "I'll put the board irt the vice for you so it will stay

_

still" fits the board into the vice and tightens the clamp. "There, now you can
saw." .! .

Give your at give- learning approach to the "Wiggly-Board" problem.
i .

.

.

!._

a_

a t

3.

I
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e) Its smallirmy time, and since a number of graduate students are observing your
classr on every chair is being useil, leaving Timmy with nothing to sit on. "Teacher,
there's no chair for me," Timmy announces.

"Well, go get one of the big hollow blocks," replies. "You can turn it on its
end and use that for your chair today, Tim."

Give your aorirellearning approach to the "No-Chaltzsfor-Me" problem.

II

4 .

.

....

1) Clarke is very excited because she has brought a bag of walnuts for snack tine. "My
grandma growed these in California,",,she tells her group proudly. "She sencied 'em in the
mail."

"That's vary nice, replies, but we can't eat them today because, we don't
have a.nutcri. r to crack open th hard shells with." Clarice's eyes fill with tears. "I'll
bring in, a nutcracker and well eat them tomorrow, okay?" adds hastily.
Clarice is only slightly mollified.

Give your active-learning approach to the "No-Nutcracker" problem. .

0.

M

gi "Hey. Teacher ," a group of children approach at outside time. "Were gonna
make a big, big house with these great' big/boards."

"You mean with the railroad ties?" asks.
"Yeh, we're all gonna help and then gel, inside." .

,
"That's a good idea but the railroad ties are too heavy. Use the climber for your

house instead." ,..
4.

"But..."
"The ties are too heavy. Use the climherK repeats. The group disbands.

g Give your active-learning approach t the "Too-Heavy-Ties" problem./ 4

96
86
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h) Review and discuss your solutions with your team members.

6. Making smallgroup times active

On pages 131-32 in Young Chi Wien in Action, two.small-group timesfocusing on pineapples
are described. The idea of this exercise is to figure out why one of these small -group times
incorporates active learning whereas the other one doesn't.

a) Read throUgh the description of the first bitten-group time and answer the following
questions:

1. What materials are available for each child?'

2. How are children manipulatii materials?

P7 93
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.

e

3'. What choices are children making?. I

, r

.
>

/

I '
1

1a.

4

Sr li

. 1
4. What words are children rising to describe their actions?.

I

\
.

se

as.

4

5. What support is the teacher giving to help children think about their actions?
, 4

4

..

.

..

..

bj Read through jhe description of the second small-group time and answer the following:

1. What materials are available for,each child?

. 0 i
88

..
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4

2. How are children manipulating materials?. 0

I 1

it,
7

...

r.

IT

,

t

F. .

.
3. What choices are children making?

I
J.

t 4#
4 I

....------.---

P .

4. What.words are children, using to.describesiheir actions?

t

&I

,

. t..
a / 4

5. What support is the teacher giving to help children think abut their actions?

e.

101
0,

1

.

s

0
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C} Which small-group timOncorporates active learning? What active-learning kCy
experiences does if inclucie?- ;?

.4 1

I
0

4.
I

4) Visit a preschool classroom. Observe asmall-group time activity, and answer the
following questions: t

1. What active-learning key exherkinces WerdincOrporated?

I 5

1

2. What materials were available to each child?

44.

.

3, How did children ntanipulate materials?

.. . . .
4. What choices did children make?

x

102
c

V 90
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.0 r

, 5. What words did children use to describe actions and observations? '
, o .

4,

.

v.

6. What support was givenby an adult?

..

t.

I

16-

...

1

4.
la

-0*

7. What changes would you make in this activity to incorporate more active learning?
._

i."" j

. 1, .

.

e) Review and discuss exercises a-d with your team members.
1

7. Making dick time active

c .

N *

Because circle time involves 15-20 preschoolers at once, action can easily turn into chaos.
causing many adults to react with strictness in order to Maintain control. Making circle time an
active-learning experience will help adults avoid the two extremes or chaos and strictness. Do
the following exercises with your team members:

a) You are planning a circle time that will help the children become more familiar with the
names of the parts of their bodies add how various body adds can move. You decide to

.i.

.

use the song, "The Hokey Pokey." ("You put your , in, you put your .
out, you put your in and you shake it all about. You do the hokey pokey and
you turn yourself around. That's what it's all about.") For materials, each child will use
his or her own body. .

-ti ..,s
. I . .

. .
91 103I
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1. How will you
I
build into this activity choicos for each child?

.... .

4

.

.2

tt

. . -
2. How will children be,able to describe their actions/observations in their own words?

What if a child uses the wrong name for a body part?

.s

.

.

.

. . ,

.
e

'1
3. How will you provide support and help children think

if a child moves a body past but cantnarne it? /
4

.

about what they're doing? Whet
4

i .

\
b) Since one of the children's favorite stories is (fill in a children's book or story

with which you, are very familiar), you are planning a circle time in which the children
act out this story.

\

1. The 4haracters in the story are the following: i
,;

4

/

1O4e3 1
.1.0

92
/
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2. Since in the story them are onl4-
of the children will play the follovSing
appropriate to the story):

3. What materials will be available?
% 4

4. What choices will children make?

charapters and ttere are15 children, some
',erg (of additional animals, people, or obcts

5. What will be thppportunities for children to use their own words?

a

if

1

6. What support will be given by adults? (Consider how this play will be organiti( how
it will get started, how it willend.)

t 105
93
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c#- .P elout-ariarge acti you-have done with, reschoolers. Evaluate it in terms of
4, active learning.

}

1. What materials were available to each cliiid?

4

2. How disittchtldren manipulate these'materials?

\
;I,

3. What choices did children mike?

14,

$

I

ryi

4. What wbrds did children use to describe *it actions?

9

la

5. How diti you support the children to enhance their thinking processes?
s

t__

I

oa
94
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:4

a

,
a"

.43. How vSould you change this activity if you were to'clo it again?

A '
10

Q. Active learning: Transforming troublemakers

,

In many situations, preschoolers who are "causing trouble"fooling, bothering, hitting,
disrupting rare doing so because they haven't anything else to do at the moment. There are two
Ways of looking at misbehavior'. You can look at the child and think.,`Troy is having a bad day
today." or "Troy has a very shOtt\attention span." or ".I wish Tropwould stay home for a few
days," or "Troy has a mean strdak in him." Such statements abOut a child nay help you
rationalize his misbehaViiir but theidnn't.servt yoti to improve it.

- * .
Alternatively, you'can look at the activity the child.is supposed to be attending to and ask

' yourself stich questionsias, is this activity interesting to Troy? Areethere materials he can use.
I choices he can make, oOport,unities.for him to talk bout what he's: doing?" A change in the ,

rtivitrean cause a chahge in behavior. Generally, children who are actively, involved are caught
up in what they are doing and have little interest-i4 or reason for causing !ruble.
. The following exercises describe troublesome situations in %arch changing the activity. to
make it more active, could re-chanaeitlie treublei4kers' energies. As you change the activity,
remember to consider materiels, manipulation, choices, wordq, and support.

or a) At smallgroup time, is holding Up construction Riper shtpee, askingnach.
child in turn to name the shape and color. Elise is very good at this artd often calls. out
the answers before the child whose turn it is has a chance to speak. Troy is poking Mike,
under the table. When a skk him:to put his hands on ihe (able, he does so only
to begin tippiugthack on. his chair until he tips ovti,

Describe how you wooldichange this small-group activity, retaining ifs focus on
shapes and colors but making it an active-learning experibnce.that would engage both
Elise and Troy.

4

s

t

(

OP

.

-
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ot _... .
..t .l. Jamison is vpry good at zipping, snapping, and tying and consequently is always the first'zi

person ready for outsidetime,Today,whilehe's waiting for everyone else, he's swinging '
on the doer, letting in the cold air and making n racket. Finally, tills, Jamison
to go sit in the quiet area until everyone else is ready. This angers Jamison so he dumps
out all the puzzles. By the time he finally gets them all picked opt, outside time is over.'

Describe an alternative way of dealingwith Jamison's ability that would involve him
in helping others take care of their own needs. /. .

_ .
t

4 e- _
N

t

4

,a,

N5 4
ff

4\
t'o\ 4

4

11

r .0, \ 6
*: `

I ll'i . I'
I F .

.11 ,.. / . e-

...-. - . 1 .. .. .- . ,.
. ,

cj Your preschool class is visiting the neighborhood fire department. Whiles fireitiarl felts lilt
children, haiw many feet of hose the hose trua carries, how much water the pumper tuck

P pumps per minute, and other facts and figures: Corey_begins to puilDenisi's heir deaise
starts to cry, and 'moves next to Corey holding beitt his hands. C.Orey tries to climb
up who finally,-takes him outside until the visit is over. -- - '

....

Describe possil)iljties you wouid discuss with the fire station ilersonnel that would
make a future fire station field ttip more active and thus more engaging for, prgschtiol
children. .- . r

r

I
's

rt.- .

. 1 \

e

o

4.

7 .
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.
d) Describe a difficult situation you have encountered with a child, .either in a preschool

classroom or elsewhere.

I o

t

./

I

t

0
e) In light of what you know about active learning, describe hoiv 37611 would handle the

same situation again. .
.

is

I

I) Rbview and discuss exercises oe with you team members.

f d
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9. Supporting active learning

Today during work time as you watched the children in the block area, you saw the
following:

Marketta was heaping up the small, colored blocks, then smoothing out the heaps,
sometimes putting some of the red blocks together in one part of her collection. She also seemed
to be feeling the blocks by rubbing them against her cheek and the back of her hand.

. Mike was building towers and knocking them over. As one of his towers toppled, he seemed
to notice that the cylindrical blacks rolled, so he tried rolling other round blocks as,,well as some
of the rectafigular ones. .

Ci rice was filling two dump trucks with blocks, carefully seeing which blocks fit into
wh truck.She also figured out how to make truck beds go up and down. , ,

,.. asha also had a small dump truck and three of four small blocks, which he repeatedly
/battled together, dumped into the truck, and dumped out again.

.

/ Discuss these observations with your team members. List the active-learning key experiences
that occurred, ways to talk with these children about what they were doing, ways to encourage
them to talk about what they were doing, and ways to extend their activities (by adding similar
but new materials, for example, or by making suggestions of similar things they might try).

Child

o

Key Experiences Ways to Encourage Child
Observed to Talk About Activity Ways to Extend Activity

'4 .

Markeita

. .

at

,

Mike
.

Clarice

/
/

/
s

/
V

.

..."

Sasha
.

.,

-

/
; 4iL
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10. Observing active learning in a preschool classroom

Turn to the active-learning checklist on pages 304.5 in Young Children in Action. Spend a
day in a preschool classroom looking for the items in the checklist and checking off the ones you
find.

a) What are this classroom's greatest strengths in providing active learning for preschool
children?

.
.

...

b) If this were your classroom: what. changes would you make to incorporate more active
learning?

9.,
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Active-learning issues to ponder

a) What is something you really know about? How and over what period of time did you
acquire this knowledge?

b) Looking back over all your schooling, which teachers do you consider outstanding? Why?

c) After the preschool years, is active learrtine. still important? Why or why not?

d) You are setting tip a nutriaokand preschool cenierin a third-world country where.
because of lack of resources, children are malnourished and passive. What impact will
active learning haveon them?

How does active learning relate to on-the-job training. apprenticeship, "the school of hard
knocks," td the adage, "Experiemii is the best teacher"?

f) is active learning in conflict with contemplatiori? Why or why not?

12. Active-learning projects

a) Return to exercise 7a in Chapter 3. With your team members, ireview yobr class
4 presentation, Consider Llaterials for each participant, manipulation otmaterials, choices

for participants, language from participants, and support from you. If any one of these
active-learning elements was missing or needed improvement, redesign the activity. If
possible, repeat the presentation. Ask participants to compare your two presentations.

b) Apprentice yerself to someone skilled in an area of interest to you. Keep a journal of .

your experiences.

c) Pick an area of interest you have always wanted to learn about. Obtain a "how to"
Manual and follow the directions. Reccrd your experiencgi

d) Take the most academic class you have ever attended and plan how you would present a
portion of the same material In an active-'earning style.

e) In a preschool classroom, plan, carry out, and evaluate ap active small-group time.

f) in a preschool, plan, carry out, and evaluate an active cki.cle time.

112
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Films and Publications_

Films
*

Helping Children Make Choices and Decisions
(P5100) Set of five 16mm films; color, sound; 33 min
total
Five short films that deal with aspects of the teacher's role
in helping children make responsible, thoughtful, creative
choices-The films were produced in several Head Start
centers. Some of the dialogue is in Spanish.

1. A Good Classroom Ts a Classroom Pull of Choices
(PS101)(7 nun)
Ch.ldren should be able o choose what they going to
do, where they're going t . what materials they ii use,
who they It work with. This him snows how teachers can
structure the classroom environment and the children's
activities to provide opportunities to Make and carry out
such critical choices.
2, Questions That Help Children Develop Their Ideas
(PS102) (7 min)

.
Strategies to help young children tnink through the
process of bringing an idea to fruitioriknding materials
they can use. discovecrig solutions tbe-problems. and
expanding'' .r or.iginal notions to take account of new
information.
3. Exploring the Possibilities of the Room
(PS103)(7 min)
In order to make responsible and creative choices,
children need to be aware of the alternatives available to
them. Teachers demonstrate some ways to help young
children explore the possibilities of the classroomthe
many activities and materials to choose from and the many
imsginative ways materials can be used.

4. Acknowledging Children's Choices and Decisions
(PS104) (6 min)
Some ways teachers can help children recpgnize when
they've made a decision and followed it through. Children
dor,' always talk about their choices, they don't always
connect their actions to the choices they've made. A
teacher can give a child support for his decisions by
naming what the child has done. praising him, pointing out
results. and helping him survey his activities.

5. Planning Activities Thai Include Choices
(PS1051(6 min)
Strategies for planning activities that allow children a
degme of control. even when choices are 'mated, such as
when the teacher is structuring an experience to meet
caffein goals or when routines and procedures are set
(e.g at lunch time or nap time).

Guidelines for Evaluating Activities
( Pstip) Set Of three 16mm films. black 8 white. sound. 58
far total; discussion guides included
These programs demonstrate alternative ways t hers
can plan and carry out activities with a group of psi ;hoot
children Each program shows two contrasting stylespf
structuring and leading a group activity using similar
materials but different teaching methods and goals. LISeful
f:`r stimulating thicuslion of teaching styles. and
educational philosophies An accompanying obseriration
guide oilers criteria by which to evaluate and revise
Classroom activities Also included is a trainer's
suppler.-;.at that discusses the films in terms of thecriteria
in the guide and offers suggestions for revising the
activities

I
Contrasting Teaching Styles: SmallGroup Time
(PS151)(8 min)
Contrasting Teaching Styles: Work Time, the An Area
(P5152) (22 min)

Contrasting Teachto Styles: Cfrite Time
( loSt53) (18 min)

Experiencing and Representing
(Ppm) Set of four 16mm films; Color, sound; 48 min total
These programs demonstrate the importance of direct
experience and representational play and show how the
preschool environment can promote both experience and
representation In each section two teachers discuss
specific act.vities from their classroom and demonstrate a
variety of leaching strategies.
Part iA Way Children Learn
(PS111) (12 min)
Shows a variety of classroom activities in which children
spontaneously represent things they've done or seen.
Teachers discuss how children at different stages of
intellectual development vary .n their abjtity.to hold details
in mend and depict them in space and time. They also
discuss the importance of representational play for later
cognitive andicadernic development.
Part IIStarting with Direct Experience
(PS112) (12 min)
Some materials teachers can provide an ues they
can use to promote concrete experience .n i preschool
classroom as a basis for later representation activity.

v--N,

Troubles and Triumphs at Home
( P5192) Set of lour color filmstrips and cassettes; 70
min total
Let Them Do It
(PS195) (16 min)
This filmstrip discusses the importance of givingctuldren
household responsibilities and of encouraging them to do
things for themselvesnot just because they must
develop self-help skills, but because of the important
learning that takes place when young children stretch their
mental and physical abilities. This presentation shows
how a number of parents decided to slop "doing for" their
children and began to encourage more independence. It
also suggests how simple household adaptations and
visual cues or reminders can make the difference for the
child between being dependent on others and being able
to do something independently.

Supporting Children's Intellectual & Physical
Development
(eS161)16rnm film, black & white, sound. 59 min.
discussion guid' included
This film has eight un-narrated sections and sh ows several
teachers conducting typical day care or preschool
activities lit a variety of teaching styles and situations.
Designed for use in the training of teachers and curpculum
assistants, the film shows the following scenes for
discussion. a flashcard activity at sharing time. a' mystery
bag" game. two children making fish in the art area and
describing their activity lo the teacher, a teacher using a
hand puppet to discuss the day s weather, a teacher
passing a pineapple around for the children to see. feel,
smell, and eat. a teacher helping children make individual
portions of playdough. Children planting seeds and talking

..., ..;. I
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with a teacher about heir 'gardens', a teacher reading a
story about robins io the children and asking them
questions about it. An accompanying training guide
provides questions and learning activities for each section.

The Bi6ck Area
(PS191) Set of five color filmairips pad cassette tapes;
38.7 min total
1. Setting a Stock Area (7.5n)in)

to set up a block areaandgrange it so that it is well
placed and logically organized: how to equip the area
initially and then add materials as the children become
more familiar with the area.

2. A Place to Explore New Ma kaiak (6.5 min)
How children explore materials by trying things out, using
their senses, arranging objects, etc., and what a teacher
can do to facilitate children's explorations.

Opportunities for Learning
110308)16mm him; black & white, sound, (27 min)
This film is designed to stimulate discussion among
parents and infant-caregived. it illustrates the process of
exploration and discovery that is characteristic of most
one- and two-year-olds by following the activities of one
child through a series of play situations. In order to learn
from his environment, the child neecIsmaterials for playing
and learning, lime, to try things out, people to help him and
to have fun with, freedom toleam on his own. Eachsection
of the film focuses On one of these elements and giwit
suggestions to parents on how they can provide
opportunities for learning in the home.

Babies Like Attention
111:1309)16mm film; black & while, sound (13 lib)
Several clips from home visits chosen to stimulate
discussion of the use of praise and encouragement with
infants. Includes the spontaneous reactions of a group of
mothers who watched themselves on videotape,
interacting with their children. Each mother gives a
summary of her views on praise and encouragement and
suggests things she feels are important to remember when
interacting with a child. A good introdpction for parents to
the home-visit situation.

A Special Kind of Mother
11D310)16mrn film; black & white, sound; (15 min)
This MN features and is narrated by a mother from
High/Scope's natant Videotaping Project. It locuseson
some of the special skills a mother can learn. Interactions
between this mother and her baby point up her ability to
understand. interpret, and act upon her child's needs.
Throughout the film she comments on her actions with the
child and how she thought the baby felt at the time

Learning Through Problems: A Baby's
Point of View
110311)16mm film black 6 while, (10 min).
Often a prob.arn that's easy for an adult, such re. holding
two rattles dt the same time, is very difficult for a baby. This
film asks viewers to observe events from the baby's point of

9

view. It shows how complex reaching, holding, moving,
and pulling can be for an infant and how babies' sensory
motor explorations and difficulties can be turned into
learning experiences which are fun for both baby and
parent.

Cans: Toys for Learning
1'0312)16mm film; black & while; (17 min)
A practical demonstration of how a simple househeid
object, a can, can be used as an educational toy Intents
are shown progressing from simple manipulation, to.
recognition of objects inside a can, to putting objects back
Inside the can. The film shows how activities can be made
more complex once the infant becomes aware sof the
variety of the can's usesfor example, by adding a lid for
the baby to removeand replace and by putting a hole on the
ildrthrough which the baby can drop objects. Them are
suggestions for using other household objectse.g., pots
and pans, Band-aid boxesin a similar manner.

Responding to a Baby's Actions
(1D313) 16mm Mm: black & white; (24 mm)
Babies have special ways of letting adults know Orli
participation is wanted. Adults responses can take many
forms. Some of the possible adult responses are illustrated
in this film. imitating the baby s sounds, exploring objects
and toys with the baby, joining in a game the baby has
started. Following a summary of these responses, three
unriarrated examples of adultchild interactions are
presented for use in group discussions, for which a
discussion guide is included.

Your Baby's Bay: A 'five for Learning
(10321) Color filmstrip/cassette; (12 min)
Demonstrates appropriate activities for adults which will
enhance babies' developrn t through routine activitie
such as feeding, changin rid bathing. The program i
designed to make parents re onheir vital role In a
baby's development at thr portant stages: newborn.
four to eight months, and eight months toe year. Useful for
parentsto-be, for high school and community college
courses in child development, for training adults in day
care centers. Realistic, supportive suggestions for adult-
infant interactions. Print guide lacluded.

Publications

114
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Learning Through Sewing and Pattern Design
(#15) Author. S. Main waling, booklet (35 pages), 1976.
This unique description gives suggestions for establishing
a sewing area in the classroom and how to make it a vital
center for learning and cognitive development. Also
included is a discussion of spatial and temporal relations
inherent in sewing, and projects and problems typical of
children in an elementary classroqrn.ideai for use not only
by teachers but also loaders of boys and girls in scouts
YMCA-YWCA. and other youth groups.

c



Children as Music Makers .

(#17) Author: L. Ransom: booklet (78 ipages): 1979.
The guide gives strategies4 for teachers 10 sapped
classroom music activities by providing instruments.
space, time and encouragement The author shows how
children readily explore instruments and discover basic
element of music. how they learn to make music and write

4' It down, hereby applying math and language skills in the
process I cluded are a wealth of classroom-tested ideas
for small- roup and large-group activities, descriptive
examples of children's musical representations, a
glossary, a d lists of suggested books and supplies.

rtWrite or call the High /Scope Foundation, 600 North River Street, YpsilaYpsilanti, Mi 48197, (313) 485 -2000
to obtain inforination on ordering these materials. .4 \

4 .\\

..1,

Teaching Movement and Dance
(#40) Author. Phyllis S. Welker,
Teachers will discover how to provide sitidails Walt ages
with successful rhythmic movement experiences through
the step-by-step, easy-to-follow sequence of actions and
expressions presented in this book. The book arse
presents the theory behind the learning process for
achieving rhythmic movement, thus giving teachers an in-
depth understanding of why as well as how to teach
movement and dance to all age groups and special
populations. Teachers of 'movement and dance will
welcome this book because of its down-to-earth
perspective. its practical guidance and advice. and its
sound theoretical base.

*
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6/Language
.

Languageputting actions', experiences, thoughts, feelings into 14 ordsis
part and parcel of active learning. Language keeps aperience "on tap." Doing
is not enough, but doing put into words irar.sforms'actions into understanding
and turns events into information that can be recalled and used in other ,
situations. Actions supply inform-ation, while language makes the information
accessible. Preschoolers are busy putting actions-inta words.

4 ;

1. Child study: Babies' language'
By the time.they reach preschool, children have already spent a good deal of their lives

listening to and using language. Without any formal training, theyhave mastered the
complexities of sentence structure, for example. They may say, "I go store," but they never say,
"Slope 1.80." As their parents talk, read, and sing to them. babies not only learn to use language

-through imitation but also discover the joys and intimacies of verbal communication. The idea of
this exercise is to examine the beginnings of language and to see how it has developed by the
time achild is three or four Years old.

a) Find five children whom you can observe for 15-30 Minutes each, They should be of the
ages shown in the chart ! '..m. One sliduld be your "child-study" child, As you observe
each child note what soutias andior words he or she makes, what or who seems to
inspire or motivate these soundsiwords, and what role you or another person plays in the
"conversation."

Child Sounds /Words Motivators Second Person's Role

Oast than
one-yew-old)

Name

Age:

.

.

.

. .

.

(one- to
trio-yearold)

Name:

Age:

.

.

f .

J .

..

. .

1

. k .
i ,,;A

1.161
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el

(Iwo- to
three-year-old)

.
Name:

Age:

.

.
'

,

.
.

, .

..)

..
.

.

c.
I

.
.

.

.

(three So
four-year-0W

Name:

Age: /

."

.

's

.

. ....

. .

. I

1

.

.

.

.

(four -10
five-year-old)

Name:

Age:

¢
''

.

.

- .

-

.

.

,

,.

. ..

.

b) From the five children ypu observed, what conclusions can you draw about language
development in young children?

O

c) Describe recollections of your own early language developrnerit.
. -

s.

i
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-2. Recognizing k4r"experiences in language
,..

It is one thing to read about children's language and the understanding it represents, and it
is another thing to hear, recognize, and support children's key language experiences fis they oci,ur
naturally in the classroom. Following are monologues and conversations from actual: preschool
classiooms. After reading each one, you will choose from the list below the key language

re
experience(s) that most accurately describe(s) the conversation or monologue.

e .e

, .

. Key Expeyien?es:langueue
9 0

Talking with others about personally . Having .one's own spoken language written
meaningful experiences , down and read back

"co Describing objects:events, and relations Having fun with language ,

Expressing. feelings in words .: 1

i

t

4. A
a) "Hey, I'm gonna set next to you on the bui. okay RickeyT

"Okay."
"I don't like them skeletons hangin' on the doors. The "s scary and the is real mean."

t "Oh, I ain't scared of them things. They lust paper: I,
"Em.scared, I'm not wearing no mask on Halloween. No siree"

I

Identify thejcey experience(s): . I.

il,

4-
.

b) "What can you tell me about your pictures Cara?"
"Snow." , .."Oh, this is snow. It looks like lots of snow." -..
"Pile." (Cara points to another part of the picture).
"This is a pile of snow or a pile of something else?"
"SomAthing else." t

"Oh, les a pile of something else that's all different colors."
"Blanket." / , -
"Oh, I see. This Is a tilankot made out of lots of colors and it'l all piled up."
Yep. /

"Did somebody leave the blanket outside in the snow?" i
"Nope: Dog chewed it." . t
"Oh. dear."
"All wet." /
"Now the blanket is all wet." -;

"Yep, all wet."
Identify the key experience(s). .

I,
.....--------r---.

c

1,

t 7 ' .
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A

-. .
c) "What would you like to say on your mom's Valentine ar 'B Fret?'

"A story."
,

- ,

"A story? Okay. You tell me what to write down, and I'll write it on your card for you'."
"Okay."
'What happens-first in your story?"
"The mom got toys for the boy. Her said,'Do you want some toys?' He said, 'Ye s, I want
some' Her buys all the toys. He got a Rough Rider and a Hopper Wheely Car and all the
toys. 'Here'g your card,' lit said." .

Identify the key experience(s):

k

.

..

-. . '-,.. . . . .. ,
"ii) "Rebecca, Jeff would like to make a book. an you tell hint how you made Yours?"

"Okay. Well, you take all the paper and put it together so it all fits together and you hit it
.

, up and down so it fits together. And then you staple it along the side so it will stay, and
'then you write your story in it:,. ..,

Iderttify the key experience(s).
v

I,

i .
4.-

e) "This% where the mom 'sits, and this is where the dad sits, and this is where the little
boy sits, any baby's averlere, and outside over here's the car for when they go to their
grandipa's house far, far away."

Identify the key experience(s).
I

A

)

. .
f) ;Teacher, guess what! My 'clog got hurt all over his eyed an' we gad to take him to the

dog, doctor's 'cause blood was all over his fur."
"That's too bad. Terry. Is your dog still at the doctor's?"
"Nope. We bringed him home 'cause the doctor sewed him all up. You can see thread
stickin' right in his face."_
"Iiiiraliyour-dog's getting _better,"
"Hiow'd he get those cuts. Timmy?" - --- - - _ _
"My dad says he got into some 'coons. He tried to bite 'em. They scratched him with their
claws."

Identify the key experience(s). t

*

%

t.
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g) "Look, see this cake, Teacher. I helped make it,,and

.
cancan fume it for snack 'cause, it's

my birthday today." :
"Welkhappy birthday, Joey." . .

. :
"I'm so excited! Hey, Donna, today's my birthday and I'm five, This many "'(Joey holds up
five fingers.) . . .
"Itris exciting to have a birthday, Joey. Can you put you beautituf cake up on the shelf,
then take your coat off and come hack animalee a plant" . .

"Okay, but I don't know if I can wniC and at home I'm Navin' another cake and Iota of
presents. I cal.1 wait! Hey Tracey, wannalsearny cake? I'll give you some at snack time.
I put on the frosting: .."" .! .

v Identify the key experienCe(e).

. 4..,..,. . - .

,h),-"Hey, Teacher, my sister tea_ ched me this new song: Jump rope, lump rope, all the way to
-''' antelope." ..

Identify the key experience(s).

i) "Truckity truck, stuckity stuck. Truckity truck, stuckity stuck:"
;Identify the, key experience(s).

3. Asking question that help children think
r

One way adults can stimulatv thought and language in preschool children is by asking
questions that make children think. Divergent questions have mere than one right answer They
encourage children to ex Fess their ideas, feelings,,and predictions. , .

"What do you thin would happen if..."
"What do you thin is in this box?." .
"How can we try o get the seeds out of our pumpkins?"

. a %..
Thoughtprovolfing questions have a right answer ?hat is based on children's direct ,

observations of inTfliiiirsthey are using or experiences they are having..Thoughl.provoking
questions encourage children to classify, senate, use numbers, or observe the celationshipinf
space or time. /

/ i 1

"What did 'you do in the art area.today?"
"How m y red blocks are there in your tower?"
"Which ne or your clay balls is the biggest ?" .

'

Minal:response luestions call for a,"yes" or "no" answer.

"Is Altai a triangle?" .

120
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was

..
. 2. - "You know, t walarice s haying some trouble today hanging.up her

paint* because the dryingilirke is too high. What are some things
tie.

7
Clarice could try tomorrow if sttlas another picture to hang up?" D TP M

7

i .` ...,- ,
-,

:.,
i ' k

.-
- 3: 'Btrenda brought us a surprise for snick today and it's in this bag. '7 .

What do you think it is ?" - , 7 D TR IVf. .

- 7 .

S

of

tY .
0

14.

- a). Decide whether each question, below is divergent (D), thought- provoking (TP), of
8.Auk. minimal-response (M). When you] fie a minimal-response question, rewrite it so that it
"is diy.ergent or tholight-provoking. 1 /

1 . -
1. "I see youi've got the cars out;Corey: Are you going to blind a road?" D TP M

N%

.6.0

fia

.4

1r

4. "This morning we took a special trip to the fire station. What's the
very first thing the fire chief showed us?" D TP M

. . _ .

5s "Troy, you took Marketta's scissors and now she' crying because . Ishe doesn't have any.thing to cut with. What could you do to make
her feel better?" 0 \: .0 TP M

410
s v.

6. "Sam, are o going to giye that puzzfe bacirto S a or not?:

A

D TPM

Z. Ilvly gdodness,-Mike: Tliis is the most delicious bottle cap scum I've
ever tasted! Ed like to knowyour_recipe-so4con-tiake-it- 'Walt

' qometimeilow-marry bitile Paps did you use?" D TP M

8. "For small -group time 'today we have buttons, straws, macaroni.
string, paper, and gip. What are some thing's you could do with
these. things ?'

4

7

9. The Monkeys stole the peddler's caps. If you were the.Seddler, how
would you get them bacic?" . .

O.

,109 121
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1.0

'' :,.. 't. o.

10. "What a colorful picture, Timmy. Is it a rainbow?" -- S.TP M
\ \ 4::

. 1 ' ,
1 . , , r .. .

11. "We're going to have fun making up.rhymes today. What's a word e
. DTP Mthat starts With M and rhymes with house ?:' "' . l

i r

. r I
,r,

. 12. "What p neat way-to make &car, Elise. What are you going to put ,,

on it next?" . * ,
. ,- . IX TP M

s)

,

7

s . X'
13. "I know clean-up time is hard, but what do You'ihink Would

- happen if we played everyday bu never cleaned
a ,

A b
...** °

14. "Raymond. you put some of the animaW in your barnnd som
in the pasture. What's the same about all tho animas you'
your barn?"

b) Write three divergent questions.
4

5.*

c) Write three thought-pm/coking quedtions,
4. .

0

t

d) Reyiew and discuss"exercises a-c with, your team member

a° ""

4.

1

0

Cr I

e

r
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4. Supporting communication among children

Another major role for adults in a presEhool classroom is to support and encourage
children's efforts to talk, listen to, and learn from each other. Adults can use the followmg
strategies:

Strategies

Encouraging interaction and cooperation Interpreting and delivering messages

Referr ing one child's questibns or Encouraging active listening
problems to another

a) Read through the following conversations '!ken from actual preschool classrooms and,
for each one, decide which of the four strategies tliSi listed is being used. There are some
convosations in which adults miss an opportunity for supporting communication. In
these conversations, rewrite the adult's part so that the adult supports the child -to -child
communication. You'may want to refer to pages 150-54 in Young Children in Action.

i. Adult: Did you hear what David said, Peter?
Peter. What?
Adult: Could you 'tell Peter what he might be able to do so his trees wopidn't fall down?
David: You could use them on the floor. Peter.

Which strategy is used?

Z. joannie: Mo. mo.
Teacher: She's saying. "Move," Christi!,

Which strategy is used?

3. Laura: I wanna use the big Tinkertoft. too,
Adult: Why don't you talk to Andy. see if you can work together?
Laura: Hey Andy, wanna work together with those?

Andy: Okay. Well have to make it big for both of us.
wnh strategy is. used?

4, Adult: Hey, Troy. Andy's trying" to get his screw eye 'n. I wonder if you have some ideas on
how he could do it.

Whichstrategy is users?

111
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5. Dan is pushing Contrell.
Adult: Talk to him, Dan. Tell him what you want to do.

mDan: Will-you move so I can make these trucks go through?
Which strategy is used?

.

6. Adult: Hey, Tom, you know the masks that you've been making? That's the kind Alvin
wants. Could you help him make one?
Torn: You want' a green one, Alvin?

.0 Which strategy is used?/
. o

7. Contrell: What did Pookie bring in that cage?
Adult: She brought her guinea pig.
Contrell: Can I hold it?
Adult: It might run away.

Which strategy is used?. *

8. A&111: Tara,. tell Shantell how she can put the wheels on.
Tara: Put the wheels on here so...
Adult: LookShantell, and listen to what Tullis telling you.
Tara: ... so they won't drag.

WhichAtrategy is used?
,

.

a

t

9. Tom: I want to do an idea and he (Mike) won't let me do it, an' I'm mad:
Adult. I don't blame you. I think 'you have good ideas. Mike, didn't we talk about this? Other
people have good ideas, too. Maybe you could work together and use both your ideas.

Which strategy is used?

6 10. Liz: I wanna plane just like Mauna's. How'd she make hers?
Adult: Well, first she folded her paper in the middle like this...

Which strategy is used?

i

4

.
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b) Write a conversation using the students in your. community- service classroom. Make it a
conversation in which you encourage interaction and cooperation between Sam and Mike.

.

..

I

c) Writea conversation in which you refer Denise's problem to Timmy,

(I) Write a conversation in which you interpret'Sasha's "words" to Corey.

a

4..

(1I A
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e) Write a conversation in which you encourage Brehda.to listen to Raymond.

/

.
.1

i

I
i

. f) Review anddiscuss exercised o-e with your team members.

(

1

,

5. Stimulating conversations
i

( .

Many young children have learned to negotiate witht.,..lt ..Nords. Family members and frierids
understand and rc.,pond to their shorthand system of rooks and gestures. This nopkerbal
communication, though clever and efficient, is efrdctive only for relatively simple xpressions in
sheltered surroundings. It is therefore important in classrooms to encourage and simulate verbal
conversations whenever possible.

Many 'opportunities for conversations between children arise every day In th preschool
classroom, Suppope that you are in your classroom and spot the following situatii ns:

a) Marketta and Denise are playing at the sand table. Marketta is filling up
J

cups and
turning them,over for cakes while Denise :a doing the same thing with Muffin tins.
Markett,i brings over a pitcheli full of water which she pours on top of some of her cakes
Denise holds out a can and, without a word, Marketta fills it of for her./

1. How would you loin Marketta
1

tand Denise?
i

)

4

r

r
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2. What would you do and say to get Marketta and Denise to talk with one another?

b) It's snack time. Your group is busy spreading celery sticks with peanut butter. Brenda is
pulling the "strings" off her celery while Corey watches her, wide-eyed. No one says
anything. 47

Describe what you would do and say to get Brenda and Corey to talk to each other.

c) Clarice is sitting on the seesaw, looking at Sasha, who is standing nexj..to Clarice,
. looking at her. It looks to you as itClarice wanted someone to seesaw with her and that
perhaps Sasha wanted to seesaw. Since neither one is saying anything, you
step in. '4

1. How would you join Clarice and Sasha?

CO

I
2. How would you help them talk to one another?

0.
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3. How would you try to help them continue talking once they both got on the seesaw?

. . ,

d) it's recall time. Michelle is describing how she made her birdhouse in the construction
area. but she's talking directly to you. The other childien are quiet but 'don't appear to be
paying much attention. Sam's playing, with his sweatshirt zipper; Michelle's celpring her
Fingernails with a green magic marker; and so on.

Describe what you would do to'open up Michelle's monologue so that it included
other children. .

.

r

I

I :4.

e) Rea iew and discuss exercises a.d'with your team members.

e"' 128116
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k
.6. Acknowledging children's choices and decisions

._ ,.

In a preschool etas= In where children feel good about themselves and what they can do. it
is not unusual to hear one 'Id say to another, "That's a good idea": or, "I have an idea. We could
..." When children hear a is acknowledging choices and decisions, they do it too. ..

Below are three conversations conducted in different styles, one of which acknowledges
Lynnette's choices and decisions. Together with your team members, read the three conversations
and then do exercises a -d.

.
Conversation A -

Adult: Lynnette, what did you make?
Lynnette: A fish.
Adult: A fish! Are those his fins?
Lynnette: Yes. -
Adult: What a good ideal What.did ydu use to make your fish? What's this right here?
Lynnette: A balloon.
Adult: A balloon. And what's this over here? (points)
Lynnette: Some paper.
Adult: Okay. And what did you use to stick the paper on?
Lynnette: Some glut
Adult: Some glue, you're right. And what's this I see right here, this stuff here? (pointing)
Lynnette: Sparkles.
Adult: Sparkles. Okay. Or glitter. I think that's a beautiful IA. Would you like to hang it up?

Conversation B
.

Adult: Lynnette, look what y'coo made! What can you tell me about it?
Lynnette: It's a fish. '
Adult: You made a fish out of your balloop. What a good idea! Tell me what some of the parts
are on your fish.
Lynnette: These are paperall different colors of paper, and this, this is glitter.
Adult: So you made the fish all different colors alid glitteryso it's kind of shiny. What are these
parts here? fr+ t
Lynnette: Those are the eyes and this is the mouth and these are the teary parts. .
Adult: go you used round pieces of paper to make eyes and the glitter to make it scary. Boy. it
sure looks scar to me! Those were good ideas, Lynnette. Is there anything else you're going to
add to your fish? ..,

Conversation C . ,

AdultrOhi-Lynnettel-L-noirwhatyoniiiidentit'S-liaiitifilf. Is
Lynnette: N. It's a fight
Adult: Oh, a fish! Well. that's certainly a, very nice fish. I think we should hang the fish up so

.
everyone can see it.

.
a) -Decide whfch conversation best acknowledges Lynnette's choices and decisions, and

underline the parts of the conyersation that do.

,
.
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I
b) List and analyze the kinds of questions the adult asked in the other two conversations

divergent, thought-provoking, or neither.

Question ob. Type

.

,

c) Compare Lynnette's contribution in the "acknowledging-siyle" conveLation with her
contributions In the other two conversations.

MI

MI

,
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d) Describe why the "acknowledging-style" conversation is the best of the three
conversations.

.

*

./.-----,

el Find a :,reschool-aged child who is doing or making something. Talk with the child about
what she or he is doing. Acknowledge the chilli's choices and decisions. As you talk, tape
record yourself or have a team member act as a scribe. Afterwards, review your
conversation; list your questions and analyze' them; list your acknowledging statements.

'4
Type of QuestionQuestions/Acknowledgments

b

.

..

-.-1,-...

1 .
--e1)=1- cml,iffild-Sioii itTrprciVellifs-confiefilficitif,': ,

,

/
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g) Find another child in another situation,,Repeat your experiment. Record your findings.

Questionshicknewiedgments #:`! Type of Question

h) How did you improve?

V
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7. Taking dictation
..

1

For youk children who cannot yet read or write, dictating stories provides an.intimate
connectiong*ith written words..Review.pages 164-65 In.Young Children in Action: Use your
"child-study" child for the following dictation exercise: N. .

a) Ask, the 'child to tell you a story or to tell you a out a recent experience. Writetie
dictated account in the space below. (Put carbon aper and another sheet of paper under
this page to make a copy to give the child.)

4

N

Child's Name
s

W

.

11

.

4(

:

.
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,

,
ar

b
,

..,

. ,
- b) After you have left the child, note down the child's esponse to the dictatieg procebs, any

questions you asked to nudge the story along, and ecommendations to yourself for the
next time you elicit.a story from this child. . .w

Si

8. Reading aloud

...

tr

'41 /

/

S.

l

Being raid to is another way preschqol children make the connection between written and
spoken words. Although they can't yet read or write themselves, they begin, to realiie that words
can be written down and road back the same wiy'otter and over-again. Being read to also allows
children to enjoy hearing language well used.

The following are some qualities to look forin selecting liooks to read aloud to preschoolers:

+ Rhyming Repetition -(Rhy Rep)
Words and phrases that appear predictably through ut story, ;other like a chorusthe
or refrain, Children can learn and repeat them lastly.

+ Language Well Used (OWU) ,
Language that's pleasattt and exciting to read aloud. Interesting, varied vocabulary.
Sentences flow. - ...

+ Consistent Logic (CL) "i
Characters (humanonimal, or vehieular).act and solve problems within a given coherent
framework. In the Bdbar stories, for example, elephants consistently Int like human
beings and human beings accept elephants who act like people without batting an
eyelash.

The following are sont qualities to avoid in selecting books and stories to read aloud to
. preschoolers: .

Choppiness (Chop) .

Short, choppy, abrupt sentences that are hard to read aloy.1..

d

. .
Lackluster Language (LL)
Limited vocabulary, unvaried sentence structure andlength.

Aimless Plot (AP)
Things happen for no particular reason. Lack of resoluti?n.

Didacticism (to ,
Stories written solely to "educate" (be a dentist; don't litter: everything hits a color). .

134
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a) Read the following selections from children's books. Circle the qualities that apply to _ -

each selection.

Sale nen QuaIlthn

Charles sat on the to shop' shelf. .

Day after day he satell alone
between the painted dolls. -
-I do not belong to anyone," thought Charles.

.

'Nobody belongs to me."
The shopkeeper was not unkind. t
He smiled as he dusted Charles off. .-

,.

-There noW,' hes*, ;that feels better, doesnlit?"
"No." thought Charles, "that doesn't feel better.:
I wish I were a wild bear," thought Charles.
But the shopkeeper went whistling on his way.

.z$..

.

+

Fifty' Rep

.
LWU

1 CC .

..

- ...

.

.
1.

.

-

.
/;1

-
'
Chop

LL'

AP

-. D

.

the
.

se ay he Duchess at up in \he tower.Ond
She had listened to minstrels for many an hpur.
She was bored with embroidery, tired of talking,
She hbped no one suggest, at she venture out walking.

So she sat in the tower and thoughtwhat she'd do
While the girls were at school and Duke busy, too.
Then, quickly, she sat up, a light in her eyes-
-Why. 111 bake them a cakgwhat,i lovely surprise!"

1Se she raced down the turret, three steps at brie leap,
Cleared the help from the kitchen and said,
"Don't you peep.
You'll all be delighted, for fm doing to make .

-
A lively tight luscious delectable cake." '.

..

g .

, c.

.
Rhy Rep

LWU .

CL
.

.
,
.

.

.

,

Chop

LL t
AP

D
I

There was a bib-bibbidy-rib-ribbkly rip as the wheels
ricketed over rocks and ruts and tore loose from the
wagon, (lying their separatevays. Ebenezer somersaulted
backward over the backboard, and Farmer Pahl's'. kissed
the ground as the wagon shot over him.,

13hy Rep'

LWU

CL

_. _

.

Chop

LL

AP .

. D--

The wolverine is a weak-sighted animal that lives in
the wilds of North America. The wolverine is something of
a bandit. It walls until a family leaves the house. Then it
steals in and eats all the food it can find. The wolverine
also steals bait from hunters, traps. .

Rhy Rep'
LWU

CL

'

Chop

LL

AP

D

The music was furnished mostly by thesoMusical Soup
. Eaters. They marched with big bowls of soup in front 01

them and big spoons for eating the soup. They whistled
and chuzzlect and snozzled the soup. and the noise they
maclepouldbe heard far up at the head of the procession
where the Spoon tickers were marching. So they dipped
their soup and looked around and dipped their soup again.

0

.

Rhy Rep

LWU

CL

..

'

.

.

Chop_

LL

AP

D

..--.... .
On a bimulotis night, the sky is like lace,
Do you know how it looks when it's ,

bimulous and the sky is like lace?
It doesn't happen often, but when it does

KA-BOOM!
and eVerything is strange-splendid and plum-purple

Rhy Rep

LWU

GL

,

Chop

LL

AP

,Diliw.,,

A e
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Selections

Dog. Big dog. Little dog. Big dogs and
little dogs. Black and while dogs.
"Hello!"
"Hello!"
":Do you like my hat?"

do nor'
"Good- bye!"
"Good-byer

a

a.

Qualities

013) Discuss exercise a with your team members. iqtecide which of the selections are from
stories you would read aloud to preschool chillrent

0

0

4. 6
Co to the library, and select five books to read aloud to preschool children, based on the
friteialust listed. List the books and describe why you chose them.

Book (Tide/Author) . Why Selected

.

.

*

.1.. .
. ..

.

... (
0

C

r
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Illb

1
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9. Encouraging language throughout the daily routine

The daily routine provides numerous opportunities for children to talk with one another:
about what they are planning, doing. remembering, observing, feeling, and enjoying. The
following is a list of language opportunities that occ'ir throughout the day. (They are lettered
from ^-N so you can refer to them by letter in doing exercises a and b.) Do these exercises
togetner with your team members.

Opportunities for
Child Language

Opportunities for
Adult Support of Child Language

A Talking with others about personal experiences

B Describing obtecis. events. and relations

C Expressing feelings in words

D Having spoken language written down and read
back

E Having fun with language. rhyming, making up
and listening to stories. poems

F.

G

H

1

J

1<

L

M

N

Asking questions that help children think

Encouraging interaction and cooperation

Referring one child's questions to another
.

Interpreting and delivering messages

Stimutating conversations

Encouraging active listening

Acknowledging children's choices and decisions

Taking dictation

Reading aloud

a.) List three language opportunities that are available in planning time. For each
opporl unity, write a sample conversation. An example is given.

Language Opportunitts Soul* Conversations

( -....,

.--Adat

t ' 7

./

Aso, : tkiti WI sp1414.rts lot.ng io be (i1(4. mq
dads lol sp-Wiivr,. ilis has a levy( .work
IL te+s mos VA i+. aretN,1 ik (5o5,
Ver4 totitot.... i+ rams 'cm rea.A. harel.

...

.

,

.

.

.

.
.

.. .

,

, .
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in List three language opportunities available in each of the other segments cf the daily
routine and give a sample conversation for ech one you list.

)

Sample ConversationsLanguage Opportunities

(Work Time)

)
I

.--r.
_

,

(Clean-up Time)

.

,

. .
. .

*.

.

(Recall Time)
.

,-..

.

.. .

I

,

0

E

(Snack Time)

, .
.

.

E. 13() 126



(Small-Group Time)

.

_

.

(Circle Time)

.

- .

,.

(Outside Time)

.

.

.

.

0

10. Talking with children who don't talk

In every preschool classroom there are children who. for one reason or another, don't
talk. They may be shy. They may be developmentally delayed. They may speak a different
language. They may use a personal language comprehensible only to themselves and their
families. However. it is vitally important for such children to be talked to by adults and other
children It is only by being intimately included in verbal exchanges'and by hearing language
that any personinfant, preschooler. adultlearns to use language.

,Following are descriptions of four children in your preschool classroom who have specifac
language problems. Consider the strategies offered in Chapter 6 of Young Children in Action, as
you read the descriptions. Do exercises a-t1 with your team members.

Although Sasha is a Down's Syndrome child and doesn't tise any language. he has a very
complex and effectivi system of grunts. noises, and gestures. Using this system. he very

127
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much a part of wh
an area and object
ch,sidren who acv
expressing himsel
could talk but sim
encourage him to 1
you're going to try

a) What are

1.

t.
3.

4.

f

/
1

toyer is going on in the classy m. During planning time he can indicate
he words to work with and y ten plays quite cooperatively with ether
modate to his persona) cojtnoinsoation system. pecause he is so adept at
without words both at sr
ly has no reason to. Th
se actual words in pla

ool and at- home, you ;feel that perhaps Sasha
clam you decide to Mori some ways that would

e of his gestures. At plaiftling time. for example.
having him say afteir you the 1-.1nm of the area Co which he paints

"our other strategies, .4au could ty?,/

-

.
.. i

Denise never says, a will in school. She's alert and aware ,f what is going on around her
anti can indicate what ,,he'd like to do at planning time. She haS no trouble comprehending
language. she lust doesn't use it. In talking with her parents. yeint are surprised to learn that
at-home she talks quite c bit.

b) What are four strategies you could try to encourage Dertise to talk with you and other
children in school? e

04,

't,

2.

3-

4. .

14()
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LI

Troy becomes. 'frustrated very easily. He takes his frustration out by throwing things and
knocking over other people's work .and ends up feeling worse than he did to begin with. He
rarely talks, even when things are going well for him. Outside. however. Troy is q different
person He is extremely well coordinated and can climb. throw, coed catch better than anyone
else Other children look to'him for help and assistance which he gives. Outside he also talks
freely with bath children and adults about what he's doing and things he does of home with
his brothers and sisters.

....) What are four strategies you could try to help Troy talk and be as successful in the
classroom as he is outside?

1.

2.

3.

4.

A

Juanita, a four-year-old. has just joined your preschool classroom. Her parents come from
Puerto Rien and only her father speaks some English. Juanifi.i ery verbal. alert, and able.
She speaks well in Spanish, but no other pei;son in the clatSroutn can speak Spanish.

,
d) What are four strategies you could try with Juanita -s e could communicate

verbally wiith other children and adults?

1.

2.

3.

4.

141
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11. Observing children's languagrin a preschool classroom/
Turn to ate language checklist on pages 305-8 in Young Children in Action. Spend s day in a

preschool plassroom looking for the items on the checklist and checking off the ones you find.

a),Descrtbe this classroom's greatest strengths in providing opportunities or language
between children.

r

4

,

e.
b) If this were your classroom, 4 escribe the changes you would make to provide more

opportunities for language between children.

\_

130
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it ''Child study: Linguage
.0.1.1

s

Child's Name: ' 1 Date:

Child's Age: Location:
.

a) Watch and listen to Make notes about how, to what extent, about what, and to whom
is talking.

b) Considering your observations, what language strategies will you use for joining

,
..

I

o

4

c) What happened when you tried out these strategies?

d) What did you learn about the way

o

4,

uses language'? A .

i.,-0 A '
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13. Language issues to ponder
. .

a) What is the relationship between the language children use and a well-organized
classroom?

b) What is the relationship between children's actions and their language?

c) How would you take,dictation from a child whose language you do not anct7tand?

d) Suppose you were blind and you were looking for a preschool in which to enrcil your
child. As you visited potential classrooms, what would you listen for?

e) Children used to be raised according ro the belief that children should be seen but not ,
heard. How might the practice of iuch a belief affect children's language development?'

14. Language projects

a) Visit a preschool classroom blindfolded. Considering just what you could.hear.
evaluate the classroom using the activelear.n and language checklists in Young
Children in Action, pages 304 -8.

b) Watch a children's television show'. How would you evaluate it with regard to
providing key language experiences for children?

c) Tape record yourself in a preschool classroom for at least 30 minutes. As you listen to
the tape, answer the following:"

I.
1

What questions did you ask?

2. What ways did you' support communication among children (by encouraging
interaction, referring questions to children, delivering messages, encouraging
active listening)?

3. Give examples of how you acknowledged children's choices and decisions.

4. Give examples of other ways you supported children's language.

5. Who talks more often on your tape, you or the children? Why?

6. What are your strengths in providing language opportunities for children?

7. What do you need to work on in providing language opportunities for children?

d) Make It collection of preschool children's dictated stories, letters, and ideas. Make
carbon copies for the children.. Make notes on the children's responses to the process
and on your role in eliciting the dictation.

1)4
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Films and Oublications

Films
Supporting Communicatici Among
Preschoolers
(PS1451 16mm film, black B white, sound, 3 opts, 78 min
total
This seven-part film deals with the cognitive, social, and
linguistic aspects of communication and illustrates a wide
variety of teaching strategies for stimulating communica-
tion among preschoolers. Parts land it are narrated films.
Parts illustrate teaching strategies and show u
narrated classroom episodes which viewers are asked to
analge; Part VII is a question-answer formal vfith breaks
for discussion.
Par! 1An important Opportunity
EAamples of verbal communication in the classroom, the
ways children use language and the benefits they gain
from it,
Part IIOpportunities In the Classroom
How the daily routine, can provide children with
opportunities, to communicate with one another. How
teachers can support children as givers and receivers of
information.

Part InEncouraging Interactions and Cooperation
A presentation Of leaching strategies to promote
interaction and cooperation among children.
Part W-- Referring One Child's Questions or Problems
lo Another
Often children can help each other with problems that
arise in the purse of their activities. In asking and
answering questions and helping each ether to solve
problems, they use language in important and meaningful
ways. This film shows what teachers can do to encourage
this type of interaction.
Part VInterpreling or "Delivering" Messages
Sometimes a teacher needs to be a "go between" for
children, helping one child understand what another is
trying to sat, helping the other to find ways to say what he
means. Often the teacher may have tedeliver" messages
that weren't received or acknowledged. This film
illustrates several such situations.
Pert WEncouraging Active Listening
Way in which teachers can help children listen to, think
about, and act upon each other'sstatements, questions. or
suggeitions,
Part WIExamples for Discussion

Helping Children Make Choices and Ddollions
/Ps /no/ Set hi five 18mm films; color, sound: 33 mm tote!
Five,short films that deal with aspects of the teacher's rote
in helping children make responsible, thoughtful, creative
choices The films were produced, in several Head Start
centers. Some of the dialogue's in Spanish.
2. Questions That Help Children Develop Their ideas
jP8102) (7 min)
Strategies to help young children think through the
process of bringing an idea to fruitionfinding materials
they can use. discovering solutions to problems, and
expanding their original notions to lake account 01 new
information

133

4. Acknowledging Children's Choices and Decisions
(115104) (6 min)
Some ways leachers can help children recognize when
they've made a decision and followed it through. Children
don't always talk about their choices, they don't always
connect their actions to the choices they ve made. A
teener can give a child support for his decisions by
naming what the child hasdone, praising him, pointing out
results, and helping him survey his activities.

Experiencing and Representing
Set of four 18rrim films; color, sound, 48 min total
These programs demonstrate the Importance of direct
experience and representational play and show how the
preschool envircnment can promote both experience and
representation. In each section two teachers discuss
specific activities from their classroom and demonstrate a
variety of teaching strategies.
Part IA Way Children Learn 1715111) (12 min)
Shows a variety of classroom activities in which children
spontaneously represent things they've done or seen.
Teachers discuss how children at different stages of
intellectual development vary in their ability to hold details
in mind and depict them in space and time They also
discuss the importance of representational play to later
cognitive development.
Part IIStarting with Direct Experience (PS1121(12 min)
Some materials leachers can provide and techniques they
can use to promote concrete experience in the preschool
classroom as a basis for biter representational activity.
Part illFrom Direct Experience to Representation
IPS1311 (8 min)
Teaching strategies to help childrdn represent their
experiencqs: sequencing activities from the concrete to
the abstract; structuring the classroom in a nondirective
way to encourage children to represent ideas and
experiences in a variety of media.
Part 1V Strategies for supporting Representation!
Activity 4
(P8114) (16 min)
Teaching strategies that encourage children to add detail
and complexity to their representations; shows t
process of taking dictation from the child to stimulat
verbal representation and to help the dhiid learn that
writing is a way of representing spoken language.
Let Them Say It (P5196) (18 min)
Many parents are concerned about their child's language
development but are unsure of their abilities to support
their child's language learning at home. This filmstrip
describes how language can be a natural part of any
activity and shows how parents can incorporate verbal (or
sign) communication into such common daily activities as
bathing. -cooking. dressing, cleaning. etc. The filmstrip
also suggests several general techniques for stimulating
language usage such as. asking children to give
instructions or directions, reading books in ways that
stimulate conversation, and recording MD child's
L nguage. stories, and experiences and then reading
these back

es:
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Publications
Writing and Heading RN
-Author: 0. 8. Hsu; booklet (40 pages 1977
The guide contains-a plan for dovet prig writing and
reading abilities in children based or the following
premises. I) that writing and reading at best learned
together, that the child's initiation int iteracy is a
matter of discovering the connection betv spoken and
written, language, 3) that the child dis vers this
connection best when personal experiences ar the basis
to the first attempts at writing and reading. G Classroom
wnting activities can include dictating. tracing, c PORI,

and evils-dually writing independently about the child's
personal experiences. Reading bagins with the child's own
writing and Aseqs.ently includes writings by friends and
printed materials. Strategies for extending children's
stories and encouraging reading comprehension are also
given. The appendices have detailed progressions of
writing ars.3 reading abilities in relation to Piaget's
developmental stages, as well as criteria for evaluating
quality and content In children's stories

Write or call the High /Scope Foundation, 600 florth River Street, Ypsilanti, MI 48197, (313) 485-2000
to-obtain Information on ordering these materiels. .
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7/ Experiencing &
rdpresenting

Learning starts with action: Exper(ence, as the old saying goes, is the best
teacher. But for.experiences to teach, they must be remembered. Represen-
tation helps people remember what they know. Languageputting experiences

wordsis one way of representing and thus remembering. Painting.
drawl gig, modeling, and roleaplaying are other more tcictjle, three-dimensional
w_ ays "representing and rememba-ring. Doing teaches, while representing

and holds the lesson somewhere in mind.
*a,

1. Child study: Observing thetdeirelopment of reprpsentation
Children represent their experiences.in widely varying degree's of complexity and

abstraction, depending on their age, leiel ofdevelopment. and life experiences. Infants, for
example. explore objects with their mouths, eyes. ears, hands, and noses, but they are also very
active imitators. Young preschool children make very simple drawings whereas older
preschoolers include more details in their drawings. The idea of this exercise is to watch a
variety of children reptesent in a variety of ways.

.a) Find five children of different ages whom you can work with and watch for 15-30
minutes. They should be of the ages shown in the chart on the following page. One of the
children should be your "child-study" child.

Present each child with the following items: a cooking pan. a spoon, six small blocks.
a magazine picture of a person, a' doll,scrayons. and drawing paper.

.1,

As each child plays with these materials fill in the chart ,with specific examples. You
won't be able to fain every square for every child. The youngest child, for example, may
simply explore the objects by mouthing them (take necessary safety predautions).
throwing t em, and putting them in the pan. Make-your notes as specific as possible.

-
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Date:

Child

t

/Haw Child.liel;d
Row Child Explored .-:. Rail and Motor , Hoot Child Role

Objects to Real People X /Plated

4

i

4

Row Child Made
Models or Pictures What Child ilistatad

(six-month- to one- '
year-old)

Name:

Age'

.

..

. Cr !
.

.

, .
.

I

.

a

4

.

(one- to Iwo-,year-old)

Name:

Age:

.
.

.

,

.

. .

.

.

,

.

.

(two to t ee-year-old)

Name:

Age: ,

.

. ,

.

.

. .

.

.

(three-to touryear old)

Name'Nam

Age:

,

, .

.

.

.
.

-

4.

t
.

.
.

.

(lout. to.tive-year-old)

e:Name:

Age:

.

. .

.

1

.

0

.

.

Ail

.

..

4

#

y
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b) Based on these five children. what conclusbins can you draw about how children's ability
to represent develops?

1 ' .

t.. .
c), What do you remember about representations you made as a child? Do you or yoUr.

parents still have any of yTsr first drawings or models?
, -.. $

ssi

I

s

d) Share your findings iftexercises a and b with your team members,

.
> a s

2. Recognizing key experiences in experiencing and representing
. , . , 4 -

Following are descriptions of classroom situations in yotir preschool. In exercises a through a
you wilt decidr which experiencing and representing key experience(s) each situation depicts.

s Key Experiences: Experiencing and Representing

Recognizing objects by sound, touch,
,Ntaste, and smell

Role playing

Making models
imitating actions and soundi

Making drawings and paintings I s

, Relating models, photographs, and #

pictures to real places and things ,Observing that spoken words cambe Written
down and read back

137
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...

a) Lynnette. Mike, and Jamison have made a plan to dance to some records. After they put
on a record with a good heat. Lynnette says. "Know how to shake my wrists." Mike and
Jamison watch and try it too. Everyone takes turns making up steps and trying out
everyone else's steps.

Identify the key experience(s).

b) You notice that Elise and Raymond have set up a grocery store in the house area. They
have also used some boards from the block area to mak/ a counter. Raymond asks you
what you want to buy. "What's on sale?" you ask.

0 Identif:,f, the key experience(s).

tr
. ,

c) Brenda calls you over to the art area to admire her paintineShe tells you to get a*pen so
you can write dopn her story about her painting. You write down Brenda's story, then
help her make whew plan.

Identify the key experience(s).

d) Just before outside time, while you are helping Clarice put on het overshles, you hear the
garbage truck making its daily stop across the street. You ask Clarice if she knows ghat
is making that sound. vi)

Identify the key experiencetsl.

i

e) At small-group time, you put out piles of shredded ribbons, sections of used computer
cards. glue, and crayons. The children make"collay with these materials. "See my
playground," Lynnette announces excitedly.

Identify the key experietice(s). .

i
1) You notice that Corey seems to be stumped on where to go next with the camping van he

is working on. You talk with Coroy about what he has already done and discuss possible
additions. Corey says he can't reimnnber what else goes on a van. so together you go to. .

look at a camping van parked outside.."011, I'm gonna put a lidder on my van and a tire
in the back loco," Corey decides.

Identify the key experienceis).

o

1
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g) You are working with five children who Wan to make soup. The children bpsy them-
selves washing. scraping, and cutting carrots, potatoes, and c.alery and putting pieces
in the broth. Sasha seems to be confused itbout what goes in the pot and tosses in a
plastic onion. You fish the intruder out and take a few minute, with Sasha to compare
the real onion with the plastic onion. The children Taste, touch, and smell both.

Identify the key" experience(s).

.

h) During outside time. Marketta asks you to push her on a-wooden taxi. You would like
to involve Marketta in play with the other children so you "load up" the taxi with two
other children besides Markeita. After a few rounds you stop pushing. saying that
you're tired and someone else needs to push. Marketta volunteers.

:"Brrruuummmmmm," she says. "I'm the motor." 4.
Identify the key exper;ence(s).

ta

i) There's real vegetable soup for snack lime. During small-grouptime, you have your
group draw pictures of the different foods the children .found in t heir. soup. Sam
makes his picture by tracing around various vegetable chunks. "Can't draw these'," tie
says, indicating the celery ridges, "'cause my paper's too wet!" .

Identity the key experience(s).

it Review and discuss exercises a through i with your team iirmbers.

3. Recognizing levels of absitraction

Representations range from very simple to very complex, from very realistic lo .very
abstract. The simplest way to recall an orange. for example, is to place a real orange in front of
you. If you ate the orange and left the peels and seeds. these real parts would serve to remind

a., you of the whole. More abstract ways of recalling an orange would be a photograph; Cay model,
drawing. or painting of an orange. if you know how to read, the, word "orange" can represent or
bring to mind an orartf r.- ever though the word Itself bears no resemblance whatsoever to art
ora oe.

reschool children cannot read the we I "orange." but they can explore oranges; cut them
into s ds; examine their seeds, peels, and sections; recognize pictures of orainges; and make
models or drawings of oranges. Once they have done these things, the leap to deciphering the
word "orange' at age six or seven is a natural one. ,

Your ability to recognize levels of abstraction helps you see what makes sense to children. It
also helps you provide appropriate classroom materials. In exercises a-d. you will practice
arranging thr..gs in order from the most realistic to the most abstract.

I
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a) Arrange in order a photograph of children picking up shells on the beach, a book about
1 shells, shell pruits in the sand, a line drawing of a shell, shells the chilaen gathered on

the beach, a papier .nfiche shell.

Most realistic 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Most abstract 6.

4

se.t

bl Arrange in order esimple wooden firetruck, a detailed metal firetruck. The Real BoolCof
Firetrucks, a firetruck belt, a firetruck made from a box with bone cap wheels, a real
fireman's boots and hat.

Most realistic 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Most abstract 6.

\
c) Arrange in order an eggshell collage, a chicken's egg, a plastic Easter egg, the boo,1(

Horton Hatches a Who, egg-shaped Easter stickers, photographs of a chicken fayfn.

Most realistic 1.

2.

a
4 4.

5.

Most abstract 6.

..

.
d)Arrange in order a blue

.sr
silhouette of a cow, the book Brown Cow Fqrm. a reinforced

cardboard cutout of a cow, a rubber model of a cow, a recording of cows mooing, a
playdough cow.

Most realistic 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Most abstract 6.

/56
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*

ej Labels indicating where toys and materials go on shelves can be realistic or abstract The
most realistic label indicating where the blue crayons go. for example. would be an actual
blue crayon taped to the shelf. The most abstract label for blue crayons would be a..
written signBLUE CRAYONS. For the items below. indicate how you would make four
different kinds of labels varying in degrees of abstraction.

Most Realistic Less Realistic More Abstract MI Abstract
Label

%

Items Label Label Labe)

Cooking pans

.

Scissors

Dump truCkS
,.

,

.
.

41,

itk,

Puzzles

-. .

s

k f

V.

Hammers

,

I

Ij Review still discu-ss exercises a-e with your teaching team. 1

VI)
..

4. Providing materials for experiencing and representing

if preschool children are to make a wide variety of representations, they need both yea'
objects to work with.and explore as well as materials with which to construct representations of
objects Consider materials from each`area of a preschool classroom as you fill out the following

. chart. You may want to refer to the lists of classroom materials on pages 37-52 in Young .

Children in Action. Do this exercise with Our team members.

e.

Ml

2
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Area

1

:

fleas Objects for Models, Photos, and
Exploring and Imitating Pictures of Real Objects

Materials
for Role Playing

Materials
for Making Models,

Paintings, 4nd DravilnE

Art Area

.

.

.

.

.

Block Area

.

.

. .

.

House Areas

,

.

.

.

.

1

i

I

Oupet Area

.

.

.

4.



P

1

.

---..... .
.

.

Music Area

.

%.,

.
.

Animal & Plant Area

/ .

Construction Area ,

.

.. -

. .

.

.

Sand & Water Area .
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5. , Starting with real objects

Many adults feel that they are teaching only when they are telling children something. ,

Following this line of reasoning, imagine that you are in school and your teacher reads you the
following story about "ballparks." Do this exercise with your team members. Choose one person
to be the "teacher."

Ballparks Have Hit a New High*

We all know that ballparks are suddenly glamorous.
To tell the truth. the ballpark is not really a park at all, but a farm doing a very good imitation of a park The

ballpark clamp is a gumble like the lip creep. The only difference is that for reasons known only to itself the
ballpark has chosen to pippen overbeak instead of in the nippy ozo

Shipped farm ballparks are clamped in soft. ploppy. or crumbly the maypole. The clamps stew quite
quickly and trap mini yellow flappers. The curious part of the ballparks stewth begins when the flappers tilt and
the remaining clips or mils- cram themselves in the till in a process technically known as geocarpy. The
ballpark .develops at the end of those Ws, the ships reaching their ruff phase well before the individual parks
within cloister. In the piaget the clamp is ready for pettering. The clamps, ballparks and all, are simply tattooed
by tracer and left :o ph( d for a faw days in the flack The ballparks are thqn pmhed ,rem the clips by tracers.

The ballpark heels genes slZies of tern:tern. its lip is largely of thu unp..irpled variety, a id three or
four bushfuls "mitts the overgrown tempo rnarriford requirement. The ballpark is quite a park.

The origins of the ballpark are buried in history. The Headbands of Left and Right Free World were among
ithe tirst to appreciate the park. Somehow the ballpark reached Crake. There it became an important loop drop.
The ballpark sled many shives during the strives' terney to the Tied Terras. Its early days in this pantry were
hued by this association. The prevailing term then was "sreboog."

The raw between the Terras gave the ballpark its big break. Lettyalls and even Keeney flukes began to reds
acreboog balls Keeney s carried the ballpark clamor back Yonder and ballparks became latous asa chopper

One sign of how fashionable the bailee'', has become was an article in a well- known ne;,spaper telling
rakers now they could sifter sreboog on shingledeckers

a) Now that your teacher has read this story to you, answer the following questions to see
how much you have learned:

1. The ballpark is not really a park, but is a

2. Another name for ballparks is

3. What is unusual about the ballpark's stewth and 'pippening?

4. What is "geocarpy"?

5. Although tracers usually tattoo the ballpark clamp, can rakers sifter ballparks !sin
shingledeckers? How do you know?

*Created by Donna McClelland, Consultant. Hin,h,Scope Educational Research Foundation.
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6. Which American president is most likely to have been familiar with ballparks, ...
Abraham Lincoln, jimmy Carter, or Ronald Reagan? Why?

,

IA Based on this experience, how do you think preschoolers would feel when asked, for
example, to talk about or represent what they know about giraffes. after hearing a story
about the habits.and lives of giraffes?

(

Ise
i

r) If you wanted preschoolers to find out about giraffe's, what sort of bxperienz would you
plan for them? ,

e

v.

I,

,..
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d) Turn to page 173 for "Ballpark Definitions." Translate the story into English. As ydu do
so, remember that many words we.use with young children are as unfamiliar and
meaningless to them as "mareford" is to you

e

b

el Describe the experience you would plan for preschool children if you really wanted them
to explore and learn about peanuts.

. ....

.

..

Y

0 'Once the children had the opportunity to explore and examine real peanuts, describe
what kinds of materials you would provide so that they could represent what they knew
about peanuts. How might they use these materials.?

.

15s
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6. Child study: Imitation
,

imitationcopying what other people dois one of the very earliest wayi children represent. .

IC

loft

1

c

-..

whet they know. I

'a) Observe again the five children you used (or exercise 10 on page 136. This dine, as they
play end interact with their families and friends, watch for imitation. (You may see the
youngest child, for example, imitating sounds a parent makes or waving his or her arms
just like an older sibling.) Record your observations in the following chart, starting with
the youngest child:and working up to the oldest child:

Child How Child Was Imitating

Name'

Age

Name

4ge

. . .

. ,

Name

Age

Name

Age
.

Name

Age

4 k
X 104 1

147 1 6t)
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,,

a

4

.1

.

"

.. 9
.

1),), Fr 6m your observations, what conclusions can you draw about the,development of
imitation?

4 1 ,
,

I

.

4 '

SR

GI Together with your team members, plaii,how you would encourage preschool children to
imitate at recall time. 1

..-t

1 'I

4

ti) Together with your team members, plan three circle-time games that would encourage
children to imitate.

't \

' %wart
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7. Starting with real experiences: Field trips . /
. l ' .. .

One way children em halo expetiences with real objeCts is by going on field tripsto
construction sites, (inns. grocery stores, botanical gardens. Recently in your preschool
clastroom, you're noticecrthat.Timmy, Michelle, and Raymond have been bailding fire stations
in the block area but seem confused about what to put in them other tharr firetrucks. Their play
consists of going "rrrr" like a fire siren, driving the trucks out. around the block area, and back
into.thestation again. In this rcisegyou and your team members plan a field trip to the local
fire station. .

a) First you call the fire station, set a date and time, and talk about what the children could
see and do at the fire station. During the course of the conversation. the following
possible activities at the fire station are mentioned. Check the ones most appropriate to
preschool children. . .

,

o

.

.9

fik

-.

0 Hearing about how many gallons of water each hose carries per minute

0 Holding a fire hose; seeing how many hand will fit on the:nozzle

,,---E1 Ringing the firetruck bell .

0 Seeing a map locating all the fire alarm boxes in town that are wired into the fire
station

0 Seeing the firemen raise the ladder on the firetruck

O Watcbing a fires slide down the polem

. Hearing about the medical qualifications of, the rescue truck drivers

0 Looking inside the rescue truck iv , .
, -

0 Seeing the living quarters of the firemenbeds, stove, refrigerator
.

0 Hearing about how many pounds of hamburger the firemen consume in a week

0 Trying on fire boats. hats. coats

0 Hearing about the temperatures the fire boots. hats. and coats can withstand',
0 Hearing about how chemica;s are usedlo put out fires

0 Seeing photographs of the firemen rescuing a kituVrrom a tree

.-..ti

,- 2'

.0.

,

I
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b) Next you talk about what you might bring back with you from the fire station to the
classroom. '
1. List things you could bring back frciii the:fire station that children could include in

their play.

,.

1. 4

J

41'

..,

4.

I

2. List Polaroid photographs you could take to help children recall their visit

.

s.

/

41% ,
. ,

,
c) You have just completed a successful trip to the fire station. The children hgve seen tend
' done everything you had hoped they would.'You've been able lo take Polaroid ...

photographs and bring back the things you Riled. Now you are planning follow up
activities for the classroom. Building on the children :u experienceftie photos, and the
things you brought back, describe how you would help the children represent their trip
to the fire station. Do this by filling out, as muck of the.following chArt as possible:

,

../.-- iso 16s
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imitating and
Role Playing

a Relating Photosk
to Real Things Making Models

40

Making Drawings
& Paintings- Dictating

11

.
.

Work Time

.

a

.

.

../

.

.

.

-

Small-Group Time

.

.

F.

...

.

.

.

.

.

t

.

11

Outside Time

., .

,

a

.

.
tr

.

.

,

.

'.
.

.

. .

Circle Time

L
,

.

.

. .

.

..

,

\
N4

.
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b. Role' play , r

Another way preschool children represent what they know is by taking on roles and
pretending to be someone else. Read through the following descriptioh'of a .storil" rule -play
situation you observed'at your preschool center. .

"Here, I'm the money. man. okay Timmy. I lake l` e money. Here. you put all these things on
the shelf so's the people can buy 'ern."

"Is this,a grocery store. Raymond?" .
t

"Yep. This is a grocery store. Here, put these on the shelf."
"What abe t the money?"
"I'll gel the money.,Be right back." .

Raymond goes lo the art area and hurriedly cuts some green construction paper into
rectangles while Timmy puts cans, egg cartons. milk cartons, and plastic fruit on store shelves
made from blocks.

"Where you gonna put the money?" Timmy asks when Raymond returns.
"This b4-, block It's my register. Brrring. Brrring, Brrring That opens it up," Raymond says

punching "keys" on hiS "register."
"Well. money man, hope some people come to our store."
Brenda. Elie, t nd Jamison come over from.the house area. Brenda. carrying a big purse and

sporting a broad-brimmed straw hat ,and high-heels, has her 'wt.) children in tow, Jamison with a
bottle and Elise carrying a teddy bear.

"Mamma. Marna, Inly candy. We ...ant candy.'
"No sir, you hush. That's bad for your teeth all that sticky sweet. Yuck!" 'i
"But, Mamma, we wants some."
"You want a spanking? Now you go and get some food and eggs. Go on, now."
Timmy offers the two childrrn a bag and together the three emp'v the store shelf into it.
"I-low much I owe you?" Bienda asks Raymond.

,

"That be Sit You got Mir"
"One, two, three," Brenda counts the buttons t...e has n her purse. "Nope. only $0. ",
"Okay, gimme:$6. You want a sucker?" he asks the children aid hands them each a

Tinkerloy lollipop which they "lick" all the '&eay "home." .

"We home." Mamma announces. "Open the door. I've got the groceries."Elise opens a pretend
door. They Tile througi. it one after another and shut it carefully behind them.

After each role-play element listed in the following shalt, give as many examples .is you can
find in the "store" situation.

Examples

P(etencilch, 0 oe
sameOne else

I.

.1
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Element Examples rIlIo

;
Sharing the pretend
role with others

Using orwooject
to stand for another

Using actions and
sounds as substitutes
for real actions
and sounds

Using words to
represent a make
believe situation or
Setting

Talking to others
within the context
of the role-play
Situation

.. 53
. 1.11 .r.

.
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9. Child study: Role play

Visit a preschool clas.lroom, play group, cooperative nursery, or any other group of young
children who play together. As you watch the children, look for the role-play elements. Give
specific examples of what yo.t see.

Role-flay OliOrvation Guide

Place:_ Oates
,

Children Observed Names: Ages:

Element .xamples

Pretending to be
Someone else

.

fe

. .

Sharing the pretend
rote with oth

Using ore object lo
stand for another

.

i t 154
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Element Examples

,

Using actions ana
sounds as substitutes
for the real action
or sounds

.

-

Using wordS to
represent a make-
believe situation or
Selling

.

. .

.

Talking to others
within the context
01 the roleplay
situation

..

,

. -

.

.

i.

10. Recognizing experiences childten will want to represent

A mother took her four-year-old son to see the movie Block Beauty because he liked animals. <

When it was over, he couldn't wait to tell his dad. "Dad, guess what! We sat in seats that go up
and down and then got me sow- popcorn, and it got real dark. Some kids talked real loud. and
the man had to come over atm make 'em be quiet!"

"What was the movie aboct?" his dad asked.
':,A horse.' the son replied.
"Wha! part did you like the best?"
"When the lights went off and we ate popcorn!" -

Although his mother probably thought she was providing her little hoy with the 'opportunity
to see a good mt.. ic. what the little boy actually enjoyed was the experience of being in a movie
theater. The next day after preschool he reported to his morn that "Me and Bennie made "a movie
theater in the block area. and tomorrow Mrs. Brickman is gonna hell) us make real popcorn!"

As you read through the following expel ienc,es, decide whether or not each experieoce is one
a child would want to represent and why.

r

0
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al Tommy lives on a farm. Every night after supper, Tommy helps his dad feed the cows.
First he helps his dad hitch a wagon to the tractor, Then he rides the wagon to the rn
where he and his dad load the wagon with hay for the cows. Tommy' climbs as hulas
he dares on the hay bales for the ride home, jumps down to opal the pasture gate. closes
it behind the tractor and wagon, and finally helps his dad pitch the bales into the
outdoor feeder.

Explain why Tommy probably would or would not want to represent thi'S cow-
feeding experience.

bi A local policeman comes into Mrb. Rugby's day care center to talk about safety. Ali the
children sit at his feet as he tells them about safety. "(slow what do you do when you
come to a corner?" he asks the children.

"Hold your mummy's hand,: one little girl volunteers.
"That's right," the policeman says, "but first you slop, look, and listen. Can you say

that?" After getting the children to repeat' "Stop, look, and listen," he goes on to talk
about the importance of wearing sea belts, not playing with matches. and not accepting
rides or food from strangers. After f' ishing his talk, he gives each child a safety
certificate that lists all the rules he has talked about on the back.

Explain why the children probably would or would not want to represent this safety
lesson experience. ..

v
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cj During outside time a group of parents came to help with a playgrouhd clean-up project.
While Bobby's mom wielded the clippers, Bobby and three other children hauled branches
away ) the diunpster. "Look at me, I've got a long, long, heavy branch." said Gene.

"Leaves, leaves. look at all the leaves," Angela chanted brushing her face with a
branch.

"I can carry lots and lots." announced Bobby carrying Rice branc,hes at a time. "Look
at the big, big pile. It's bigger than my mom."

Linda, Sharon. and Shamn's mom were rakiqg. "My rake's stuck again. It's teeth dig
too far down," said Linda as she untangled her rake. "This grass needs a haircut. It's too
lone So saying, Linda abandoned her rake for a pair of scissors.

"Look, there's bugs in this grass, way down by the dirt." Linda and Sharon's mom
gathered'around to examine the bugs Sharon had discovered.

,Explain why the children probably would or would not want to represent this
playground clean -up experience. o

t

4"

,..

..

d) At Mrs. Atwood's table, children are making cream cheese and jelly sandwiches. Each
child has a paper plate, a plastic, knife, two slices of bread, a small papercap of cream
cheese, and one of jelly. "This breaks up the bread," says Eddie as he attempts to spread
Isis cream cheese. .

"This sure is funny lookingbumpy with spots."
0 "Ouch. my knife's sharp."

The sandwiches the children make are unique but thoroughly edible!
Explain why the children probably would or would not want to represent this

sandwich-making experience. - -

.
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el Mrs. Bass fin is leaching a group of preschoolers how to tell time. She is holding a big
cardboard clock face and turning the hands around to different "o'clocks." "Now when
the big hand is here and the little hand is here, what time is it?" she asks. .

"Time to clean up," Joshua volunteers.
"No; Mrs. Bassfin answers, "it's ten o'clock because the little hand is on the ten.

Now what time is it?" she asks moving the little hand to the
"Ten o'clock." shouts Andrew.
No it was ten o'clock last time."

"I think it's time for snack," suggests Margaret.
"No, not yet. Where's the little hand, Margaret?"
"Right there,"
"On the what?"
"On the clock,"
"No, it's on the number 11 so it's eleven o'clock. You say it, Margaret."
"Eleven o'clock. Now can we have snack?"
Explain why Joshua. Andrew, and Margaret probably would or would not want to

represent this time-telling experience.

I

4

4

f) Go back to the situations yuu decided the children probably would not want to represent.
Describe below how you could alter each experience to make it one children would want
to represent.

17
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11. Representing throughout the day

al Reread the classroom observations in Figure 1 on pages 54-59 of this study guide. Write
down all the examples of representations that occurred throughout theday described,
Discuss your findings with your team members.

More Abstract
RepresentationsRealistic Representations

Most Abstract
Repredentations ,

159
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b) During what time(s) of day did the widest variety of representation occur? Why?

, ,..

cl When did the least representation occur? Why?

a .

,

4
't*

.

.

40.

,

d) Re611 time enables t,hildren to represent by talking about, desuibing, and sharing what
they've dune during work' time. Fur Denise and Sasha, what is the value of recall time in
terms of representation? . , .. '

.7

16Q
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e) You want to find out to what extent each child in your classroom is able to represent
using crayons and paper. During what time(s) of day would you attempt to find out?

.How?
1

a

I) A friend of yours asks you to observe the preschoolers in her classroom to see how they ,

represent. Due to your busy schedule, you can only spend one time period in her
classroom to do this. Which time period would you spend? Why?

4..

.1
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12. Classroom situations: What would you do i f . . .

Do the following exercises with your team members:

a) Raymond and Jamison are playing Batman by running back and forth across the room
singing the Batman song. Since this is disrupting just about everyone else, you pull
Raymond and Jamison aside. What suggestions do you make that encourage them to
continue their Batman play in a less disruptive manner? How else could they represent
Batman?

ev

4

1

t.

4..

b) Michelle comes to planning time with a post card of a tyrannosaurus from the natural
history museum she visited with her family. "I want to make a dinosaur like this one.
Teacher," she says. When you ask her what materials she would need, she has no idea.
Describe three suggestions you might make, involving three different types of materials,
to help Miehelle.get her dinosaur underway.

17J
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c) Troy has made a road for his car out of blocks and contented himself for several minutes
pushing tho car back and ' th repeating "rum:rum-rum.' When he cannot think of
anythinemore to do, he be ens running his air into other children's structures. When you
join him, what do you suggest to redirect his enerMes back to his road and to extend that
activity?

'

ti

9

1.
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d) Whenever Denise goes to the block area, she decides to build a house. After Waking a
very simple structure (nedoors. windows, or separate rooms), she sits back. apparently
feeling that she has finished, and just watches the otherchildren in the area. When you
join her today. what three suggestions do you make to help her elaborate her house? 't,

.. ,

0

,.

0

)

0

&lin e0MCS runnirm up to you vi,ith an airplane he has just finished at the workbench. He
is obviously very prod(' of it, and asks you,,,to look at it. Describe three different ways
you co,uld'respond that.would involve, reprATtation. f

k ,
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Lynnette brings her pet goldfish to school..She is anxious to sli?w it and talk about it
with the other children. What do you suggest?

(

0
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gi 'Coin lb very proud of his elaborate block tower. Al cle.m-up time, he does not want to
take it down. What three'aiternative's do you offer him?

<-;

hi Every tune Brenda drams a picture using crayons, she drams a person. Destribe 'twee
ways you might attempt to help her expand her drawings.

/=1.MMILma.ama



I) Every time Timmy plays "ambulance driver." he lumps into his "ambulances" makes a
siren noise, "fixes" a "wounded" person, and drives off. After talking with your teaching
learn, You encide on three possible ways to extend Timmy's ambulance play Describe
them.

4.-4c

r
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if Its small-group tune. You have provided each child with colored paper, scissors, and
paste. Your goal is to have each child use these materials to rbpresent the playground
outside. Even though you explain what you want them to do. the children start right in
cutting fringes ani strips and loading them down with paste. Should you try to get them
to change their activity to meel your goal? Why or why not? By wilting fringes and
pasting, what are these children telling you about their familiarity with scissors and
paste? What would you plan to do with them tomorrow at small -croup tinie?

4 .

k I Since, you've lust gotten 4 bunny rabbit for the classroom, you and your team members
(leude to make bi.mmes'at small-group time. Since there are three of you, you decide on
three different Sets of materials to use. Describe the materials. what you say to the
riuldren to get them started, and what kinds of bunnies might result from each small
group

184



lj Even though Sasha is chronologically 31/2 years old. developmentally he is about I ik
years old. After each key experience in representation. describe the expectations you
would have for him, keeping in mind that, like any 11h-year-ald, be can observe and
understand far more than he can do'oi talk about.

t. Recognizing objects by sound. touch, taste, and smell



2. Imitating actions and sounds

3. Relating models, photographs, and pictures to real placei and things

- 4. Role playing

5 Making models

' .1

w
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6. Making drawings and paintings

7. Observing that spoken words cat be written down and r :ad back
,

.

A

r

13. Observing, experiencing, and reprisenting in a preschool
classroom

Turn to the experiencing and representing checklist in Young Children in Action on pages
308-9. Spend time in a preschool classroom looking for the lie= on the checklist and checking
off the ones you find.

a) Describe this classroom's greatest strengths in pro% iding children with opportunities for
experiencing and 'representing. )

f
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b) If this were your classroom. describe the changes you would make to provide more
opportunities fir experiencing and representing. /-

14. Representation issues to ponder

a) Why do children represent?

b) Do adults represent? If so. why and how?

Preschoolers generally like their representations, but adults often say. "Mine isn't very
good." Why?*

e

di How does a well-organized classroom affect Ghildren's opportunities to experience and
represent? s!:s

e) Is it possible for people to represent things or situations they have not experienced? Why
or why nra? If so, how?

`fl What is the relationship between language and representation?

g) Would children's ability to represent vary from culture to culture? WI-q or why not? If
so. how?

1)1 Who, is the relationship between representation and readtng? Between repiesentahon and
mathematics?

II What is the difference between "real" materials and 'abstract' materials?

11 What is.the relationship between inniat-ion and role play?

It) Om ft a iilldren begin drawing and painting. will they continue to imitate? Wht or wh)
not?

.4
172
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15. Representation projects

. a) Represent an experience you love had. We two of the following media: mime, dance,
sculpture, drawing, painting. pholographydrama, music, or writing.

b) Start a collection of children's representations. Include the child's nhine and age, and the
date on each item.

c) Co to an art museumeand do the ollowing:

1. Find two paintings on the same subject by two diligent artists. How are their
representations the same? Different?

.2. Staid in a room of abstract paintings. What do they represent?

3. Look at Creek artifacts and Egyptian artifacts. How are the representationS of these
two cultures the same? How are they different?

4,. What is your favorite part of the museum? Why?

d) Make a list of all the representations you she throughout one day.
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Films and Publications

Films
Experiencing and Representing
(PS110) Set of four 16mm films. cOnn, sound, 48 min total
These programs demonstrate the importance of direct
experience and representational play and shoo how the

' preschool environment can promote both experience and
representation. In each section. two teachers discuss
specific activities Irom their classroom and demonstrate a
variety of teaching strategies

Part IA Way Children Learn
(PS111)(12 min)
Shows a variety of classroom activities in which children
spontaneously represent things they've done or seen.
Teachers discuss how children at differenl stages of
intellectual development vary in their ability to hold details
in mind and depict them in space and time They also
discuss the importance of representational play for tater
cOgnitive.and academic development.

Pert IISterling with Direct Experience
(PS112)(12 min)
Some materials teachers con rirovide and terhnioues they
can use to promote concrete experience in the preschool
classroom as a bails for later representational activity
Part illFrom Dime, Experience to Representation
(PS113) (8 min)
Teaching strategies to help children represent their
experiences sequencing activities from the concrete to
the abstract. structuring the classroom in a nondirictive
way to encourage children to represent ideas and
experiences in a variety of media.
Part IVStrategies for Supporting Representational
Activity
(PS1141 (18 non)
Teaching strategies that encourage children to add detail
and complexity to their iepresentations, shows the
process of taking (betake, from the child to slim date
verbal representation and to help the chid learn that
writing is a way of representing spoken ianguage

Observing Role Play
IPS1441 16min (iim. black 8 white, sound. 16 MO
Scenes Irom the tligh.Scope Preschool are used to
Illusti ate a s sequence of ole-play sauationsleaceencan
recognize and encourage in children pretending to be
Someone else, sharing a pretend situation with another
Person, using one object to stand for another, imitating
actions or sounds. using language to describe a pretend
situation, using language appropriaie toe role, remaining
,n a role-play situation for a significant amount of time

;the Block Area
(PS191) Sot of hie color filmstrips and cassette tapes, 38 7
min total
4. A Place to Represent Things
187 min)
Structures children build in the block area--roads
sidewalks barns garages. houses- and ways a teacher
can respond to and support this important weer of young
Children

a

Guidelines for Evaluating Activities
(P5150) Set of three 16mm films, black 8 white. sound. 58
mm total. discussion guides Included
These programs demonstrate alternative ways teachers
can plan and carry out activities with a group of preschool
children. Each program shows two contrasting styles oi
structuring and leading a group activity, using similar
materials but diffetent teaching methodS and goals Useful
for stimulating discussidn of teaching 'styles .and
educational philosophies. An accompanying observation

aide offers criteria by which to evaluate and revise
lassroom activities. Also included is a trainer's
upplement that discusses the films in terms of the create,

in the guide and offers suggestions for revising the
activities.

Contrasting Teaching Styles; Small-Group.,TIme
(PS1611(18 min)

Contrasting Teaching Styles: Work Time, the Art Area
(PS152) (22 min)
Contrasting Teaching Styles: Circle Time
(PS153)(18 min)

nepreientation
16mm films with live action; color, sound
Children portray. or lepresent.' their thoughts in many
waysfor example. they draw and paint, tell, or write
stories. make models. enact familiar scenes. Represerita-
tion enriches experience and helps to clbnly thoughtit is
a crucial factor in development. as these two films
demonstrate.
Children Make Representations for Many Reaions
(6E202) (16 min)
An overview of representation why it is important in an
educational Belting, what kinds of representation arehkely
10 occur throughout the chilrken's day The film pinpoints
the role of representational activity in stimulating and
clarifying thinking and in developing a more detailed and
accurate conception of reality
Teachers Make Representing i ihinking Process
(EF203) (17 mm)
This turn depicts the rote of the teacher in implementing
representation as a formal curriculum component it
demOnstrates that representatiork is a creative process
satisfying for both teacher acid child and stresses the role
of the teacher as a facilitate,' an observer of children s
representations It also shows some ways teachers can use
questions. Patttheiation in child en's activities and
additional materials to help children expand their
representational activities and thus their thinking

174
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Publications
Writing and Bea ing (46)
Author 0 B Hsu booklet (40 pages). 8977
The guide conta s a plan for developing writing and
reading abilities in children used on the following
premises 1) that writ.ng and reading are best learned
together, 2) that the child's inillatiOn into literacy is a
matter of discovering the connection between apokegand
written language. 3) that the child discovers this
connection best when personal experiences are the basis
for the first attempts af writing and reading Classroom

4
writing activities can Include dictating. tracing, copying.
and eventually writing independently about the child*
personal experiences Reading begins with the (Auld s own
writing and subsequently includes writings by friends and
printed materials Strategies for extending children s
stories ant) encouraging reading comprehension are also
given The appendices have detailed progressions of
writing and reading abilities in relation to Piagets
developmental stages as well as criteria for evaluating
quality and content in children's stories

Write or call the High,'Scops Foundation, 600 North River Street, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197, (313) 485.2000
to obtain inforpation on ordering these materials.
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8 /Classification

Preschool children envoy classifyingexploring and talking about the
attributes of things, discovering similarities. putting things that are the same
together. talking about.things that are the same and things that are diffecent.
As preschoolers begin to classify, they begin to use logical tilitlsing skills to
distinguish characteristics of things and to sort and arrange them according to
these characteristics. Since preschoolers'are naturally eager to classify, it is
up to adults to provide children with really interesting materials and to
encourage children to talk about attributes, similarities. and differences.

4

i. Classificatian: Definitions, examples, rationale

Read pitges 191-95 in Young Children in Action. Then do'exereises a;e.

a) Milne and illustrate the following terms:

Graphic collections

'Nongraphic collections

3. Sorling

1
4 C.1.iqs inchision

die ltipli class mernberghip

6 Muhl 41teibutes
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b) Give'at least one example each of a child exhibiting the Rowing plassirkatory

behaviors:
1

Making different responses to different objects
p

2. Exploring attributes
s

.

4 3. Using class hams
.

,
4. Making graphic collections

. .

5. Sorting by identity
%

6. Sorting by similarity
P

A

8

4 . . .
c). Btift ly define classification and why it is important for preschoolers to have

dassificatioh experiences.

.

lc,

t,
V. .

ty

el

. .

d) Explain how each of the following social institutions uses classification:

1. Museums , i

.
2. Libraries .-

3.

..1

Post offices

4 School systems

ts
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e) Flow does the following exercise from Brain Boosters by David Webster (p 43)4 call
upon classification skills? Would this exercise be more appropriate for preschoolers or
adults? Explain.

i.

AM, ..

All of these are Fubbyloofers

ct

i

None of these is a Fibbyloofer

- -
40

Which of these are Fuhbylooters?

.e

r
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2. Child study: Children's developing classification skills

'The idea, of this exercise is to see for you6se,if how different bhildre t classify, each
according to his or her level of cognitive developent."01 course, yitu will not be teaching
children to classify. They will be teaching you about how they classify. They will be showing
you whikt they understa id about the ..itiibtdes of objects and how objects go together. In this
exercise.:, au will be pi esenting some children with, a number of red and yellow pencils. some
long, SWOP short, some sharpened, some unsharpened. You vvill.ask- each child to make piles
of pencils thatsgo together. Whichever sorting scheme he or she chooses, each child must
icmtrnber the ciiteriiin for sorting without being misled by other differences and similarities.

Between the ages of two to about four, children display only rudimentary understanding
of classifitation concepts. Two typical foetus of classification behlwio. young children
during this period are the making of "gfphic colletions" and "chaining." Mal.ing a graphic
collection involves separating objects at randonfwith no apparent criterion in mind, other
Than, "Th'ese thirrgs girtogether be use they are together." "Chaining" consists of putting
objet is in a string or in a line in pad of in groups, A typical explanation would be, "This
Low goes w ewith the house beta they are both, wood. This rubber horse goei with the cow
because they tile both animal/. This eraser goes with the horse because they are both rubber "
Each decision determines,tjie rationale for the next, rather than each decision depending upon
some preconceived scher or plan for sorting,

When children do liegin to use logic, in their chissification activities: their first attempts
usually consist of may dine!' groups or piles rather than a few large ones. When presented
the pencAs spoken o eaeljer and given the instructions, "Put things together thnt.go
together.411uung ch Wren are apt to make eight separate piles of identiCal pencils --the long.
sett, sharpened pepils. the long. yellow, sharpened pencils; the long, red..unsharpened
pencils. the long, yellow, unsharpened pencils, the short, yellew, sharpened pencils.-the4short.
red, sharpened pencils. the short, red. unsharpened pencils; and the short. yellow.
unsharpened pencils. Children who sort this way have progressed in logical development to
understanding that things go together: if they have common attribu0s. They also have the
"men) al flexibility" to devise a plan iaci complete it.

At .1 slightly more athanced le%el, a child usually makes a snialler number of groupslhe
'Jug, shawened perktls (red and yellow); the long. unsharpened pencils (red and yellow). the

short. sharpened pencils (red and N.low); and the short, unsharpened pencils (red ;nil
yellow)

At tE le%el, child sorts objects into even fewer groupsthe sharpened pencils
(long-short, r ci y.11uvv J and the unsharpened pencils (long-short, red-yellow). Such children
have developed several c )ossification skills. They know that objects and events can be
tissifted it.t.oriling to then attributes; they can recognize d COMITHMality among otherwise

dissimilar °bled!, and uti they have chosen a criterion fin placing objects in a group. they
are not distiacted.

Find free children between th'e ages of three and five years with whom you'oan %yolk
ma% ideally for at least 15 minute's Include your "child- study" child.

Gather logethei WI of the following materials: two long red pencilF, unsharpened, Iwo
long red pent t' .sharpened, two short red pencils. unsharpened; two shot t 4. d pencils,

to.so long 1,4.114m pencils. tinsliaipened. two lung yellow pencils, sharpened; two
short yellow pent'ils. ungharpened; Iwo abort yellow pencils. sharpened

6
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a) Asic child the following questions in the order giver, and record each child's answers
and your observations in the chart below:

What are all the things you can tell me about these pencils? Tell me as many
things about them as you can. -

Can you put all thie pencils together that go together? Show me how you would
put the pencils together that* together. (Look for graphic collections. chains,
groups of identical pencils, groups of similar pencils.)

'Good. Now let's put all the pencils back into one big pile. Can you put them
together again in a different way? Show me how you can make some different
piles of pencils that go together.

Attributes of Pencils Groups of Pencils 4 Groups of Pencils
Child Named . Child Made First Time Child Made Second TimeChild

Name:

Age: ,

. .
,

Name:

Age:

. 3

1 ..

,
Name-

Age

,

.
!

.

.

.

.

Nam.

Age
.

. .

Name:

Age
. .

h

....
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. t
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la b) Which child has the most advanced understanding of classification? How can you tell?

.

4,

c) Which child has the ieikst advanced understanding of classification? How can you tell?

d) Do you remember any sorting and matching you did as a child?

e) Review and discuss exercises a-d with your team niembers.

i 3. Recognizing key experiences in classification

Classification occurs t,erever children and collects come together. The trick for adults is
to learn to recognize the a.._ tification process as it occurs. Listed below are the key
experiences in cIaSsification for preschool-aged children. As you road through each of the
following classroom situations, you will decide which key experience(s) in classification it
illustrates. ,r

.

4.

6

Investigating and describing the attributes
of things

Noticing and describing how things'are the
same and how they are different. sorting
and matching

Using and describinci objects in different
ways

Key Experiences: Classification

Talking about the char3cleristics
something does not possess or the class it
does not belong to

.
Holding more than one attribute in mod at
a time

Distinguishing between "some and all"
.

/
a) At Mr Barnum's small-group time the children are using a variety of materials to

make models and pictures of animals and pdformers they saw at the cirlais.
"Look at my tail," says Robert to Henry. 4.

"I did mine different. My tiger has one tail right here on his back," says Henry.
showing his to Robert with satisfaction,

Identify the key experience(s) in classification.
it

194.
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b) "Look at my Ozzie, Tea.cher. See this piece can stand up like this.".Marketta stands a
cat puzzle piece on the rug. "And it can lie down flat like this in the puzzle, too." She
fits the cat piece back into the puzzle. "It can stand up Anc Nook around, and it can go
to bed."

Identify the key eperience(s) in classification.

I

c) At planning time Jack made a plan to "play with those long round things. You know,
the ones with the rands you can put together and take apart again."

"You iflean.the Thikertoys?" asks his teacher.
"Yell! I'm gonna play with the Tinkertoys," replies Jack.
''Identify the key experience(s) in classification. .b

d) "Put that truck back, Rocky," Joey advises. It doesn't have any wheels."
Identify the key experience(s) in classification.

$1.

e) "Look at thy building, Teacher," Lynnette calls excitedly. "See, these people's all the
same. so they go in here; and these people's all the same, so they go in here. And these
blocks all fit together, so they go here; and these chimneys are just like these
chimneys, so they go here."

Identify the key experience(s) in classification.

o t

fl Outside Kimi and Angela find a caterpillar.
"He's fuzzy."
"He's got some loss spiky things sticking out his eyes."
"He's tickling myliand."
"Where's his feet? Oh, here they are underneath. They're all black except for these

red ones."
"Let's put him in the sandbox."

= Identify the kvi experience(s) in classification.

9

g) Jeff very proudly brings a box to snack time. It's my birthday, and I helped my mom
make these cookies. There's some for tit, and there's some for the other tat le. There's °

cookies for all the kids and I made 'cm Igo. My mom said each person c. n take Iwo!"
Identify the.key experience(s) in classification.
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h) It's Mia's first day in school and Lois'is helping Mia clean up in the ari area. "Okay.
now look." says Lois. "You put these sharp scissors bele with these other sharp

' scissors and I'll get all the round-end scissors and put 'em here in this can.'okay
Min?" i .

Identify the key experience(s) in classification.

.r

i) "Here's what I'm going to do." announces Willa at planning time. 'Tm going todress
up in that special party dress with the lace and the big, big skirt, and I'm koing to
church for la wedding." .

- 'Identify the key experience(s) in classification:

.

.j

AseLauren passes out the napkins at snack time, she announces, "It's too hot for a
sweater today, so I'm giVing napkins to just people with no sweaters on. Too bad if
you're wearing a sweater."

Identify the key experience(e) in classification.
\

*

. -

k) As Anita cleans up in the house area she sings to herself, "I'm putting in the red chips,
theTed chips, the red chips. I'm putting in the red chips, red chips, red chips. I'm putting

... .. _
in the red ... "

Identify the key experience(s) in classification.

I) Matt is dressing his teddy bear in doll's clothes when Anil joins him with another teddy
bear. Matt warns him, "Some of these clothes are too small. They don't fit cause our
bears are too big. But some of them are okay. Here, try this one."

Identify the key experience(s) in classification.
t

-.

in Al outside time a group of childret) are using an old board for a ramp to race cars down.
ATter.a while they get tired of this activity so they decide to use the board for a seesa'w.
Not everyone who wants to seesaw can fit on. so they change it into a bilidge to crawl
under and over.. Identify the key experience(s) in classification.

4

C.
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n) At, circle time Jessie and Skye announce, "We're sitting together cause we both have on
the same knee sacks. See flies/tit green and they have flowers up the sides."

- . Identify the key experience(s) in classification.

I .

o) Visit a preschool classroom. Look for examples of each of the key experiences in
classification and clearly'describe each one.

.
Classroodaixampieskey Experience

S

Investigating and
describing the attributes
of things .

.-
,

, .

.

.

.

.

Noticing and describing
how things are the same
and how they are
different; sorting and
thatching

, ,

---;---

.

Using and describing
objects in difftrkhl ways-

.

. . a
.

.

.

Talking about the
characteristics something
floes not possess or the
class it does not belong to

.

.

.

1

Holding more than one
attribute in mind at a time

..

- ,.

a .

Distinguishing between
"some" and "all"

. .

.

p) Review and discuss exercises u-o with your team mentbers.

.4

\
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4. Providing opportunities foi classification through room
arrangement

Preschool classrooms can be arranged and equipped to encourage children to classify.
Storing crayons by cOlonbgives children the opportunity to sort and match at clegn-hp timp, for
example. For this exercise: look at each of the classroom photographs in Young Children in
Action listed below and write down which key experience(si in classification the room
arrangement or equipment is providing. See if your team °numbers agree-with you.

Classroom Photograph Classification Key Experience(s) rroaided .

Page 37 (bottom)
Block shelf looking into
house area . .

..

.
.
.

.

.

Page 41:
House area equipment

.

-:-.

. --Nt
.

'

Page 43 (left)
Art area mateaOls

. .

.

,

.
,

.

..4

.

t
Page 93
Small- group -time materials

,

.

4.

4

,

.

,
Page 95 (both)
Outdoor equipment

. .

\
Page 9?
Musical instruments

t
.

. .

. .

.

Page 128
Blocks .

______

%. 1Tf
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Classroom Photoorelh
6

Clossincation Key Experleitee( ) Provided
I

e

. .

Page 132: .. .

house area materials

.

.6

.

I

Page 191: '
Quiet area materials . . -I

Page 200. '
Block area_materials

. .

.

.

. .

.

Page 225:
Quiet area materials

-

,

-
.

.

'
.

i.
.

.

Page-2_43: _ __ ...*

Small-grouptime materials
. .

.

- A

.

. 1
6

rPage 257
,Real baby

.

-
Pabe 279 (bottom)
House area equipment

.. t

.. ,

. .. II

...- .

. 5. Classification: Adcgirg content to conversations

Knowing the classification key experiences helps adults see what children are doing and. as
a result, adds content to their conversations with children. For example. instead of saying to a
child who is sharing the pinecones, "Aren't these pinecones nice?" an adult aware of the

...

.

.

ra

1

e

.I

r
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I,

0.. ..
. , . ...t

9
classification key experience'investigating and desciVing the attributes of things might say.
"Aren't these pinecones brown and prickly?"' . .

aj Expand each of the' following conversational strtternents by adding content to emphasize
the classification key experience indicated. EQch statement refers io a"photogroph in
Young Children in Action that helps clarify the conversation.

, 1. Page 192: "Denise, isn't that a lovely pile you've made (Investigating anddescribing
the attributes of thifigs)

/ .

4,

41. r

P.

9 Page 34: "Why. Mike, those two towers were magnificent!" (Noticing and describing
how things we the.same and how they are different) .*

3. Page 195: "What a good idea. Sam. When you put the beans in there they do that and
when you put them in here they don't." (Using and describing objects in different
ways)

I

-

t



4

5 5

4. Page 77: "That's not poingto work', jamiso4." (TalkingiNtiout.th; characteristjcs
something does not possessr

010*

e'

1

.4

A

. . . - .
5. Page 191: "Yeg, they both have 'ern, Timmy." Koticing and describing how things are

the same and how they are different)

4

- ,

6. Page 179Ileft): "Isn't .the a cute baby, children!" (investigating and describing the
attributes of things) '

o

201
188

N



I 4 4

.4
7. Page 170 (middle): "See, yours is just like this." (Noticing andidestAing how things
4 are the same and how they are different) ..

. 6 r..,

I,

4 .
.

.

r&

I

#
8, Page 214: 'Let's take them out of the box bpt just wash the drily ones."'

(Distinguis king between "ion;ie" and "all'') ..
.,yam_

0

t

t
8. Page 90: "Can you fiat another one that's just like this one ?" (Holdi

attribute in mind at a time)

,

t

r

more than one

.

.4
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4

/

4

, 44
O 3A 4./

Ul ./ a so/ sz bl Male up your own G un ,t. ers a ti ono 1 statements emphasizing
9
classification to accompany

.A. ..
, l' the following photographs: i ............ P./ " #

1. Page 211z (investigating and describing the attributes of things),'
... it"

3 .
4' . ..

4

.

a
;-

*a

f

; '

4

2. Page 200:1(Noticipg and describlni how things are the same and how they are
different)... :

s k
4

/

/ r

s , .

4. ./.1-444

4

116

so ro

& Page 204: (Using and describing objects in different ways)

4

'
,

N

6

4.

O

11
4

!. p
.

4, a t
c) , Review and discuss exercises osb with your team members.

4
4.

#

N

. 2(1.1

11

4

41

4
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46. tsing.sgall.gro,up time to find-out how children classify4 . ;.---.........-p.
. One way to find out hoW children 'classify is to plan smaillrouptimes around the
classification key experiences: As children work with materials on the task set forth, adults can
watch to see what each child does. Review small-group time prikeduret and,.suggestions on
phges 92-941 198-99.20-6, 208-9 in Young Children in Action, . / ,

.

a) In this exercise, together with your team members, yoii are planning a small-group ulna
. based on the classification key experience investigating and describing the attributes of

things. The children in yovr mat sump aa Elise (402.), Marketta (3). Mike (3), Troy in
and Juanita rait,. 0

need1'. List the trtaterial
,
u will need for each child.

4.

2. flow will you get this small-group time started? What will you say to let the children_
know Mint to:da with materials? How will gthrnnunicate with Jjanita who
speak. ant., Spanish?.

t

a

.

t
p

4
3. Describe three different things you might see children doing with the materials.,

o

1,

.1

. 4

4 a'

k),, 191

. 2 4

er,b

I
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4. Describe three things you might do to support and encourage children in this activity.

so.

How would you draw this activity to a meaningful end?

b) Together with your team members, you are planning a small-group-time based on the
classification key experience 4oticing and describing how things are the same and how
they on different, sorting and tnotching. The children in your small group areBrends
(414), Carey WM, Michelle Wiz); Sam .(3), and Sasha (31/2).

1. List the materials you will need for each child.

ti

4

2. How will you get this small-group time started? What will you say to let the children
knaw what to do with the materials?

192



- .

3. Describe three different things you might see children doing with materials (include
What Sasha might ao).

//
Z

"

/4. .Describe three things you might do to support and encourage children in this activity./ A

i

..

5. How would you draw this small-group time to a meaningful end?

. -.

i

c) in this exercise, together with your team members, you are planning a small-group time
based on the classification-key experience using and describing °Weals in different ways.
The children in your small group are Clarice (3), Denise (3), Jamison (4), Raymond (4),
TimMy (41/2).

1. List the 'materials you will need for each child.
/ ..
, .

.

1...0,,f). 193
206
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2. How will, you get this small-group time started? What will you say to let the children
know what to do with the materials?

3. Describe three different things you might see children doing with materials.

4. Describe three ags you might do to support and encourage children in this activity.

5. How would you draw this small-group time to a meaningful eau{

iggo;,.
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7. Classification at work time

Once adults are alert to classification key experiences, they can see them occurring
throughout work time and in most other situations where children work with materials. The
questiOn then becomes. How do adults act on these observations? Review Suggestions for Adults
in Young Children in Action on pages 195-215. Then read through the following work-time
situations and do the exercises with your team.members.

aj. :Look at my puzzle. Teacher. See. this piece can stand up like this." Marketta stands a
cat puzzle piece on the rug. "And it can lie down flat like this in the puzzle too." She fits
the cat piece back into the puzzle. "It can stand up and it can go to bed."

1. Identify the classification key experience(s).

.2

/
2. Suggest strategies to support. encourage, or extend the experience(s).

SO

.

..

b) "Look at my building. Teacher," Lynnette calls evcitedly. "See, these people's all the same.
and they can go in here; and these people's all th. same, so they can go in here. And'
these blocks all fit together. so they go here; and these chimneys are just like these
chimneys. so they go here." -4)

1. Identify the classification key experience(s).

......

4

I

2. Suggest strategies to support. encourage, or extend the Oxperience(s).
,

i

I
I

0.1,'
195

i
!

ns

1

1

1

1

I.
i

f

1

1



c) You see that Timmy is discouraged about something in the art area so you ask him
what's wrong. "Well, I want to make a motorcycle that Looks. just like this one," says
Timmy, showing you a tragazine picture of a motorcycle. "But mine doesn't look the
same, see,' he says, showing you the picture he's drawing with magic markers. "Mine

e looks different. t want mine to have all those things:

1. Identify the classification key experience(s).

iv

2. Suggest strategies to support, encourage, or extend the experience(s).

.41

.
d) Troy is at the easel but so far hasn't gotten much paint on the paper. Instead he is feeling

the paint brush bristles against his hand, cheek, and lips. He's dipping his fingers into
the paint jar, stirring with the brushes, and using the brushes to paint his hands. When
he does try putting paint on the paper, he stops to watch the drips drip all the way down
from the top of the paper to the bottom. ,.
1. Identify the classification key experience(s).

.

2. Suggest strategies to support, encourage. or extend the experience(s).

$

.

'1/4 $

1/4 . ..4 ',01

6

196 21949
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e) Brenda is busily digging through the dressup shoes saying, "yep" or "nope" as she comes
to each one.

1. Identify the classification key experience(s).

2. Suggest strategies t'support, encourage, or extend the experience(s).

/

f) At the workbench. Corey is making a "wind surfer."' He uses the hammer to pound in
nails, to pull out a crooked nail, and to measure the length of the second board he needs.

1. Identify the classification'key experience(s).

2. Suggest strategies to support. encourage, or extend the experience(s).

i.

g) "Look. Teacher." calls Sam. "we're playing all the instruments. Listen to this." Sam Mike,
Denise. Corey. and Clarice play ysni a "concert" on the tambourines. triangles. drums. and
bells.

1. Identify the classification key experience(s).

a

c,k)S.
197

. 210
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2. Suggest strategies to support, encourage, or extend the experience(s).
*

N

. \*

8. Restructuring songs, games, and field trips to stress
classification

a
1

et

Many.childreit's songs, games, and outings can be altered somewhat to emphasize
classification,

a In Young Children in Action, review suggestions on pages 197-98, 204, 211, and 213.
:

A)) With your team members, select a song to sing with children at circle time that can be
I altered to emphasize a classification key experience. .

1. Write the lyrics of the song as it is traditionally sung.

,t

0.

ft

.

*

198
211 4

.

4



.

.

2. List the classification key experience you will emphasize. II 4.

. .,

3. Revise the lyrics of the ,song, emphasizing tlte clasnification-key experience you \
selected.

-

43 4

.

.

v

a

IP

c) With your team members, select a game to play with children at outside lime that can be
altered to emphasize a classification key experience.

1. Describe the game as it is traditionally played.

It

4...

.e

I

It.

/

4 t
S 199
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(1

.. / . .4

,-. . %., ,.

. .
. ... .

2. List the classification key experience you will
"

emphasize.
....t

s

I

1:.
3. Describe the alterations you emuld.make in the game to emphasize the,

.

classification
key experience .you selected.; ,

. . 1 .

, .

.

/
4

/

.

.

a

.

t

4

4

x

, . 4.

$ 4,

000, . .

di You and iour.team wembers'are_planning a field trip that will emphasize classification.
So far you have talked about going to the dairy farm, to the grocery store, for a walk
around the block, to the natural history museum, or to the pet shop... .

4

4,

1. Select one of the above places to vistt that you think Would provide many
opportunities-for classification.

i
2. List the classifiCation key experiences you will emphasize and describe What the

children will do to experience them.

Classification .Key Experience' What the Childred Will Do .

. II
hi, 0.

200

,
a
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-- Classification Key Experience What the Children Will Do
.

ot

1

9. Observing-classification in mpreschool classroom
;2 4

"Using the classification checklist in Young Children in Action, pages 309-10, observe a
preschool classroom and check off all the items that apply. if

.,,

a) What are the major strengths of this classroom in the area or classification?
1

OP

N.

201 ,. 2;.4

r
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.



b) If this were your classroom, what changes would you make to piovide more
classification key experiences for children?

ti
O

I

10. Classification issueeto ponder
a) Can adults leach daisification skills to preschoolks? For example, can adults teach

classifiiation by showing preschoolers how to sort crayons into two upssharp
.crayons and dull crayons? Why or why not?

, %b) What is tho differenceeiween teaching children how to sort into two groups and
providing children with.experiencis in noticing and describing how things are the same
and how they are different?

ti

c) How are the key experiences in classification related !o active learning? To language? To
experiencing and representing? .

I

di If a group of preschoolers grew up on a lush tropical island without adult Otervention,
would they develop classification skills? If so, how? If not, why not? . 1

46.. ,- 4

e). What is the-role_of adults in the development oflpreschoolers' ability to classify?

0

It Classification projects
a) Start a classification album. As you work with children and materials, photOgraph or

sketch examples of children sortinr and matching.i,abel each photo 'Jr sketch with the
child's name and age. the date, and the location.

.

b) Design an active-learning exerGiss that would help adults understand what GlassifiGation
. is. Try it out on sumo adults.

c) Construct a toy or design a game that would provide classification key experienies for
preschoolers. Have your "child-study" child try out the toy or game.

202
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.Films

Suidelinetfor Evaluating Activities
P.S1501 Set of three 16mm hims; black & white, sound;
58 min total: discussion guides included
These programs deMonstrate alternative ways teachers
can plan and carry out activities with a group of preschool
children Each program shows two contrasting styles of
structuring and leading a group activity. Using similar
materials but different teaching methods and goats. Useful
for stirnulating discusiion of teaching styles and;
educational philosophies! An accompanying observation
guide offers criteria by which to evaluate and :revise
classroom activities. Also included is a trainer s
supplement that discusses the-films in terms of the criteria
in the guide and offers suggestions for revising the
activities.

'Contrasting Teaching Styles: Small-Group Time
[PS151] (18 min)

Contrasting Teaching,Slyies: Work Time, the Art Area
[PS752/122 min)
Contrasting Teaching Styles: Circle Time
teS1531 (18 min)

, .
. .

Cognitive Development Series
18mm films, color. sound
Each film in this series deals with a different kind of
thinking processclassifying, serrating temporal
Min king. spatial understandingand shows a sequence of
curriculum goals and corresponding key experiences for
elementary-aged students. Each goal and experience is

--creililb-ixt briefly and illustrated with classroom examples.
1. Classification --A Sequence of Exercises
(EE211) (25min)
Children gradually develop the ability to group things on
the basis of similarities and differences in attributes and
use: they learn to make and identity connections.

'1% Write or call the High/Scopeoundation, 600 North River Street, Ypsilanti, MI 48197, (313) 485-2000
to obtain Information on ordering Mese materials. i,

A

I

20,3.
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);6eriation,.
I

e

.. , - --,...

Seriation, firnding order in diffirence, is the process of arranging objects.
or ifleas in order (either physicajly qr mentali,vj according to variations in one
of their. propertieg. Seriation develops as\children grow physically, logically.
and experientially. Preschool children are not yet able to master the logk of

4, ,seriatidn'ext they are very involved in comparing, arranging a few things in
order, and fitting ordered sets of objects together. While these skills do not
constitute sedation, they are important first 41,eps. ,

-

,

1, Defining serration

Revjetv 140 217-119 in'Young Children in Action, then answer the following questions

it) What is seryion?

b) Whysis it imi
things in ord

.*
dint for preschoolers to have opportunities to make comparisons, arrange

nd fit prderedsets of objects together?
f

3

-4

el While preschoolers are not yet able te sedate, adults senate both tangible objects and
abstract ideas accordihg to d wide *defy of dimensions. For examples of adult sedation,'
arrange the following sets of objects according to the dimensions given,

0
1. Rank the following military commissions from the lowest to the highest rank:

second lieutenant k :4 1.6est 1.
lieutenant general

$
2.

captain 4 3.
general 4. %Pt

- colonel 5.

major 6.
. major general 7.

lieutechnt colonel 8.
'first lieutenant 9.
brigadier general Highests 10,

a. .

.0v

I

204 21
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t
i

Y

we

. ',
.

N. , . i . .

airport2. You've won free round-trip airline tickets from the irport nearest you to any one of
seven cities: .

\..
1

s.
/

7

, Denver, Colorado
Boston, Massachusetts
Washington, D.C.
Miami, Florida ;

'16 Cincinnati, Ohio . , .1
.Seattle,'Washington
New York, New Y'Org

. .'

L.

. . ! . ..

of
C..

In considering which city to visit, first tank the 'cities aiccordini to their distiinges from,
_ .your alfport . ...__.. , -

Faithesi kom your Otpcirl 1.
2.

4.;
.5.

. 6. ":
Nearest to your airport .7.

, )

Second, rank the same seven oities'according to desirability..
.

4.

f 1 I
.

a 4°

to

4

.
4,

.

a

.
r

it
,

V

4
Most like to visit 1'

: 2.
'3. - I -

4.
'5.

l'
. 6:*,,

Least like-to visit 7, i

Third, rank the cities according to the average nightly cost of hotel rooms
4 e

Miami $64 I:. Least expensive 14
Cincinnati $25 2.

Washington. D.C. $69 3.
Seattle $50 : 4,

Boston S85 r., 5,

'--New York $91. . 6.
Denver $68 Mosl expensive 7.

i

.
ss

-. 1 '--

...-

finally, after-considering theseAee factorsdistance, desirability, hotel costs 7you
decide to visit_ . Enjoy your trip! ::--

d) Describe situatiorrin your life in which you Have used serration,

9

i

4 '
a

`t
s

4

.-

.4
o

.... ' ..
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1,
4-t,

1,,

.."' .
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I

.
a

, ,

,,

1.
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.0., ,

r

II
t t

in edch city,
/....--

.

..
9

2

4

.

P.,,

. r s

I/

2

. 2
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a;`
41 4

i . .
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,
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2. Recognizing seriation key experiences
.

Review the sedation key expeilerices listed below and described in Young Children in Action
pages 219-26.

Key Experiences: Sedation

Making comparisons

Arranging several things in order and
describing their relations

... -...-

Fitting one ordered set of objects to another
through trial and error .

In exercises a-t. you will consider some Liassroorn situations in your preschool and decide
.. which sorption key experience is occurring in each situation.

a) Its clean-up time. 1.ynnette is putting away a big pile of spoons singing as she goes
"Here's a soup spoon. Here's an eating spoon. Here's a baby spoon. Here's a soup spoon.
Heress,an eating spoon. Here's a baby spoon."

Identify the sedation key experience.

,
b) "Teacher, help me. That piece was easy to saw but (his piece is much harder. You do

some, okay?" /-.
Identify the seriation key experience.

17

c) Timmy and Elise are setting up a post office in the block area. ,

"Now before all the people come," Timmy instructs Elise, "we have to have all'these
papers ready. Now, we're gonna put these big papers here in these big envelopes, like
this." Timmy puts a big paper into a big tnhnila envelope. "Then Kr4 gotta put these not-
so-big papers in these envelopes." indicating the medium-sized envelopes. "And we get to
put these little bitty papers in These little bitty envelopes."

"Yeh." says Elise, "these are the birthday party invitations."
Identify the seriation key experience. ,

d) "Happy birthday, dear Sasha. Happy birthday to you. everyone sings as Sasha blows
out the four candles on .';.s cupcake.

"I wish I had Sashes cupcake; says fai..ison. "cause his has more candles on it."
Identify the seriation key experience. ,

,.

4
,

t.
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e) Bre ltda is hunting through the extra mitten box for some mittens to wear in the snow for
outside time. "Look, Teacher, here are some big ones for you." Brenda proves her point by
putting them on your hands. "And here are some tiny ones for my baby.", She puts these
on her_dolly, "And here are some nice red ones just for me." She slips them on and races
out into the snow.

Identify the sedation key experience.

f) Elise has built a big block fence kik the farm animals. "Here's where all the daddies go."
she says putting/all the daddy animals together in one corner. "Here's a place for all the
mommies, and Here's where all the babies go except when they're hungry. Then they find

... their moms." 0
Identify the seriation key experience.

1

81 "I likes this truck better than yours because it's bigger and it has bigger wheels." boasts
Jamison.

"We II, I like mine better because it's tinier and it can go into lots of places like this
.,ne right here," replies Timmy. 9

Identify the sedation key experience.

Ii) "Look at this picture I made, Teacher. This one's my dad. He's the biggest. This one's my
., mom. She's in the middle. And this teeny. tiny one's my baby brother, He's just a dolt"

Identify the seriation key experience.

i) Sam and Mike are looking at a Halloween picture book together.
"That ghost sure looks scary." says Mike.
"Yeh, but this witch looks scarier to me. Look at her mean face. She's scarier all

right."
0

Identify the sedation key experience.
9,
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i

A.

4

j) Turn to the following pages in Young\Children k action. Briefly describe what you see
and what sedation key experience is represented;

Page Brief Description Sedation Key Experience

41
. .

e

43
(lett) 1

217

I ,

219

220
(bottom)

.

220
(lop)

.

,

222
. .

224 ... .. _ __ _ _

225

.

,
. .

I

k) Review and discuss exercises a -j with your team members.

3. Providing materials to compare, arrange, and fit together j

To provide seriation key experiences for' preschoolers, it i
I

necessary lo have a variety of
materials that children can compare. arrange, and fit together. Do exercises a and b with your
team members, '

I

I,

a) Turn to the lisrof (imperative terms on page 220 in Young Children in Action. You
decide to make these hypes of materials available in your preschool classroom. Write
down your,ideas in the following chilli. Include both found and commercial materials.

208
22.1__ __
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Materials
to Compare Art Area Quiet Area

0

Rouse Area

$

. i

Oink Areal. Music Area

,

Outside Area

Heavier/Lighter
.
.

i

i -

.

.Sharper/Blunter

I

I

I

Rougher/Smoother
.

i .

.

.

Wetter/Drier
, .

1

.

Lcuder/Softer

.

1

Harder /Softer

.

Bigger /Smaller

. .

,

.
.. -

,

ihicker/Thinner ,...

,

.

_ . _.

.

, .

..

,

i

a

f.



b) Choose three of the materials you have selected and describe and. or illustrate how you
would label them to emphasize a serration key experience.

*

)

/

ss
.

,-

4. Child study: Seriation

In Young Children in Action, review the list of materials in three or four sizes on pages 222-
23 and the list of sets of materials that tit together or. page 226. From eacti list, selet.t some sets
of materials that you can actually find and use, and collect these materials. You will also need
three children with whom you can spend pt least ten Aninutes oinbce. They should be of the ages
shown in th chart below. One should be, your "child-stud? child.

a) Present each child with each set of materials and record what each child does and says
in the chart below,

qr.
224 210

MP
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Child and Materials What Child Did with Materials

.. '.

b)1
s-

.4

4.1-

a

(three-yearokl)

Name:

Age: i

.Cr

Materials of graduate°

Materials that hi together:

,

(four-year-old)

Name'

Age.

MatenalsOf graduated sizes:.

Maferials thanirrogether.

I

4, "".
,

:II

.

(live-year-old)

Name'

Age

Materials of graduate(' sizes:

Materials that fit together:

s

....

c*

1

225



b) From your observations, what conclusions can you draw about the development of
serration skills?

I

0
c) Review 'and discuss exercises o and b with your team members.

5. Including sedation in everyday conversations and queitions
eft

Sedation, like classification, can lend content to adults' conversations with children. For
example, instead of saying to a child sharing some pinecones, "Aren't these pinecones nice?" an
adult aware of the serration key experience mbk;ng comparisons might say, "Aren't these
pinecones nice? This big one is light brown and this little one is dark brown."

a) Expand each of the following conversations by adding content to emphasize the sedation
key experience indicated. Each statement refers to a _photograph in Young Children in
Action.,
1. Page 41 "Denise, you're'doing a nice job cleaning up." (Fitting one set of objects to

another through trial and error)

"C s 212.0 *0



,

.

I

.

4

2. Frage 43 (Left) "You sure can stretch your elastic. Clarice." (Making comparisons)

0

0

e

.
3. Page 47 "My goodness! Two people sawing on one piece of wood." (Making

comparisons)

ss.

Iv

..1

*

k

4. Page 51 "These logs look like steps." (Arrangin3 several things in order and describing
their relations)

/

I

213 227
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5. Page 54 "I think the guinea pig is ungry. It's good you each have a carrot for him.'
(Making comparisons)

If

e6.Page 219 "Which teddy bearl'are you going to play witii,Ar nda?" (Arranging several
things in order and describing their relations)

1I

I

b) To accompany the following photographs in Young Children in Action, make up your
own conversation emphasizing seriation.

1. Page 220 (bottom) (Making comparisons)

2ij
214



r

2. Page 224 [Arranging several things in order and describing their relations)

I

O

R

1)

.0

a
0

, -
3. Page 225 (Fining one ordered sit of objects to another throtigh trial and error)

e

.1

I

c) Review and discus's exercises a and b with your team members.

..ii .4,
t.. %A4

215
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64 Observing seriation in a clasaroain

Using the seriation checklist otuages 310-11 in Young Children ia Action, observe a
preschool classroom, checking off tchecklist items you see:

a) What are this claJsroonis strengths regarding seriation?

. .

14 If this were your classroom, what changes would you make to provide more seriation key
experiences for children?

.

216
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7. seriation issues to ponder

$

A\

v

a) During what parts of the daily routine would ypu expect to see children seriating?.Why?

b) What is the relationship between seriation and representing? Between seriation and
language?

c) How does seriation affect your everyday life?

d) How is the nuclear arms race related to seriation?
i

e) What is "ordered difference"? Give someexamples.

14.

a. Sektation projects .

. .

a) Design and build a toy that provides seriation key experiences.for preschooleri. Have
your "child-study" child try it out.

...._ *$ .. . t,
b) Write and illustrate a children's story that includes seriation. Read it to your "child-

study!' child. See if he or site would like to dictate a similar story to you.
0 .

i
1 r'

c) As you go through a day, flake a list of all the examples of seriation you encounter and
all the situations in which you use seriation. _

g.

1

a

s

N

s

.). .

.4

t

0

it
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_Films and Publications

Cognitive Development Series
16mm films, color, sound )'
Each film in this series deals with a different kind of
thinking process--classifyingseriating. temporal
thiriklog, spatial understanding and shows a sequenceof

. curriculum goats and corresponding key experiences for
elementaryaged students. Each goal and extietience is
described briefly and illUitiated with classroomexampies.
2. Sedation --A Sequence of Exercises
EE2121 (25 min) .0

Children learn to order objects along a dimensionfor
example; saying which of two objects is bigger, or lining
people up according to height.

.

Publications
I A. .

Finding Order in Differencp: Sedation n
Elementary Curricula . . .
Author: Charles Hohmann. reprint (3 preps), 1975. .

This article defines senator,. gives examptesoof serialion
in adult life, and.tracet the cevel'opnient of sereadon skins
in children. .

' t

(.4

I:0 44

.

Write or call the High/Scope 'Foundation, 600 North River Street, Yisliantbll 48197,4VMM-2000
to obtain information on ottiering these materials. -

.0

r

1
"'

1

218
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10/Nun' ber
C

Preschoolers are equipped with pre-number logic and judgment. They are
learning to make judgments about comparative amounts of things, to arrange
things in one-toone correspondence, and to count objects they are using.
Their comparisons and counting will not always be correct by adult
standards, but that's perfectly all right. The process of thinking about
numbers in the best way they are able is what is important for preschoolers.

1. Understanding a preschooler's concept of number

To answer the following questiorts,, review pages 228-30 in Young Children in Action.

a) What is one-to-one correspondence?

b) List at least three sets of items you use every day. that correspondnne-to-one.1For example,
one cup for each saucer.)

\f) What is conservation of number?
.

d) Referring to the graphic on page 229 in Young Children in Action, if you asked a
ISreschool child which row had more things in it, row A or 13, what would you expect the
child lo say? Why?

'4"

219 23,3

a



e) Referring to the same graphic, if you asked a preschool child which row had more things
in it. row A or row E. What would you expectithe child to say? Why?

. e

i

`,..
f) 5tead the brief description of Piaget's experimeats ith vases and flowers and with

bottles and glasses on pages 229-30 in Young Children in Action. Why could the
preschool child count six glasses and six bottles and still say there were more bottles
than glasses?

.,

(

r

g) If a child in your preschool classroom counted six bottles and six glasses but said there
were more bottles than glasses, would you try to correct the child? Why or hy ot?

«
o

i

h) What do you recall about your own early experiences with numbers/

23.
220

a

)
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2. Recognizing number key experiences

Review the number key experiences listed below. Then turn to the pages in Young Children
in Action that are listed in the following chart. Briefly describe what you see in each photograph
and identify the number key experience(s) represented.

Comparing amounts

Counting objects

Key Experience's: Number

Arranging two sets of objects in oneto-
one correspondence

Page

,

Brief Description Number Key Experience(s)

63 (both)
. ..

177

228

230

4
% .

231

233
.

.

.

234 (both)
, .

235

236
..k.

221

tI.'.,,o +V

,

.
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3. Compari g amounts

Review page. 230-32 in Young Children in Action. Then answer the following questions
about the numbe key experience comparing ourth..

.
a) What are continuous materials?

/
/

b) List many continuous materials as you can think of that you would provide in the
foil wing work areas: /

//
!

Continuous Motorists

House
4

t

// .

Block

..,,.

Art
1

.

Quiet ,

Outdoor

, .

c) What are .liscontinuous materials?

235
222

i.,

$



.1,

d) List at least three discontinuous materials you
,
would put in each of the following work

areas:

Area Discontinuous Materials

House

I

(HOE* ,

r$

A U
.

1 ,

Quiet

Construction

Outdoor
,.

) r -0.ts
e) Its Timmy's birthday, and his mother has sent in cicake decorated with chocolate

chips. Each cupcake has eight chocolate chips. butt ly'r rranged randomly so that
each cupcake looks different. Lynnette is crying beta i she claims that Timmy's
cupcake has more chocolate chips than hers.

1. Why might Lynn'ette believe that Timmy's cupcako has more chocolate chips than
hers, even though they -both have eight chips?

, "1.1".:4

223
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2. Realizing that Lynnette's reasoning about amounts makes sense to her. how would
you deal with the situation?

.

t b

3. If the strategy you just outlined didn't work, what's a second strategy you might try?

\..

0

,

fj Turn to the photograph on page 191 in Young Children in Action. Suppose the teacher.
Mr. Dodd. is asking Jeff questions about the comparative amounts of things he sees. List
at least six questions he could ask.

1. '

2...

3.

4.

5. .

6.

2
224
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g) What if Mr. Dodd asked Jeff to decide which one has more legs, the zebra or the zebra
plant, and Jeff answered, "The zebra plant." What might Mr. Dodd de or say next?

0

.
h) Sam is playing in the sandbox pouring sand from a one-pint butter tub into a one-quart

syrup container. "Look. Teacher," he announces, "now I've got more," indicating that
when the sand is in the syrup jar there is "more sand" than when the same amount of
sand is in the butter tub.

1. What might Sam's rep:toning be?.

IF

..

2. How would you respond?

., I.

I".

jj Juanita is looki at a magazine picture showing lWQ rooms in a house. You ask her
which room has ore furniture jn.it. "1 don't know;' she answers. Why might juait44
have answered this way?

jj Review and discuss exercises oi with your team members.

225 233
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4. Arranging two sets of objects in one -to -one correspondence

Review pages 232-35 in Young Children in Actions Then answer the following questions
about the number key experience arranging two bets of objects to one-to-one c.orruspondence. Do
thileixercise with your team members.

.r

You are stocking your classroom with sets of objects that fit together in one-to-one
correspondence. List at least three such sets for each of the work areas listed in the chart
below.

Area Materials

House

.

. ,

<

Block

Quiet

,.

. : b

Art

I

-
.

.
...--.....

.

Music!

,..-..

Construction ..

Outdoor

t..
131 Mike is making lots of little round balls out of playdough and sticking a toothpick into

each one. What might you say to him?

t 41.4

V --t

.

24L,

226

.
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t
c). At small - group time your group is making popcorn" to share with two groups. How could

you turn popcorn making and delivering into an experience in one-to-one correspond-
ence?

I
1

d) At outside time the children have made a game to "Jack Be Nimble." At the words, "jack .

jump over the candlestick," each child in turn jumps over a small stone. You and your
teething team decide to adapt this idea to a circle-time game involving one-to-one
correspondence. How Would you do it?

S 6P
*.

e) Elise insists that Marketta can't pla'y dress-up with her and Denise because "there aren't
enough dresses." How can you help the three girls solve this dilemma, using one-to-one
correspondence? . ...

)

A ,... ..tt ..

227 241
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5. Counting objects

4

4
*

I

t

Review pages 235-38 in Yo g Children in Action. Then ansner the following questions
about the number key experience ounting objects:

a) What is the difference betw en rote counting and counting objects? .--0....,

b) List four things adults need.to unde tend about the counting abilities of preschoolers.r

1. .

2.

. 3.

I

i

4

.1
4.

c) Every preschool classroom should be amply stocked with countable objects. Look at
photography on the following pages in Young iChildren n Action. List all the countable
objects you see in each photograph.

. Page Countable Objects
9

it

34
(both; pictures)

.
_ , . .4.

37
(both)

.

i

.

41

52
. . .

.

151 -

,.

225
,

.
.

.

4, p
. - te.:17 228

24,E

I

4
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,

s d) Turn bank to Figure 1 on pages 54-59 in this study guide and reread the classroom
observations. Suppose that you could relive the dby des6iihed; and as you relived it, you
decided to seize every opportunity that arose to encourage children to count objects. -s.
Briekilescribe each potential counting situation.

r

Time Block . Counting Situations 1.

Naming Time

..
.?

IT

..

Work Time

.

s

.

.

.

. .

Clean-up Time

.

.

:
. 4,

,r)

.

s

Recall Time

.

, .

,

Small-Group Time

.

.

2 ,

,

...

4.

Circle Time.

,

- ,.

.

.

$

Outside Time

I

.

.
.

. .

":

.
.

,

229 243
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.

i'

)i

i

I

.

.
.

e) Raymond comes up to you alPexcited. "Look how many fish I made in this picture,
Teacher. One, two, three, flue, six, ten. Ten fish!" How woubjefOu respond?

s

.

. . .

r

)

.

f) You're visiting a local preschool. The teacher is working with a small group of children
at a table. "Who knows how many days there are in the week?" she asks.

"Two;" answers a little girl, "today and the next day after today.",
"No." says the teacher. "there are seven. Let's count them. Monday. Tuesday, ..." She

§oes through the days of the week and the children repeat them after her.

1. How would you evaluate this learning situation as a counting experience?

,

sr .

P

v.

ne

I

qk
0

.........

24 4
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...

.

..----'".....-....''.
1

2. What changes would you make in this activity before you used it in your own
classroom?

----.7.1.

...*.

,

t.

r
- r

g) Timmy anc111aymond are hauling 'loads of sticks from the bushes to the sand pile. After
'

%

showing you the first couple of loads and counting the sticks with you, they decide they
want you to keep track of the number of sticks in each load. "After we count, you write

s down the numbers, okay?" Raymond asks. Reanzirig that neither Timmy nor Raymond
tan read numbers, how would you comply with this request?

r. ..

4 S

u

1

a

0% .

.
s4

h) ''view and discuss exercises og with your team members.
I

)

CY 4..i..
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41,

6. Observing number ekperiences in a preschool clgssroom

Spend some time in a preschool classroom; .Use the number checklist on page 311 in Yourie
Children in Action. Check off the items that apply.

a) What are this classroom's strengths in providing number exp4riences?

a

)

hi If this. were .."ur classroom, what changes would you make in providing number
experiences?

40.

0

4

t)

r

- 232

F

.0



7. Child study; Number

time'
Child's Age:

Date:

Location:

Considering what you already, ow about from previous child studies. provide with
some countable materials you know wit) enjoy Watch to see what does with these
materials and record your observations

Based on your observations, how will you loin without disrupting,ithe child's play and provide
some number !ey experionces9 I

What happened when you pined

it&

What dsd you learn about 's concept of number?

r
233

24
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8. Number issues to ponder '

a) Why are mans adults, teachers. and parents so concerned about teaching children to.
count? .

.
b) In this age of calculators and, computers. is it still necessary for preschoolers to have the

number key experiences outlined iri Young Chqdren In Action? Why or why not?

c) Some preschool children learn to play the violin. cello, or piano, 'starting as early as age
two. They are able to play complex rhythms even thbugh they have no numerical.
understanding of quarternotes, halfnotes, and whole notes. Considering their number
abilities and the fact that they are not yet able to rdad music, hovy are they able to do
this?

If

i 4..

9. Number projects

a) Borrow an.electronic math game like Speak & Math or Dataman. Evaluate the game in
terms of its appropriateness for preschoolers.

b) Design a math video game appropriate for preschoolers.
.

c) Visit a preschooler's music lesson. How is it a number experience for the chila?

d) Find all the nursery rhymes you can that involve numbers. Recite or read then to your
"child-study" child. Together. make up your own number rhymes.

.,

I

246
..

231
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Films Q

Mathematics inftee ii:ognitively Oriaited
Curriculum
(662191 Set of nine color filmstrips and cassette tapes,
163 min total
A series of programs defiling with the mathematical
reasoning abilities of children during different stages of
intellectual development. The presentations use scenes of
the classroom and teacher-planning sessions,to show that
children's math experience can and should be integrated

- with their everyday activities They demonstrate how
teachers can use various child initiated situations to help
children think mathematically and use mathematics to

.

' solve problems they encounter in their work The three
parts of each filmstrip set deal with the preoperational
child. the "transitional child, and theconcreteOperational
child, respectively
Understanding and Using the Concept of Number
166220.1 (56 min) .
Understanding and Using the Concept of Length
(66221) (56 min)
Understanding and Using the Concepts of Areal
Volume, and Weight
16E2221(51 mm)

I. .

Write or call the High/Scope Foundation, 600 North River Street, Ypsilanti, Mt 48197. (313) 485 -2000
to obtain Information on ordering these materials.

411
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11/Spatial relations

i
Spatial relationshow things take up space, move, and relate to other

-things in spaceoccur everywhere in the physical world. Preschoolers explore
the ways things relate to one anothex in spacehow things look and feel:
what kinds of edges, shapes, and contours things have; how things fit
together; how things can be transformedfrom one shape to another and
changed from one position or point of view to another; where things are
located; how three-dimensional things look in two dimensions, drawn on a
piece of paper. Experiencing and representing spatial relations are essential
ingredients in the life of any preschooler, as well as the cornerstones of future
scientific and problem- solving abilities.

t

1. Developing concepts.of spatial relations 0, ..
0

Review pages 238-40 in Young Children in Action. Then answer the following questions:

a) Skye, 4 five-month-old, is playing with a wooden train car, but when it disappears under
the couch, she picks up a rubber cow to pray with. Her three-year-old sister Jessie,
however, retrieves the train car and gives it back to Skye who is delighted by its
reappearance. What does Jessie understand about spittidi relations that Skye doesn't, and
why is their understanding different?

0

k.

4

25.,
236

4'

4



b) Imagine that you are a one-month-old infant lying on your back on the living room floor.
Your parents and three-year-old brother are working and playing nearby.

1. What objects might pass through your field of vision?

A

2. Would any of these objects seem related or connected to anything eke? Why or why
not?

3, Your brother is holding a rattle up for you to look at. 'In the space below, draw what
you might see.

4. Your three-year-old brother starts a game of rattle peek-a-boo. What does he
understand about spatial relations that enables him to play this game?

4:1

, -
37 251
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cj Describe any memories you have of how Ihhigs or people looked to you as
N

a very young
child.

d} How do barriers influence preschoolers' judgments of proximity and separation?

4

ei Adults call upon their highly developed spatial understanding every day. Describe the
spatial understanding you would have to exercise to complete each of the following
tasks:

2.

1. You are a police artist. A group of witnesses aia describing a suspect and you are
drawing a composite portrait.

2. Your neighbor has recently been confined to a wheelchair. You and a group of other
neighbors are designing and building a ramp for his front porch.

O

25..,

; .. 41 238
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3. A friend of yours has moved to an upstairs apartment The only way she can get her
piano up is via the exterior fire-escape stairs. You agree to help her.

i.

4a

*

gaal 4. You have bought your little sister a pedal tractor for her birthday. Now, with
instructions and pictures iii one hand and a box full of carts in the ather, you begin it
assemble it. I

. Sr

Ilk

.11

.1

5. Your aunt, uncle, and two teenaged cousins,are coming to visit you at your current
residence. You are figuring out where may are all going to sleep.

.

1) Describe .1 spatial problem you have recently solved.

239 255
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2. Recognizing spatial key experiences

Spatial learning occurs wherever preschoolers and objects get together. To recognize these
occurrences, review the spatial key experiences listed below:

- .

To-

Key Experiences: Spatial Relations

Fitting things together and taking them apart

F(earranging and reshaping objects

Observing and describing things from
different spatial viewpoints

Experiencing and describing the relative
positions, directions, and distances of things

Experiencing and representing one's own
t ady

Learning to locate things in the classroom.
school,-and neighborhood

-Interpreting representations of spatial
relations in drawings. pictures. and
photographs

Distinguishing and describing shapes

1.

- a) Turn to the photograp s indicated in Young Children in Action. Briefly describe each
photograph and list the spatial key experience(s) depicted.

Page Brief Description Spatial Key Experience(s)

34

43
(fight)

.

, .
.

6

.

52
(all three)

.#

,

.

is.

.

61

. .

64.65
(entire

sequence)

.

.
.

.

)

240 ,
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Page Met Description Spatial Key Experience(s)

6i'
(bottom)

i77

1

.

.

0

95
(top)

. .

135
(both)

. .

1* .

.

,

..

141 1

.

a

149 -..

.17474

.

.

182
. .

199 .

204

. . .

225

234
. .

241
/top

. .

1

241 25



Page Brief Description Spatial Key Experience(s)

241
(bottom)

,
.

.

\

.

249
. .

252

.
',

_4)

263

266

lir.

.

.

.

b) Review and discuss exercise a with your team members.

3. Room arungement and spatial learning
A well-arranged preschool classroom promotes spatiallearning. Do the following exercises

with your teaching team.
4,

a) A well-arranged classroom enablbs children to locate the things they needmithin it.
Describe the role of each of the following features in helping children learn to locate
things in their classroom:

1. Well-defined work areas

2. Consistency

3. Classification of materials

hi How can a well-arranged classrobm help children observe and describe things frpm
different spatial viewpoints?

L '
- 241125

a
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c) For circle time, you and your teaching team aro planning to focus on experiencing and
describing the relativa positions. directions, an distances of things. Yoti decide to play
"Simon Says" and use the whole classroom in game. How would you play this game?
(In your desfription, include at least ten things!Shnon would say.),

14.

d) How could you use a mil-arranged classroom to help children interpret representations
of atial relations in drawings, pictures, and photographs?

ki

e) You and your teaching team have decided to rearrange the classroom to accommodate a
*sic area. How could you involve the children and make this into an experience in
reei.renging and rirshaping objects?

C-Z 243**,e
14.1 25 11.1



4, Spatial learning: Active learning

Spatial learning is active learning. Man& adults try to turn spatial learning into a series of
directions for children to follow. "Put your hand on your head."' "Put the pencils into the pencil
box." "Paste the round piece next to the square piece One way adults can avoid just giving
directions is to set up spatial problems for children to solve that encourage children to act and
then .to describe their acts in words. For extample.

"Where else can you put your hand. Elmen ?"
"Here." $

"Where's here?"
"In my pocket." 4

For each of the Following situations, you will identify the spatial key experience(s) being
emphasized. Then, wherever you find direction-giving and verbal drill, you will describe ways to
include action and problem solving. 4

a) It's small-group time. Mrs. Gridpipe-Fin has given each child a set of nuts andtoltk
"Now, when I say, 'Go!' you twist the nuts onto the bolts. Ready? Go!" The children get
busy fitting and twisting. "Stop!" calls Mrs. Gridpipe-Fin. "Oh, that's very nice, Eleanor.
You twisted all your nuts up to the very top of your bolts. And, Timothy/you twisted
yours to.the middle. Oh dear, Milo, you just got yours started. You get busy and twist
those nuts up froth the bottom all the wgy to the top... Good! Now, this time when I
say, 'Go!' everybody twist his nuts down, down, down, and off §o they're all apart again.
Ready? Go!" .

1. Identify the spatial key experience(s).

ab

2. Describe ways to include spatial problem solving.

I

. .
.. ,

b) "Look at my snake, Teacher," Logan calls from the art area.
,.,

"My." responds Mr. Cringingnut, "that's a long one, all right. But rdlike a basket. het
me see you change that snake into a basket. Curl him right around himself into a basket."

t. Identify the spatial key experience(s). ..

N 24;
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(

, y.(1:1You sure look upside down to me!"
.1

.1. Identify the spatial 'ley eiperionce(s ). ...,

2. Describe ways to include spatial problem solving.

I 4

..

..

, ,

c) "Anthony, you're way on top of,the climber. I bet things look retilly different up there.'"
Mrs. Bannister is talking to Anthony at outside time. 'How about if you hang upside
down so your handi and head dangle down... Good! WWII I bet I look upside down to

2. Describe ways to include spatial problem scilvin'g.

,

-

d) "Look, Teacher. I put all pinecones away."
"Good, Jethro. you put all the pinecones into the

Good. And the plates go under the cups. That's right
the dolls. the whole house area will be cleaned up!"

i. Identify thespatial key experioncefs).

45 -,

Q

2. Describe ways to include spatial problem solving.

/

4-. 4..
4.

.

.7

canister next to the pot holders? .

. Now, if you pul the blanket over

.

.4'
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e) "Okay, today for circle time we're going to have a circle parade doing all kinds of
different things with our bodies. I'm going to put a record on and we'll all slat out by
marching as tall as we can" The music Ithrts and everyone marches around in a circles
being very tall. "Okay, now make your bodies as small as you can make them, just like
I'm

1. Identify the spatial key experience(s).

2. Describe ways to include spatial problem solving.

b

4,
C

f) Mrs. FQllini is reading Cops for Sale to the children in her small-group time. "Who can
find the monkeys on the top of the tree? Good, Leslee. Now, who can find the flower in I

front of the house? Very ,good Maggie. Bob, where's the tree that's: farthest away from the
peddlerrThat's right. Michelle, where's the monkey who's looking toward the sky? Great.
That's right."

identify the spatial key experience(s).

C

2. Descrihe ways to include spatial problem solving.

$

- 1 '

A '
g) Mrs. Yom.aha is playing a shape-sorting game with some children in the quiet area. All

1 the wooden shapes are in a pile and each child has a shape-surfing card. "Everyone get a
square to put on your card," Mrs. Yamaha directs. "Good. now everybody gel a triangle

4. for your card. That's right. Now, get a square." . 1

1. Identify the spatial key experience(s).

\
. 1.

V kt
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ato

2. Describe ways to include spatialitblem solving.
) /

lit Review and discuss exercises el with your teaching team.

5. Spatial learning: The need for active adults

a) Active learners need active teachers. To see what active teachers do, examine the
photographs of loarne'rs and teachers from Young Children in Action indicated below and
fill in the following chart:

Page Wi tat Children Are Doing What Teachers Are Doing

238

240
.,

.

.."

.

. .
.

241
Ibattorn) 1

,

.
,

.

243 d

249'
. ,

255 ,
.

.

260
. ,

. .

263

... A

.

264

, ..
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t

bj What can you conclude about the teachers in the photographs? How would you describe
their robs?

i INA

cj Without using words, what are these teachers "saying" about experiencing and
representing 0110.5 own body?

I-.

dj Review and discuss exercises a-c with your team members

1 .
'$ ..c.

26 40
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....67' Using spatial key experiences to deal with classroom situations

Everyday classroom situations arise that teaching teams feel they must talk about and plan
ways to deal with. should similar situations arise again. The key experiences help teaching
teams generate strategies to try. .

Together with your team members, read through the following classroom situations. Use the
spatial key experiences as a guide for generating the strategies to try for each situation.

a) Mike has been climbing onto and jumping off large, wooden block in the block area all
work time. You want to extend Mike's act= y to include more spatial experiences. Using
the block-area materials availablebldcks, large Tinkertoys. cardboard boxes. small rug-

, sample pieceswhat are two strategies you might plan? °

h) Lynnetle has been zooming her truck back and forth across the block area, often running
into other children's structures. How could you and 'earn plan to help Lynnette
structure and extend her activity? Generate al least tw),..patial strategies.

_ c) For a number of days, Marketta has randomly pounded rails into a large piece of wood.
What two strategies might you plan to try to make Marketta's pounding a more spatial
experience?

d) Troy has spent"the first couple of months in preschool doh* the stone thing. no matter
what area of the room he works infilling and emptying containers. Rather then trying
to get him to do something altogether new, you and your teaching team want to help
Troy vary this activity by ridding some spatial elements 10 it. Whnt two strategies might
you plan?

249. 26i; ¢c
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e) Sam has been trying to tit a small pair of pants unto a large doll. pescribt two strategies
to help him deal with this sp4tial problem.

I) Elise's mother is very concerned about the test Elise must take before she enters
kindergarten. She is particularly concerned 'about the shape identification port of the test.
In order to allay her fears, plan two active, problem-solving ways to help Elise
distinguish and describe shapes.

g) ki.en though it is midway through-the school.year,children still depend on you to locate
classroom materials for them. Describe two ways you can help children learn to locate
classroom materials on their own.

r

h) You notice that your two student teachers Ire not interacting with children dering
outside time.The children usually climb on he climber, swing, th w balls, push each
other in the wagons. and lust run. What two strategies can you 'tip st to your two
student teachers to involve them with childrbn in outdoor learnin.

(

it Raymond and Tim' y built a large house with the counting cubes in the quiet area. They
were so proud GI inpmselves that you let them leave it up until tomorrow. NM% you and
your team membe 's are discussing other ways you could help the boys "Sii%e" their
building. You've decided to tone them draw a picture of it but are aware that they will
need help. Describe Iwo strategies to help them solve this problem of spatial
represent anion.

I

.,

.-



7, Child study: Spatial relations

Chi ta's ,414.._le: Date:

Child's age: Location:

ti Together with your 'child.study" child. plan and set up an obstacleoc urse

Take turns going through the course and decide how to change it to make it more exciting or
challenging

N
Provide with markers and paper and ask to draw a picture of the course

Have dictate a story to go with the picture Then read it back to
, ..

What did you find Qut about _______:s concept of space')

<.,

8. Observing spatial relations in a preschool classroom

a) Spend a morning in a preschool classroom. As you Watch,. check off all the items you can
in the spatial relations checklist on pages 311-13 in Young Children in Action."

1)) What are the strengths of this classroom regarding spatial relations?

Ar

V

,

1-
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c) IF this were your classroom, what changei would you make.to provide more
opportunities For spatial learning?

9

4

9. Spatial relations issues to ponder

a) Suppose there were a culture in which children were carried continuously by their
parents and siblings From birth to age three. How might this physical restriction affect
the children's understanding of spatial relations?

b) You have a child in your preschool classroom who is "accident prone," that is. he is so
physically active that he is always bumping into things and falling. You have another
child who is sotcautiotis.that he barely moves. How would you work with these
children?

,
c) What is the relationship between spatial learning and action? And reading?

d) One of the children in your preschool classroom is confined to a wheelchair. How would
you provide him with spatial key experiences? .

e) How is the ability to look at things from different spatial viewpoints related to the
a ability to recognize other intellectual mid emotional viewpoints? ,

10. Spatial relation projects

a) Visit three parks or playgrounds and evaluate the opportunities they provide for spatial
learning. Design a play area where spatial opportunities abound.

' Design a Fit - together- take -apart toy or game using things found in a hardware store. If
you can't afford to make what you design. sketch and describe it.

c) Pick out one of your "child-study" child's favotite places or things. Photograph this place
or thing from as many different angles and points of view as you possibly can. Show the
photographs to the child and record the child's comments and observations. You may
want to make a book together.

(I) Go on a shape want with your "child-study" child. Find all the shapes you can and record
what they are and,where you saw them. If you photograph your findings. you can end up
with another book.

252
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Films

Spatial Learning In the Preschool Years
(PS143) 16 nun 1.tm, black 8 white, sound. 22 min
A view of the preoperational child's understanding of the
way things relate to one another in three-dimensional
spacethe look and feel of objects their shapes.
col touriand edges and the way some thongs fit next to or
inside of one another This film shoyis children gaining
spatial understanding through exploration and
manipulation of objects Scenes from the High/Scope
Preschool suggest ways of providing appropriate
classroom niatenals and experiences for spatial problem
solving There are also scenes showing the development
of spatial understanding in infancy

The Block Sires. .

(PS191) Set of love color hIrnstros and cassette tapes.
39 7 won total

3. A Place to Build All Kinds of Structures
(9mm)
How children build up. out, aroundshows examples of
typical structures and suggests strategies a teacher can
use to encourage purposeful building

Cognitive Development Series
16mm films. color, sound
Each film in this series deals with a different kind of
Oinking process classifying. serrating. temporal
thinking. spatial understandingand shows a sequence of
curriculum goals and c... responding key experiences for
elementary-aged students Each goal and experience is
described briefly and illustrated with classroom examples

3. Spatial RelationsA Sequence of Exercises
(EE213) (20 mint I

Children orient themselves and objects in space and
mentally organize their experience of the p,jysical world

N

,
Write or calf the High/Scope Foundation, 600 North River Street, Ypsilanti, MI 48197, (313) 485-2000
to obtain Information on ordering these materials.

1

4
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I2/Time

Preschoolers do not view time the same way adults do. Basically. they are
concerned with present time, with now. They are, however. beginning to view
time as a continuum, to understand that things existed before now and things .

will exist after now. As preschoolers talk about time, describe past events, and
anticipate future events in words, they strengthen their ability to understand and
deal with the continuity of time. They are beginning to think about a sequential
order for past events and to learn the words adults use to represent time. They
still have a way to go. however, before their understanding of time begins to re-
semble that of an adult.

1. Understanding a preschooler's concept of time
.,

Revieti.; pages 267-68 in Young Children in Action, then answer the following questions;

a) Infants have a one-dimensional concept of time. What does that mean?

b) Preschoolers are just beginning to view. time as a continuum. What does that mean?

t
J

c) Preschoolers see lime subjectively. while adults view time objectively. What is the
difference?

254266
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d) The word "time has many meanings in adult conversation. While adults understand the
meaning of time in all its various usages, preschoolers are very literal in their
understanding. Choose five of the following sentences and describe how a preschooler
might interpret them:

He made it to the big time!

,Gheck the timetable to see when Grandma's train comes in. ''

4 What's your favorite pastime?

Right now he's lust marking time.

If he really wants -to,do it, he'll make time.

He spends very little time at home.

' , Time flies when you're havidg fun.

Time stood still.

I've told you time and time again. t -.

i

..,

C

t ' '1 .. '

,

. - ?65
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y .

e) Even though preschoolers don't understand the above expressions the way adults do and
don't understand what a "minute" or a "year" is, why is it important for adults to use
time units and expressions in their everyday conversations with children?,

d

f) How did you perceive time as a young child?

g) 11\ &view and discuss exercises al*ith your team memberis

`

2. Recognizing time key experiences

1

. :
Timc key experiences fall into two categories. (A) understanding time units or intervals and

(B) sequencing events in time. ..

...

A Understanding time units or intervals B Sequencing events in time
.1

Key Experiences: Time

Stopping and starting an action or
signal

Experiencing and .describing different
'rates of speed

Experiencing and comparing time
intervals

Observing seasonal chAnges

Observing that Clocks and calendars
are used to mark the passage of
time

.

Anticipating future events verbally
and making appropriate preparations

Planning and Completing what one
has planned

Describog and representing past
events

Using conventional time units in
talking about past and future events

Nbtictng and describing the order of
"events

4

256
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Look at the photographs or illustrations on the pagei of Young Children in Action listed
below. Briefly describe each one and list the time key experience(s) illustrated.

Page Brief Description Time Key Expriencisi

I

48
.. .

41

.

_ .

61

4
---,

64
(1e11) .

65
night}. 4

174
(bottom)

..

184

-op
. 4

/243
,

0

.

.

266 .

-..,

268 .

271 .

. .

273
'tali)

.- ...

257 271



Brief Description

A...MO .

Time Key Experiencets)

276

,
. .

;
*

, .

277 ,
.

I
),_

279
(all)

.

.

k

, . ,

,

_ ...

3. Helping preschoolers understand time limits or intervals

Review pages 268-77 in Young Children in Action. Then do the following exercises:

a) Why do preschoolers believetthat simultaneous events of the same duration take up
different, mounts of time? What influences their judgment?. .

4

, 4

b) Throughout the morning. Sam continually asks, is it outside time yet?" Once it finally is
outside time, he asks. "Do we have to go in yet?" How could you help him deal more
'effectively with the beginning and end of this time period that seems to be so important
to him?

\ / .

1

...

4

0-'

CI

27;258 "4

t 4

v.

do

..*
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s,

t.

c) What confusions do preschoolers have about comparing rates of Netted?.

oft
st

ra.

Ci-You've decidedlo concentrate on the time key experience experiencing and describing
tOifferent rotes of speed at small-group time.

4. What materials will you provide Tor each child?

0

2. What will you say to get the small-group time activity started?

c

3. What ar) four things you might expect to see childro doles?
, a "

114

4. What will your role be?

f

ti

5. How will you draw the small-group time to a meaningful end?

.
259 "fir e
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_ e) Briefiy describe ten different ways children could experience and describe different rates
of spad with their own bodies at outside time. .

.

i.

4

r..

1

4

-I I

4.

.

4

tti i e

t. e

/
g. 4

\

..,
1,`

I ..

k

e

I

..

,..

.
i

1) Do preschoolers have a sense of a uniform rate of time? Why or why not?
... ii

MP
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g) Answer the following children's "how-long-until" questions, using time intervals the
children can understand.

"When's my mom gonna pick me up?" Denise asks at the beginning of work time.

2 "Here's some cookies for everybody, Teacher! Can we eat 'em now?" Michelle asks as
she arrives at school.

"No. but we sure can eat then. at snack time." you reply
"How long's that?" Michelle wants to know.

3 "When's it going to be my turn on this swing. Teacher?" Jamison asks at outside time.

h Alt piesl.hookrs abie'to tn. to.si:cur; IN. notion tit ret urrent e. its .1 Cy(11(
p1014IPSS14/11:. tiV Or why not?

276
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it Ybu are visting'a preschool in Miami, Florida. It's January and the teacher is "doing a
unit on winter." She has decorated a bulletin board with snowflakes and snowmen ,
cutouts and for circle time she's reading a story about Eskimo children. if this were your
classroom In Florida. what chames in the "winter unit" would you make?

't

I
11 Why are conventional clocks and calendars beyond the comprehension 91 preschoolers?

...

4

11/4) A friend :A yours is an engineerio, student who has promised to build you a clock Coal
would make sense to preschoolers. Togilth-r, you've decided that it will be a 21/2-hour
clock and will tell the daily routine time without using nunibers or words. What would
the face of this clock look like? Draw a picture.

7

II Rev let% drul discuss exercises (irk with your uimi members

262
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4. Helping preschoolers sequence events in time

Pages 278-82 in Young Children in Action will be of assistance in answering the following
questions:

al Some people live almost completely in !Lie past. Some live in the future, and some live in
. a the here and now, in the present. Where 00 preschoolers live in time? Whys

bj What do preschoolers gain as they begin to anticipate future events?

cj What do preschoolers gain as they begin to recall past events?

13 h would 1w easier for preschoolers to dodescribe the sequence of the seasons or
describe the sequence of steps involved in putting together the airplanes they just made?
Why/

263 27,



el Marketta comes bursting into school alter a few days absence with this story:
'Tomorrow my dog got hit by the car. We were so sad so my dad says were going to get
ariew clog yesterday when she gets horned from her mother. I'm going to have my new
dog today when she gets her eyes open, When she drinks milk from her mother she has
to slay with her mother till she gets big," How would you respond to this story both
acknowledging Ivlarkelta's enthusiasm and her attempt to segtonce-erent: in time?

I) Review and discuss exercises a.e with sour team members.

5. Using time to deal with everyday situations

Solve the Iollowing.problems with your team members:

d) At outside time, Timmy, Lynnetle, Corey, and Siu are arguing about whose turn H is to
steer the ride-on taxi. flow can you help them solve this problem, using one of the time
key experiences as a guide?



b) Clarke is walking on the balance beam but keeps bumping into Brenda who is in front of
her. Now can you help her solve this problem, using one of the time key experiences as a
guide?

ri Troy has planned to make fingerpaint and use it pis he did yesterday, but before you can
pet tri 'him. he dumps some orange tempra powder on the table and is swishing it around
with his hands. Now can you retrieve the situation by looking at it as an opportunity to
work with Troy on time?



1) Raymond, Michelle. and Mike planned to work in the music area They started out !tying
different instruments, but now they are all banging on at least tWo instruments apiece,
growing louder and louder, How can you join ,them and redirect their concertizing to
focus on one or two of the time key experiences?

e) Denise is anxious to hate her father pick her up at the end of school. so after she lakes
off her coat, she goes to the window Jo wail for him,. How can you help her gain a sense
of when he will be returning?

2 .j



. 6. Child study: Time

Child's Name: _ Bate:

Child's Age: Location.

Together with make up a stopping and starting game Play it

n

,

..,

Together with ___.,__"2____. set up a race (You might decide to race Iwo cars down a ramp made from a
block, for example) Ask _ thought-provoking questions about different rates of speed and time
:ntervals ksk ___________ to predict who 4S going to vac! each race and why

4

After you have done tne previous exercises tr.-rgettier ask
about what you nave done together

;kiwi' (JO v'Jt learn about the cnod S concept 0 tome

. 4.
.

to draw a pclure and tell a story

1 -.

,.,
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47. Observing time key experiences in a preschool classroom

preschoql classroom and check off the items that apply in the time checklist on pages
313-14 of Young Children in Actin.

a) What are the strengths of this classroom regarding time?

I)) if this were your preschnolclassroom, what changes would you make to proWde more
time key experiences for children?

'4

268
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8. Time issues to ponder
,

a) Suppose that you are about to have a baby and a Clock supplier offers to furnish you.
with clocks. You have to choose between regular face clocks, or digital clocks, or a
mixture of both. Which would you choose, realizing that as your baby grows he or she is
going to learn ahout telling time from these clocks. Explain your choice.

b) What kind of atmosphere would you Jry iD create in your preschool classroom: one in
which children are hurried along to the next thing, one in which children have all the
time in'the world they need, or one somewhere in the middle?_Explain your choice.

c) Do you have to set aside time to teach preschoolers about lime? Why or why, not?

d) Do preschool children from different cultures hare different notions of time? Whir or why
... .

not?

e) How would you acquaint a blind preschooler with clocks and calendars?

f) How Nies a daily routine help preschoolers understand time concepts?
.,.

g) What is the relatbnship between tune and number? Between time and seriation?

9. Time projects

4.

a) Design a personal -clock or calendar for your "child-study" child. If your first error( is
confusing to , make necessary modifications.

I;) During a 24-hour period.' make a note of all the references to time you see or hear. How
would a preschooler interpret each one?

r) Find a group of children in second or third grade who are learning to tell time. What do
they understand about clock time? What is confusing for them? Foe, children to tell time,
what are all the concepts they have to understand? List them. +

d) Ask your "child-study" child to explain these statements to you. Record his. or her
answers.

A stitch in time saves nine.

Time flies when you're having fun.

Tittle marches on.

Time and title wait for no man.

t

How old do ythi think a child has to be to understand the statements? Test out yiiiir
hypothesis on several older children.

e) Design anti try out a movement activity that would provide preschoolers with one or
more time key experiences.

269 28,,
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Learning About Time in 3he Preschool Years
(P8141) 16mm Mm: black & white, sound: 37.5 min
This film shows how teachers can help children
understand concepts of time, it iliustrates stratdgtes for
encouraging children to recall the past, anticipate the
future, and observe and represent temporal sequences
and intervals The first part shows how to help children
observe the beginning and enct of time periods. observe
movement and change, and begin to iapresent the,
passage of time The second part shows how young
children learn to anticipate and recall events and observe
and predict the order in which events occur.

Films

Cognitive Development Series
16mm films, color, sound
Each%lilm in this series deals with a different kind of
thinking processclassifying, serrating, temporal
thinking, spatial understanding and shows a sequence of
curriculum goals and corresponding key experiences for
elementary-aged students. Each goal and experience is
described briefly and illustrated with classroom examples
4. Tempel* RelallonsA Sequence of Exercises
ton 2 reels) (EE214) (35 mm) (EE215) (16 Inn)
Aspects of the development of the child s orientation in
timeways children learn to understand and function
within time. ,'

Write or call the High/Scope Foundation, 600 North River Street, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197, (313) 485-2000\
V obtain Information on ordering these materials. 1
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13/What next?

.
You have completed the exercises in this book about room arrangement.

daily routine..teachtni and planning in a team, active learning, language.
experiencing and representing. classification, serration, number, space, and
time. Now you must put what you have learned together. The exercises in this
chapter will help you think about the next steps you can take toward
providing high quality preschool education for young children.'

Unde,r6tOnding young children

The Cognitively Oriented Curriculum is a way of observing, understanding. and planning for
young children.

a) Review all your child-nttdy exercises and write a brief but tt;oiough, report of what you
know about your "child-study'' child. Review the report with the child's parent(s) and/or
teacherisj.

'r

'1
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S

T.,
bl What things chd you find out about your "child-study" chilli other than the specific things

you were observing for? Why?

4

e

$

4
4. ,..

s

4

.4.

4.

e

N......4

4
4 \.

ce

< ..... .. ..."
. 4.1 is there something missing front your report? SoMething you feel you shtild know about

, . but don't? What? Why? How would you,add this element' to your knowledge about your
C hild-studytchild?. ,

...$

44
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2. Comparing this preschool curriculum to others

.i.

Preschool curricula come in many different packages. The key is finding the,curriculum that,
to your way of thinking, bestserves children and their teachers.

a) List the other kinds of preschool curricula with which you are familiar (for example,
directed learning, free play, unit-based). What characterizes each of these approaches to
learning? What is the role of the child? Of theadults?

V
...

..

I f

.

.

I. .

. .

N

#
b) What does 'cognitively oriented" mean?

273
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e) Flow is the Cognitively Oriented Curriculum similar to these approai.hes? Ho is it
dilferent?

(I) 110m iloi)ithe Cognitively Oriented Curriculum en(murage children to express their
feelings think aboutoIhers. and feel good about themselves?

.m.mamlierroall.



3. Working with a teaching team

The cognitheiv oriented Gurrh,tiltiin depends on team IA °a. tlailt etaltiation 4141 planning.
and mutual pnbit.in soh inn. ..

al List i hi strengths and p..ealknesses of your teaching teaw.

b) Vkliat did tort learn about yourself as a group member and a group leader?

285
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cI Interview inernoers of an actual pi eschool teaching team. What do they see as the
problem: and s ilisfaotions of teamwork?

4 .4.

d) Where do the members of a teaching team turn when they cannot softie a problem
together?

?,

.

.

e) Would you be willing to commit yourself to the learn-teaching approach? Why or why
not?

e.

276
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4. Early childhood, issues

a) What are the major issus facing early childhood educators today?

Jr

t

e rt

4

...

' *1

i
i

bl How would you deal with these issues?

,

0

o 4

29i
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c) What do you plan to do next to provide high qUality preschool education for young
children?

A

4

a

f.

278 29,4.
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5. Study guide evaluation

al. if it.ivcre your job to revise this study guide. what changes would you make?

#

4

i

7 A
...

4,

1$ .

1

b) Please share your ideas with us. Send your revisions, suggestions, and comments to:

Study Guide Evaluation
c/o Mary Hohmann
High/Scope Press

600 North River Street
. # Ypsilanti. Ml 46197

Thank you and best wishes in your career in early childhood education.
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n Action EXERCISES N THE

COGNITIVELY ORIENTED
PRESCHOC4 'CURRICULUM

Designed to be used in conjunction with Young Children in Action, the preschool
curriculum manual that has become a classic in its field, this study guide provides
active learning experiences, to give students and practitioners an indapth
understanding of the Cognitively Oriented Preschool Curriculum.

Each chapter Is keyed to a chapter in Young Children in Action and provides

Problemsolving axerrises
- Issues to think about .

ii
Real-life clasgroorn examples of what children do and how adults can espond
Strategies for designing activities based on -Key Experiences for Cognitive
Development" .
Detailed guidelines for child observation
Suggestions for working with b teaching team
Ideas for working with bilingual children and children with specjal needs

This study guide brings the High/Scope Cognitively Oriented Ct.onculum to life...-------
. .

%

by Mary Hohmann with a foreword by David P.'Weikart
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